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OBJECTIVES IN WATER RESOURCES PLANNING 
Abstract 
ROBERT REHM WERNER 
Under the supervision of Professor Arthur J. Matson 
A number of objectives in water resources development have been ,,. 
identified historically, but planning practice has adhered most closely 
to economic efficiency. A question of growing concern is whether or 
not the conscious inclusion of multiple objectives simultaneously in 
water resources planning can re·sult in the formulation of plans closer 
to an optimum in the satisfac_tion of peoples' t�_tal desires than does 
a plan which optimizes the objective of economic efficiency or other 
single objective. 
The purpose of this study was to determine if the·explicit 
employment of multiple object�ves in water resources planning repre­
sents a strengthening of capability to plan for the acconnnodation of 
demands for water among competing 1nterests. This involved determina­
tion of (1) the theoretical implications of employing multiple-objec­
tives; (2) the degree to which the employment of multiple objectives 
is compatible with quantitative analysis; and (3) the adequacy of 
the existing institutional structure to administer multiple objective 
planning. 
Current evaluation procedures were found to support the economic 
efficiency planning objective, but not· consider the income redistribu­
ti�nal effects of a resource allocation. Nationally, the aggregate 
effect is small, but on a project basis the distributional effects can 
be sig�ificant on the people in the affected area. The effects of water 
resources development on the environment also appear significant �nd 
appropriately evaluated as a dimension of welfare. Income redistribu­
tion,. environmental quality and other planning objectives were conceived 
to provide a better approximation of the welfare considerations of a 
resource allocation than can be gained from a single objective. Together 
appropriate planning objectives give a breadth of choice in making deci­
sions concerning the water resource. 
The contemporary planning efforts in the Susquehanna River Basin 
Study were reviewed as an attempt to employ a multiple-objective 
approach to planning through the preparation of separate plans responsive 
to each of the planning objectives of economic efficiency, environmental 
quality and regional development. Particular difficulties were noted 
to be encountered in the identification and quantification of benefits 
for the objectives other than economic efficiency. Criteria for the 
selection of features from the individual plans to be recommended as 
the basin plan by the study coordination group were observed to also be 
difficult to define.· The coordination group had not reached agreement 
concerning the degree of detail to be presented to policy makers and 
the public·; other institutional barriers were also.recognized. In 
reporting on the attempt by the Susquehanna River Basin Study to formu­
late plans responsive to several objectives, a dialogue on the practical 
value of multiple-objective planning has been· opened. 
This study in applied economics provides a rationale for an 
advance in approach to water resources planning employing multiple 
objectives. It places in perspective the alternative objectives of 
planning and conceptualizes and rationalizes their inclusion in formal 
plan formulation. Objectives relate goals of people and the purposes 
served by water use and development and were found, on·theoretical 
grounds, to provide additional dimension� to welfare. A multiple­
obj�ctive framework attempts to make costs explicit including the 
opportunity costs of foreclosed alternatives. Wider range of choice 
is promoted. This study provides a workable rationale to improve the 
basis for decision making in water resources planning. 
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This study is an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of 
planning for public water resources development in which multiple 
objectives are given explicit consideration. Planning has largely 
been oriented to resources allocation that would contribute to 
national income, although a number of historical objectives have 
been identified in the development of water re.sources. in the United. 
States. 
Statement of the Problem 
Public water development is in contrast with private water 
development in the objectives considered in planning. Fox has said, 
"Unlike private water development in which market considerations have 
always been uppermost, public development programs have major aims in 
addition to those.of economic efficiency." 1 
A concern -attracting growing attent�on is whether or not the 
simultaneous inclusion of multiple objectives in water resources 
planning can result in the formulation of plans closer to an optimum 
in the satisfaction of people's total desires than a plan which opti­
mizes an objective of economic efficiency or other single objective. 
1rrving K. Fox in an address to a joint meeting of the Columbia 
Basin and Missouri·Basin Interagency Committees, June 1963. Resources, 
No. _16 (May 1964). 
Many people are concerned with water and people use water for 
many purposes. Individuals, industry, states and the federal govern­
ment, acting broadly for the people under various clauses.of the Con­
stitution, have diversified interests in water and seek to achieve 
numerous objectives through its use. The water problem is suffi­
ciently complicated to make it difficult to determine how the avail­
able supplies of water might be utilized to best serve the interests 
and needs of all the people. 
There are many aspects of the water problem. Water is essen-
tial to man t s life and livelihood. Where water is plentiful in 
relation to the amount utilized by man, it is often treated as though 
it were free. More frequently, water is subject to conflicting 
demands. Legal and economic concepts of ownership of water or the 
right to use water in this country are complex. Water may be consid--­
ered wholly or partially in public ovmership depending upon the state 
in which its legal status is being determined. No market has been 
found adequate for .the resolution of the competing interests in water. 
Extensive inter.est, lack of adequate markets and involved 
ownership and regulation make water problems important. Other aspects 
intensify the problem. Measures can be taken to alter the flow of 
water. These measures.have significant costs to an individual, an. 
industry, or some unit of government. Some measures, such as dams, 
are sufficiently long-lived to make marked changes in a landscape, an 
ecology, and an environment. In any case, measures that are beneficial 
for· some people may have adverse impacts on others. 
2 
Water is not a matter of only parochial concern. Removal of 
water from a stream or serious pollution may present problems to a 
municipality four hundred miles and twenty days flow time away. �Tater 
is transferred from basin to basin and across the Continental Divide. 
Water has occupied a prominent position in programs of the 
federal government. Policies to open new territory and unify parts 
of a new country utilized the water resource. Later programs to 
encourage settlement on western lands and more recent efforts to stim­
ulate economic development in certain other regions of the country have 
considered the water resource. These and other manifestations of 
public interest have suggested objectives for water resources devel­
opment. 
Because of the geographic extent, and the far-reaching economic, 
social and environmental consequences of water problem solutions, wide 
participation is often desirable in the consideration of the problems 
and the alternative means available for their solution. 
The ability to consider water interests and demands, present 
and projected, and· to plan for their accommodation evolves gradually. 
This study will examine and evaluate steps toward strengthening the 
capability ·to plan for the accommodation of demands for water _among 
competing interests. 
Objectives 
The central objective of this study is to determine if the 
explicit employment of multiple objectives in water resources planning 
3 
represents a strengtheriing of capability to identify and consider 
varied interests and to accommodate diverse demands on water resources 
use. 
The objective has not been subjected to rigorous testing in the 
past or at the present time. And yet the concept of multiple­
objective planning appears to have both immediate and continuing value 
in the water resources field. This study is structured to discover 
elements of evidence in drawing conclusions regarding the usefulness 
of the concept. The specific obj.ectives of this study are: 
1. To determine under what conditions the use of multiple 
objectives in water resources planning can be considered 
valid in terms of economic theory; 
2. To determine if use of multiple objectives in water 
resources planning can be supported .by meaningful and 
adequate analysis; 
3. To determine if in terms of the existing structure for 
water r�sources planning, the use of multiple objectives 
is institutionally operable. 
Report Procedure 
The initial chapter of this report has introduced the extensive 
nature of the water resources ·allocation and �nagement problem. The 
second chapter takes up the context within which major water resources 
planning takes place. In examining the historical basis for national 
interest in water resources, emphasis is placed on the role of objec­
tives in planning. The intent here is to relate planning needs to 
4 
national and regional goals. An understanding of the part played by 
objectives in planning is facilitated when the role of the planner is 
discussed and the model employed in current comprehensive basin 
planning is described. The chapter is concluded with an appraisal 
of the significance of planning in resource allocation. 
In Chapter III the problem of objectives in planning is 
explored. Economic theory is examined_as it might relate to the 
concept of employing objectives in planning. The intent is to ascer­
tain the theoretical implications of the concept. The concept is then 
expanded as it applies to alternatives in reso_urce allocation. 
In Chapter IV the various objectives and alternatives employed 
in planning are discussed. Problems in employing multiple objectives 
in planning situations are identified and difficulties anticipated. 
Chapter Vis an in-process review of the Susquehanna Compre­
hensive River Basin Study. The Susquehanna Study employed a multiple­
objective approach to planning. The background for the study, the 
region and its problems and the organization used for planning are 
explained. The introduction and evolution of the multiple-objective 
concept is traced from empirical data. As the employment of multiple 
objectives is described, the empirical evidence is examined in terms 
of concepts discussed in Chapter III. One purpose is to determin� 
the degree to which logical and adequate quantitative analysis within 
the multiple-objective concept is possible. A second purpose is to 
search for indications regarding the administrative adequacy of the 
pianning structure to accommodate multiple-objective planning. The 
5 
concept of multiple objectives in planning is not proven useful unless 
dec1sion making leading to best use of the water resource for the 
well-being of all people is facilitated. In this sense, methods of 
analysis.and decision making are examined from· the available empirical 
evidence. 
In the final chapter, findings are examined for evidence of 
the success and failure elements of multiple-objective planning in 
concept and practice. Conclusions are dra�m regarding the value of 
the concept in strengthening water resources planning capabilities. 
Appropriate further research is recommended. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
TIIE PLANNING CONTEXT 
National interest in water resources development has broadened 
historically from spot interest in harbor improvements to programs for 
entire river basins. River basin plans can influence resource alloca­
tion and affect the development of large regions. This is the planning 
context in which multiple-objective planning, if useful, would be 
employed. 
Water Resources Development and the National Interest 
The value of the water resource became recognized in policy early 
by the United States.1 Federal interest was evident when the first 
Congress enacted the first water resources act for harbor improvement 
on August 7, 1789. 
The first najor planning effort involving water re.sources use 
came about in 1807 after several years of contention concerning federal 
·participation and cost �baring in "internal improvements"--specifically 
the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal and a·canal around the falls of the 
1An excellent description of the water resource and its use in 
a developing hypothetical valley is contained in John Krutilla and 
Otto Eckstein, Multiple Purpose River Development (Baltimore: The 
Johns Hopkins Press .for Resources for the Future, 1958), pp. 4-8. 
2For an ��c�llent short history of congressional activity in 
• water resources legislation see nThe Role of Congress in Water. Resources 
Development," paper presented by Senator Spessard Holland before the 
National Rivers and Harbors Congress, June 1, 1967. The Congressional 
Record, June 5, 1967, p. p2643. 
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Ohio River near Louisville. The Senate, on March 2, 1807 ., passed a 
resolution authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury, Albert Gallatin, 
to prepare a study on the development of routes of communication.3 
Gallatin 1 s report was a comprehensive plan for canals and improved 
waterways extending to the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. The plan 
cited objectives of economic development and furthering political unity. 
The plan proposed an economic efficiency justification: 
• • • whenever the annual expense of transportation on a 
certain route in its natural state exceeds the interest on 
the capital employed in improving the cow.munication, and the 
annual expense of transportation • • • by the improved route
4 the difference is an annual additional income to the nation. 
The plan was national in scope and sought to develop and exploit the 
agriculture, industry and commerce of the Midwest by providing means 
£or long-distance bulk commodity transport. One authority has observed 
. ' 
that the Waterways Plan was used by the st�tes and the federal govern-
ment with periodic revision as late as 1907 by the Inland Waterways 
C • • 5 omrnission. There was no immediate imple�entation of the plan, 
however, in part because the basis for federal participation in such 
work was not well established at that tL�e, partly because the concept 
)Ibid. 
4The "Gallatin Report, rr. as it is usually called, was entitled 
"The Secretary of the Treasury, in obedience to the resolution of the 
Senate of the 2d.March 1807 respectfully submits the following report 
on roads and canals • • • " and was presented to the Senate on April 
4, 1808. 
5Henry P. Caulfield, Jr., "The Why and the How of Comprehensive 
River Basin Planning" (Remarks made before the Annual Convention of the 
National Reclamation Association, Albuquerque, New Mexico, November· 17, 
1966), p. 6. 
was in advance of its time, and largely, perhaps, because the estimated 
6 
cost of $20,000,000 seemed "astronomical." 
Many persons believed that waterway improvements were essential 
to the development of the country. Various canal ventures were under­
taken by state and private interests as early a s  1784 and possibly 
even before. 
7 
Failures were common. But interest in navigation and 
inland waterway improvement persisted and was stimulated by the advent 
of the steamboat. 
9 
In a landmark case, involving the assignment of navigation rights 
8 by a state to a private party, the Supreme Court, in reviewing Gibbons 
v. Ogden, related navigation to transportation which was seen to come 
under the Connnerce Clause of the Federal Constitution . 9 Rivers were 
regarded a s  highways for commerce and, for that purpose, the public 
property of the nation. Federal interest in inland navigation was estab­
li shed and the federal government had entered the water resources 
development business .  "Navigation improvements" have received annual 
10 
appropriations since 1824. 
The objective in this case was the best use of resources--the 
611The· Role of Congress," op. cit., p. S7643. 
7George Wa shington was an investor in the Powtowmack Canal and 
supervised its construction from 1785 to 1788 when he was elected 
President. Although the canal was in use for about 30 years, it was 
not a money making_venture. See article by Jean Geddes in The Washing­
ton Post, May 9, 1968, p. GlO. 
8 Gibbons v. Ogden, 17 Johns. 488 (N.Y. 1820). 
9 
Wheat. 1, 197 (U.S. 1824). 
lO"The Role of Congress," op . cit., p. S7643. 
10 
water resources through ria.vigation improverr.ents--to facilitate national 
economic development. 
The economic growth aspect of federal interest in water resources 
continued ·to be evident in the Swamp Lands Acts of 1849 and 18.50 when 
w1sold swamp and overflowed lands were granted by Congress to Missis­
sippi River States. The - intent was that the states could sell the 
grants and use the proceeds for drainage, flood control and recla�ation. 
John c .  Calhoun, Henry Clay and others had long been pressing for 
exten·sion of the federal interest in "internal improvements " as such 
matters were ter��d.  In 1850, also, the first comprehensive study of 
the Mississippi River was authorized.11 
According to Caulfield, development was established as the 
"central thrustn of national policy for water as well as the other 
natural resources.12 Development of all regions of the nation and 
economic growth were critical to the yol.lllg - nation. This goal has per­
sisted to the present day. Other aims or objectives have also evolved 
over the years . The�e aims or objectives refer to what can be achieved 
or furthered by use of the resource. The Congress, thinking in terms 
of certain national _objectives, has, from time to time, authorized 
certain types· of water resources utilization or development to further 
those objectives. The manner in which the resource is utilized is 
generally termed the "purpose," as in proj ect purpose or planning 
11
Ibid. 
12caul.field, op. cit . ,  p. 1. 
_ purpos e. Congressional act ion is  based on some authority assigned 
to the Congress  by the Cons t itution. It  was no ted above tha t inland 
waterway improvements by the federal government awai ted a _ S�pr eme 
Cour t decision that clar ified fed eral int erest and au thor i t ies.  
Clar ifica tion of federal int erest  and au thor ity takes t ime - when 
Congress ional conc ern is coupled with court act ion. 
Based on a number of court ac tions the Commerce powers of the 
feder al government were extended, over the year s , to  federal inter­
vent ion for flood protect ion , wa tershed dev elopment and hydropower , 
11 
13 
al though the Proprie tary Powers are also involved in the lat t er case. 
For each of these project purposes the pr ime object iv e  appeared t o  be  
economic develo pment through more efficient resource alloca t ion or the 
avoidance  of na t ional income losses from flood damages. 
The objec t ive of na t ional defense has been ment ioned from t ime 
to t ime in connec t ion with resource alloca t ion . Perhaps the fir s t  t ime 
the War Power s of the Congres.s 14 were involved . for wat er resources 
development wa s in the case of Wilson Dam at Muscle  Shoals on the 
Tennessee River . The purpose was the developmen t  of hydropower , in 
this  ins tance for nitra te product ion dur ing World War r . 1 5  Na tional 
13u . s . , Repor t of the President ' s  Wat er Resources Policy 
Commission , Vol .  3 ,  Wa ter Resources Law (Washing ton :  Government 
Print ing Office, 1950 ) ,  p. 1 0 : 
14 U. S. , Cons t i tu tion, Art . 1, secs . 8 and 9. 
15For further d iscussion see Frank J .  Trelea s e, "Federal Jur is­
d ic tion over Water in the Ea s tern Uni ted Sta tes, n Papers delivered a t  
the Wa ter Rights Conference , Coopera t ive Extension Serv ic e ,  Agr icul­
tural Exper iment Sta t ion ,  College of Agr iculture , Michigan Sta te 
Universi ty (March 1 9 60 ) , pp . 9-10. 
defense as an objective does not appear to have been cited frequently, 
but often appears to be a subsidiary consideration in what may be 
proposed or in regard to the manner in which a project might be accom­
plished. 
Authority for irrigation as a project purpose stemmed from the 
Property Clause of the Constitution which gives the federal government 
16 
exclusive control over federal lands . The objectives of the Congress 
appear to have been several in the case of the Reclamation Act of 1902. 
National economic development appears to be one , regional development 
another, and some concern for income redistribution in favor of a class 
of people, farmers, may have been another.17 
Other objectives of public investment in water resources have 
been identified by Fox.18 He cited stimulation and competition for 
. ' 
private industry--as canals to railroads and public to private power--
and assistance to depressed areas of the country as _ in Appalachia. 
President Lyndon B .  Johnson spoke of the quality of the environment 
th b .  t ·  1
9 
as ano er o J ec ive .  
During a his�ory of nearly two hundred years the  federal 
16 · 
U.S . , Constitution , Art . IV, sec. 3, cl.  2.  
17167 Fed .  at 883-884 and 885. 
18rrving K. Fox in an address to a joint meeting of the Colwnbia 
and Missouri Basin _Interagency Cormnittees,  June 1963. Resources, No. 
16 (May 196L� ) • 
19 
U.S . , President ' s  Message to the Congress on Natural Beauty, 
"To Renew a Nation" (March 8, 1968 ) • 
12 
government and the states have extended their interests into several 
aspects of the development and use of the water resource. Certain 
objectives have been identified. The constitutional basis for federal 
participation in planning and development became established and 
statutory authority for federal activity has continued to grow. 
•�Tise use,"  "all uses, "  "best use " and "multiple-purpose n are 
all terms that have come to be used in connection with the water 
resource. It became evident that water had value in a number of uses 
and that there were insufficient quantities of the resource to satisfy 
the demands of all uses and users. 
In the early history of the United States , water appeared as a 
free good. Anyone seemed able to use all the water he wanted and for 
almost any purpose without effort or cost and without economic con­
sequence to anyone else. Although there seems to have been a tendency 
to treat water as a free good through much of United States history-­
and this tendency might explain a number of water problems at the 
present stage of development--competing demands gradually changed the 
resource from one to be exploited to one to be conserved . Historically 
treating water as a free good explains, in part, the evolution of 
external effects--the use of water resources in such a manner as to 
produce an economic effect on other uses without due compensation. 
In the early history of this country, external effects , where 
recognized, were likely to be treated as of lesser order than national 
growth. Water was a resource to be exploited to facilitate economic 
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development . One hundred fifty years later, concern for ample supplies 
of good quality water contributed to the establishment of the Senate 
Select Committee on Water Resources and stimulated the implementation 
· 20 o� its reconunendations. 
From,the Senate Select Committee recommendations have come the 
Water Resources Council, which serves as the focal point for the 
coordination of the federal executive agencies that have been estab­
lished and authorized to carry out the will of the President and the 
21 
Congress in the water resources field; Senate Document 97 which sets 
forth policies, standards  and procedures for federal participation in 
22 water resources development;  and a nationwide coordinated water 
resources planning program . 
A less tangible result of the efforts of the Senate Select 
Cormnittee and the implementation of their recommendations may have 
been an increased appreciation of the value . of the water resource . 
Rather than a shortage of supplies of water, the nation may have been 
in need of better planning for, and management of, water use . In 
Senate Document 97, _ '-'best use " of the water resource for the "well-
20 U.S., Report of the Senate Committee on National Water 
Resources, Report No . 29 lWashington : Government Printing Office, 
l961), pp . v , 17-19. 
21created tmder Title I of the Water Resources Planning Act 
of 1965, 79 Stat. 2µ4 . 
22u.s . , President ' s  Water Resources  Council, Policies, Standards 
and Proced ures in the Formulation, Evaluation and Review of Plans for 
Use and Development of Water and Related Land Resources, printed as 
Senate Document 97 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1962). 
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being of all the people" became the prime criterion in water resources 
23 development . Such a criterion seems to be explicit recognition that 
water planning and use should be res ponsive to the general welfare of 
the nation as interpreted at a given time in terms of the ability of 
the people to conceive, accept and implement proposals . With the 
multiplicity of objectives, however, it became increasingly difficult 
to determine vm.at should be done, when, why, what is the best use or 
how the general welfare is best furthered. 
Water Resources Planning 
The planning function brings together what is desired, the 
objectives , and what is possible, the many and varied uses of water. 
Conventionally, the role of the planner is to measure the resource 
available;  determL"1.e the demand s chedules over some time period for 
the various goods and s ervices that may be _ produced; suggest a s cheme 
or strategy by miich resources might best accormnoctate the various 
demand schedules ; and accomplish this in accordance with objectives, 
statutory authorizations , constraints, and other guida.nce. 24 
The planner has knowledge of the physical nature of the problem . 
He understands relationships between the land, the atmosphere and 
water flow. With reasonable precision he can predict how much water 
a river basin will yield and how the flow will fluctuate . He also 
23Ibid . ,  pp. 1-2 . 
24 
Senate Document 97 op. cit. explains many aspects of water 
resources planning.  
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estima.tes the quantity and cost  of goods and s ervices to be produced .  
The · array of goods and services that can be produced, expressed in 
efficient relationships of outputs to inputs, is termed a production 
function .  · In this sense the planner specifies the most economical 
combination of inputs to produce a given output, or the maximum output 
from a given combination of inputs . The production function can be 
drawn after simplifying assumptions are made pertaining to what factors 
are considered fixed and variable . In project design, the engineer 
assumes a given level of technology-; the planner, in looking to the 
future, anticipates possible changes in the production function as 
technological innovations are adopted . 
In addition to physical production possibilities , there is the 
problem of economic feasibility. The planner observes the various 
demands for the goods and services . He estima.tes the qua.ntity, assort­
ment and schedule of production for goods and services . If a market 
exists for the products , the estimates are more reliable than if 
projections are employed to estimate the requirerrents at s everal 
£uture time horizons . 
The water resources planner is given guidance by the President 
and the Congress in the form of laws , policies and procedures relating 
to objectives to be achieved. The planner may also be provided with . 
guidance as to availabilities , as the division of water between states 
or the minimum flows that must be maintained; priorities ,  as to water 
rights taking precedence over others or the needs to be satisfied 
before others are recognized; and constraints , as to water uses that 
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are not permitted or the geographical area beyond which he may not 
internalize s olutions . With this guidance , the planner can state 
objectives in terms of an objective function. He can select through 
comparison of alternative assortments of· goods and services the most 
desirable assortment . The efficient arrangements of goods and ser­
vices are defined by the production function. 
The means by 'Which the planner proposes ·to supply an optimum 
mix of goods and services in response to certain denand schedules at 
various times in the future, guided by an objective function, and 
constrained by a production function, is a plan. 
The planning process is not complete at this stage, however . 
The plan is likely to undergo scrutiny, and poss ibly modifications as 
a res ult of this scrut:iny, by those who employed the planner,  those 
l-lho would be affected by the plan and those who would pay for the 
implementation of the plan. This series of reviews and modifications 
is sometimes termed the political or decision-making process. 
Descriptive Model for River Ba.sin Planning 
Large-scale water resources planning is appropriately accom­
plished at the level of the river basin. Water problems and solutions 
come closer  to be:ing internalized-�fewer elements need  be considered 
external or exogenous to the problem area--in a basin than they do in 
smaller areas . The basin also permits a systems approach, particularly 
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to the solution of downstream problems . 25 River basin planning is 
currently practiced in a program of comprehensive water resources 
studies being accomplished under the aegis of the Water Res ources 
26 
Council . The procedure is described in the following paragraphs . 
River Basin Planning is a joint effort by the federal agencies 
with responsibilities in ·water resources development and the states 
represented :in the particular basins involved.
27 The Congress approves 
a study budget submitted by the study participants and appropriates 
funds to s upport the participation by the federal agencies.  The 
. . 
extent of state involvement varies tdth interest, . staff capability 
and funding within the states . The studies are rr..anaged through a 
coordination group with a federal member usually designated as the 
chairman, and members named by the State Governors and the Secretaries 
of the federal agencies participating. The coordination group usually 
meets three or four times a year and the meetings may be open to the 
25 
Excellent background on the concepts and practice of compre-
hensive river basin p,,lanning is provided by Howard L. Cook, ''River 
Basin Planning as a Fundamental Concept " (Introductory Paper, Session 
on Stream Basin Planning, Fiftieth Annual M�eting of the American 
Society of Agricultural Engineers , June 1957 ) ;  Russell Morgan ,  "Water 
Resources Planning in the Delaware Hiver Basin "  (Office of Chief of 
Engineers , U .s . Army, Washington, undated ).  (Mimeographed. ) ;  William 
A .  Green and Richard R .  Howes, · "Economic Aspects of Comprehensive 
River Basin Planning, n Proceedings of the Tenth Annual C onference on . 
Water for Texas (College Station, Texas : Texas A&1 Univers ity, 1965); 
and the remarks of Henry Caulfield previously cited .  
26For a description of the program, see u�s . ,  Water Resources 
Council, Background Material Regarding Comprehensive Planning Program 
for Use by the Water Resources c ouncil Member Agencies in Preparing 
Testimony I·or Appropriations Hearings (Washington, March 1 ,  1967)--;-
27Ibid. , p .  2 .  
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public. The basin planning studies usually take four to s ix yea.rs 
to complete and costs of s uch studies are from one to five million 
dollars depending on the size and complexity of the basin . 
Objectives 
Senate Document 97 establishes a broad perspective within which 
the planning may take place. 
The basic objective in the formulation of plans is to  
provide the best use,  or  combination of uses of water and 
related land resources to ��et all foreseeable short and 
long term needs . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Well-being of all of the people shall be the overriding 
determi.,."'la.nt in cgnsidering the best use of water and related 
land resources . 2 
Development, national and regional, and preservation, proper steward­
ship of the nation ' s  natural resources , are also cited as objectives 
in Senate Document 97. In terms of the general obj ectives, no use of 
the water and related land resource is excluded in considering needs . 
All kno'W!l feasible means of w.eeting each need may also be considered . 
Points of View 
The planning is :intended to reflect points of view of all 
interested parties . Senate Document 97 states, "All viewpoints-... 
national, regional, state and local--shall be fully considered and 
taken into account in planning resource use and development . "29 
28 Senate Docume�t 97, op. cit. ; pp. 1-2. 
29Ibid. ,  p. 3. 
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.National viewpoint is  presented by the federal agencies participating 
in the studies and through review procedures. State viewpoints are 
presented by the representatives riamed by the governors on the coor­
dination groups. Local and non-governmental participation is through 
the state members on the coord ination group. Local and non­
governmental viewpoints may also be presented directly at open coor­
dination meetings and at public hearings held at the beginning, 
sometimes during, and at the completion of the studies. 
Scope 
20 
While the boundary of a river basin for study purposes is that 
of the watershed, pertinent physical, economic and social factors 
outside the basin are also to be considered. 30 The basin or watershed 
boundary is  selected as  convenient for planning because the resource 
can be treated in a systems approach to the solution o f  basin problems. 
The basin is  violated in real life activity and care must be taken to 
avoid unreal assumptions in basin planning. For instance , water is 
sometime s transferreq to or from the basin ; econom ic activity in 
general is .no respecter of the basin boundaries ; supply and demand 
areas may only occasionally coincide with the basin boundaries; state 
concerns extend beyond the basin. 
Planning De tail 
Each river basin plan is formulated with intent· to  provide a 
general plan of development to meet the needs of the people of the 
· JOibid. 
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basin �o the year 2020.  Reconunendations for authorization are ma.de 
· for those features included and considered necessary before 1985 . 
Requests for project authorization based on the plan are s ubmitted 
by the individual action agencies and sta�es . 32 
Study O rganization 
River basin studies follow a common basic organization of the 
33 
planning effort . 
Step 1 .  Physical data relevant to the problem are gathered. 
Hydrologic projections of water quality and quantity are made ; mineral, 
forest and land resource availability are determined; potential 
reservoir sites are located; recreation and natural areas of value 
are identified .  
Step 2. A study is ma.de of the economic base of the area. 
Projections of population and economic development are ma.de for the 
years 1980, 2000 and 2020. 
Step J .  The economic projections are translated into demands ,  
or "needs " a s  they are o_ften termed in planning, for goods and services 
related to the water resource. Net needs are then calculated taking 
31Projections are made for planning horizons of 1980, 2000 
and 2020; see U.S., Water Resources Council, Economic and Statistical 
Analysis and Projections for Comprehensive River Basin Studies 
(Washington, March 6, 1964). 
J�or administrative procedures see U .S., Water Resources 
Council, Guidelines for Submission and Review of Coordinated Compre­
hensive (type II) River Basin Reports (Washington, May 17, 1967). 
3�or further discussion of the usual planning steps see 
Caulfield, op. cit., pp. 18-20. 
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into account needs being met by existing projects or work already 
· authorized. 
Step 4 .  Net needs or demands are considered in terms of the 
objective function in relation to the availability of the resources 
as described by the production function, and a plan or plans are 
formulated .  Projects or other solutions are recommended if  required 
in the next ten to fifteen-year period. General approaches or 
strategies are recommended to meet problems beyond the fifteen-year 
planning horizon . Alternative solutions may be offered . 
Review and Processing 
The plan as developed by the coordination group is presented 
to the people of the basin at a public hearing, and possibly revised 
as a result of objections and suggestions received . It is also  
reviewed by the Governor of each state concerned and the head of 
each interested federal agency. Finally, the plan, with federal 
cormnents coordinated by the Water Resources Cotmcil, is sent to the 
President with recornru.end�tions that it be passed to the Congress . 34 
The Congress presumably consults the plan in making decisions with 
regard to appropriations for features or projects requested within 
the basin. 
The Significance of Water Resources Planning 
Plans following a model similar to that described in the 
34
u.s . , �Tater Resources Council, Guidelines, op . cit . 
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previous section were prepared for the Delaware and Potomac River 
Basins .35 In the case of the Delaware Basin, the plan is in process 
of implementation . 
In the case of the Potomac Basin, plans prepared in 1953 and 
1963 were opposed by some of the inhabitants of the basin . No plan 
was implemented .  Opposition stemmed in part from a failure t o  s uffi-
. 
36 ciently explore alternatives for meeting basin needs. 
Plans employing less elaborate models have significantly 
affected the development of many regions of the country. The canal­
ization of the Ohio River, the Pick-Sloan Plan on . the Missouri River , 
the s erios of hydro-power dams on the Columbia and the Mississippi 
River Flood C ontrol Project are but a few. These plans had engineer­
ing feasibility in common and they were implemented . Whether all 
pertinent alternatives were considered or whether these  were the best 
plans that could be devised is problem.tical. 
Other major plans have · been delayed because at either the 
regional or national level support for the resource allocation they 
proposed was lacking. 
In these and other cases , pause is occasioned by the essentially 
irrevocable comr.iitment of resources that implementation represents . 
35 U.S. , Corps of Engineers , Potorrac River Basin Report (U.S .  
Army Engineer  District, Baltimore, February 1963); and U.S. , Corps 
of Engineers , Delaware River Basin Heport (U. S .  Army Engineer District , 
Philadelphia , May 1961). 
36For discussion, see Hobert K. Davis , The .H.ange of Choice in 
Water Hesou.rce Management: A Study of the Potoma.c Estuary (Washington: 
Resources for the Future , Inc . ,  1968) . 
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De.ms in a lifespan may be considered permanent . The changes in the 
ecology wrought by a major impoundment are profound . Not only are 
natural values changed but cultural changes are made and the way of 
life for people can be altered. 
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Approaching the problem from the opposite direction, devel­
opment in the absence of a plan can result in courses of action that 
few persons in the basin care to accept were preferences to be polled. 37 
Resources can be committed inefficiently on a piecemeal basis , as 
noted by Krutilla.38 One at a time ,  ten lakes could be committed to 
general boating use if voted upon separately and the majority ruled. 
Taken as a system, a majority of people might have preferred to have 
eight lakes  committed to general boating with two reserved for 
sailboats and canoes only. Tho illustration serves  the point that 
. ' 
piecemeal commitment of resources may result in solutions les s  satis-
factory than where alternative courses of action are considered in 
advance. 
One final and practical illustration of unplanned development 
is that of the Connecticut River . Settled early in the nation ' s  water 
history, the river �s dotted by numerous private power dams that are 
37For example , Alfred Kahn in his article , "The Tyranny of 
Small Decision: Market Failures ; Imperfections , and the Limits of 
Economics,  " Kyklos , Vol. XIX , Fas c. 1 ( 1966 ) ,  p-. 24, shows how the 
consumer canoe v1.ctimized by the narrowness of the context within 
�mich he exercises his sovereignty : if one hundred small decis ions 
(100 x) cause X to occur, the result might have been different had 
X been presented for direct consideration . 
38John V. Krutilla , "Environmental Effects of Economic Devel:­
opment, n Daedalus (Fall 1967),  p .  lo67. 
currently operated for peaking power. The river is operated as though 
controlled by valves opened and closed at various times of the day and 
shut completely over the weekend. The result is a difficult-to-handle 
water quality problem and the use of a river below its recreational 
potential. 3
9 
A plan is not the entire solution to the problems of a basin. 
But a plan appears necessary, even if not sufficient, to determine 
the best use of the water resource . In the absence of a plan, diverse 
groups such as municipalities, _industry, nature enthusiasts and private 
speculators , influence water use to meet their mm interests. Decisions 
are ma.de on a piecemeal basis and not necessarily in the interests of 
- all water users. A plan prepared in accordance ·with a well conceived 
planning model could be important to the inhabitants of a basin. At 
a point in time the interests of all those concerned �rith water in a 
basin can be focused on planning objectives , alternatives in water use, 
and relevant costs . Optimum allocation of the water resource in the 
interests and the well-being of the people of the region becomes a 
real possibility . 
39N otes made by author, Plan Formulation Workshop, Office of 
· - Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, Washington, December lL., 15, 196 7. 
CHAPrER III 
THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM OF OBJECTIVES - IN PI.ANNING 
Broad area s of choice remain open to this country regarding how, 
when and wh ere and in what proportions with other factors of produc tion 
th'e water resources will be utilized. The objec tives of a nation or an 
industry or an individual are assumed to dominate behaviora l  decisions. 
Economic Theory and Objectives in Planning 
Economic theory has provided the conceptual mode l that has been 
1 
the basis for much official guidance for water resources planners. 
Senate Document 97 as well as earlier guidance was based on concepts 
of efficient resource allocation taken from welfare economics.  Senate 
Document 97 spoke in terms of "best use " as the basic objective of 
water resources planning. And "best use"  was thought to be determined 
2 "by the "well-being of all the people. n The terms "best use "  and "well-
being"  were not defined but some observers have contended that in 
. practice planning has _tended to be concerned primarily with economic 
efficiency as an objec tive- -a narrower construc t than what might be 
inferred from the broader though undefined prescriptions of Senate 
- 1 
For further explanation, ·see Allen V. Kn�ese, "Economic and 
Related Problems in Contemporary· Water Resources Management, " Natural 
Resources Journal (October 1965 ) ,  p. J. 
2u . s . , President ' s  Water Resources Council, Policies , Standards 
and Procedures in the Formulation , Evaluation and Review of Plans for 
Use and Development of Water and Re1a£ed Lind Resources, printed as 
Senate Document 97 (Wasbington : government Printing Office, 1962 ) , pp . 
2-3. 
Docwnent 97. The broader views of Senate Document 97 do not seem to 
be given equa l considera tion . 3 
The criticism of single objective planning in spite of the phil-
osoph-ical a·pprova l from Senate Document 97 to consider all  uses and 
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effects of water has encouraged proposa ls for the consideration of 
multiple objectives in planning. Implicit in the proposition that  
there are a number of  objectives that should be considered in water 
resources planning is that no one objective adequately corresponds to 
the goa l  of "best use" or "well:-being" or the general welfare. An 
investigation of economic theory explains the divergence between the 
intentions expressed in Senate Document 97 and actua l planning practice. 
Economic theory also provides commeht about multiple objectives in 
planning. 
Nee-cla ssica l Foundations 
Wa ter resources development contemplates the best use of the 
resource to contribute to the well-being of the people or the genera l 
welfare. An optimum q llo�ation of resources will  maximize welfare. 
There are two approaches to welfare maximization, each of which ha s 
its limitations. Adam Smith saw welfare maximized in the market 
through the invisible hand of perfect competition.4 An equilibrium 
3For discussion of Senate Document 97 and planning practice see 
Gus Norwood,  " Public ·objectives in Water Resources Development" ( Paper 
_ presented at the Internationa l Conference on Water for Peace, Washing­
ton ,  May 1967 ) , p .  2. 
4Adam Smith , Wea lth of Nations ( London : Methuen & Co. , 192 2 ) ,  
p. 194. 
would be reached wh ere it would not be possible to ma ke one man better 
off without making someone else worse off. The conditions and assump­
tions under which efficient resource allocation would occur are part 
of nee -classical economic theory. 
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Simply, nee-classical theory as it relates to resource a lloca­
tion consists of three parts. First, it is based on the model of perfect 
competition. In perfect competition the efficient allocation of 
resources is accomplished through the market. Detailed asswnptions 
are made regarding consumers, producers, the factors of production 
and als� resources. 5 Second, factors must be independent, completely 
divisible and have perfect mobility. These assumptions relate to water 
r�sources planning. Third is the optimality of income distribution 
which may be approximated by the existing static equilibrium. In this 
case it may be acceptance of the existing distribution of wealth or 
pertain to income redistribution. 
The usefulness of the competitive model is that it provides a 
basis for a priori evaluation of a proposed rearrangement of the economic 
system .  The consequences of value judgments and ethical overtones may 
be explored, but are �xcluded from reasoning. The weakness in this 
analytical approach is that the assumptions overlook data of signifi­
cance in real life. The conditions in the real world and assumptions 
of the model are not always the same. Musgrave saw the difficulty as 
5An excellent discussion of the market and the competitive model 
is contained in Otto Eckstein, Water Resources Development ( Cambridge : 
Harvard University Press, 1961 ), pp. 19-30. 
that of applying efficiency criteria to a system that is  only par tially 
ff . . t' 6 e 1c1en . Part of the analysis i s  to determine the conditions or 
assumptions not met and the effects on the allocation of resources . 
Welfare Theory and Nee-classical Assumptio� 
The second approach to maximizing welfare is  found in that part 
of economics known as welfare theory. Welfare theory accepts wbat Adam 
Smith saw as a result of perfect competition, a point where welfare was 
at a maximum, and sets about prescribing conditions and actions that 
might lead to this  point. Kenneth Boulding sugges ted, 
What. welfare economics really says is  that there is a certain 
norm of exchange opportunities, divergencies from �mich have 
to be specially justified. The norm essentially is that 
everyone should be able to exchange anything for anything 
else in any quantity at ratios equal to the alternative costs 
or, more generally, the rate of real transformation of the 
exchangeables. 7 
The notion of economic welfare is based on an efficient alloca­
tion of resources. It  contemplates further that in arriving at th is 
efficient allocation, the welfare ( or, as it  sometimes is  assumed in 
simplification, the real income ) of all concerned is improved or the 
change results in a net improvement .  The concern i s  with resource 
allocation efficiency . and with the effect the allocation . has on the 
welfare of individuals.  
This latter concern led to; many problems in conceptualization 
6Richard A. Musgrave, The Theory of Public Finance (New York : 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1959), p. 47 . 
7Kenneth E. Boulding, Economic Analysis, Vol . I :  Micro Econom­
._ics (New Yor_k :  Harper and Row, 1966), p. 647. 
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and quantification as the theory evolved, but a number of useful 
concepts have emerged. 
Pigou was one of the first to explore, at any length, the 
divergence between social or public and private values .  Under real 
world private competition, conditions exist that prevent socie ty from 
reaping certain benefits · or avoiding certain disutilities .  Correction 
of such situations would improve man ' s welfare . Correction would not 
automatically take place in response to normal market action and on 
this .basis a case  is made for government intervention. 8 Krutilla 
traced the development of thought from Pigou through Baumol, Samuelson, 
Bower , Musgrave, Margolis and Heady. In Krutilla ' s  view, in a compet­
itive economy, the free market 
• • • will fail accurately to reflect the social worth of 
inputs and outputs through the intermediary of prices .  
Where indivisibilities in production occur, resulting in 
the leas t  cost  scale of output being large in r elation to 
the market, decreasing cost indus triei occur. In these  
instances pricing of output at  marginal costs will not 
recover full cost s and thus poses problems for efficiency 
under private management. On the consumption side , indi­
visibility associated with outputs . ( e. g. flood damage 
reservoir s ) means that the product or service cannot be 
discretely package_d and offered separately to each indi­
vidual subject to payment of a price. 
This acts to prevent organization of a conventional market. Krutilla 
also observed that "where production functions are physically interde ­
pendent, external economies and diseconomies arise causing divergencies 
8 A.  C. Pigou, The Economics of Welfare (4th ed . ; London : 
Macmillan and Co. , Ltd. , 1948) . 
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between private and social marginal product and cost. "9 He contended 
that th ese conditions are prevalent in the resource field and develop­
ment restricted to the private sector would result in inefficiencies 
and accordingly that public intervention 'is necessary for the improve ­
ment in efficiency. He also pointed out that while public intervention 
is - necessary for an improvement in efficiency, it is not necessarily 
sufficient to produce an improvement in efficiency. 
As Pigou was quoted, and as Krutilla was cited to emphasize, 
significant divergencies exist between real life conditions and the 
idealized market conditions contemplated by nee -classical theory. The 
result is a divergence between social value and private value . In 
several instances, among them water resources development, a strong 
argument exis ts for public intervention into the market .  
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A nee-classical asslli�ption has been that factors are independent. 
Where factors are not independent there are external effects. An  
economic ( technological) externality is said to exist when the employ­
ment of a factor or the action of individuals has economic consequences 
not taken into account by the market--uncompensated third party effects. 
The market does not induce a behavior adjustment as a consequence. 
Efficient resource allocation is impeded because the real value of the 
resources at the margin is not reflected in the market price. The 
market price of a resource is not equal to i ts opportunity cost , its 
9John V. Krutilla, "Is Public Intervention in Water Resources 
Development Conducive to Economic Efficiency, '' Natural Resources 
Journal ( January 1966 ) ,  pp . 62-63 . 
value in its next highest use. When an externality exists, more or 
less  resources are allocated to purposes served than the real produc-
. 1 f th ld · d · 
lO 
tion va ue o e resources wou in icate. 
In the welfare sense, social values may be diminished when 
externalities cause deviations from optimum resource allocation. In 
the case of a meat packing plant, for example, untreated wastes may 
be discharged into the stream causing pollution that results in a 
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loss of recreation values and increased treatment costs for downstream 
users. It also results in a shifting of a real cost ( for was te control 
treatment ) by the meat packer and the production of more meat and less 
of other goods than the market would have called for had the meat 
producer been paying the full costs of his production. The result 
is a loss  in social value--social costs- -and a less  efficient alloca­
tion of resources. 
The externalities from lack of regulation explain the case cited 
above, at least in part. Externalities can also result from jurisdic­
tional barriers, institutional arrangements, and other causes. Of 
particular concern here is that any economic effect of water resource 
use which is not taken into consideration ib plan formulation and 
evaluation is · in reality an external effect producing distortion in 
factor and resource allocation. 
lOA good detailed discussion of external effects is included in 
Arthur Maas s et al. , Design of Water Resource Systems ( Cambridge : 
Harvard University Press ,  1962) , pp. 41-46 ; and, particularly as these 
effects relate to pollution, in Allen V. Kneese, The Economics of 
Regional Water Quality Management (Baltimore : Johns Hopkins Press for 
Resources for the Future, Inc. , 1964) , pp. J8 -h6 . 
A water resources project could have effects on the environment 
which if not evaluated could result in an allocation of resources that 
would not be made if all social costs or opportunity costs were con­
sidered. A dam backing wa ter into the Grand Canyon of Arizona is an 
example . 
Similarly, effec ts on the distribution of income overlooked in 
planning, when these effects are significant, would be externalities 
of the project. Were the distributional effects important, and were 
they considered in planning, the scope of the project or the purposes 
served might be different or the project might not. be built at all. 
Another nee-classical assumption concerns the perfect divisibil­
ity of factors . The goods and services produced by water resources 
development- -both producers ' and consumers ' goods--are often not 
divisible, thus not marketable . For the most part, flood control 
projects, recreational facilities such as ·parks, scenic rivers, water 
quality improvements and other purposes served . by water resources 
projects fall into these categories. These are collective goods and 
services which if provided for one usually cannot be denied to another 
person, that is, they . are not marketable. Once made available , the 
11 
goods are for · all to use. True preferences and value to the individ-
uals are not readily revealed. There is no incentive for private 
capital to be employed. Collective goods are a result of public inter ­
vention , if provided a t  all. The environmental aspects of water 
1\usgrave uses the term "social wants" in . discussing collective 
goods, Musgrave, op. cit. , p. 8 .  
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resources development fall in this  category also .  
There i s  th e concept of re turns to  scale . In a public works 
project, design capaci ty is  sometimes not approached for a long period 
of time. Th e scale selected is  usually · such that marginal costs may 
be considered to be below average costs as additional use i s  made of 
the work. Th e firm in a competitive s ituation i s  encouraged to expand 
production until marginal costs rise  to marginal revenue--marginal 
cos ts equal average cos ts--and a scale of th e plant i s  s elected where 
this  can be done efficiently. The s ituation that is acceptable in a 
public work would not be profitable for a compe titive firm. 
Benefit-Cost Analysis as a Welfare Indicator 
Political sanction for investment in public works has been 
sought by various means of showing that gains exceed cos ts . 12 The 
intent has been to show that a specific intervention--an adjustment--
12A lbert Gallatin, in his report of 1808 in which he proposed 
the development of highways and canals to provide the transportation 
routes that would accelerate th e deveiopment of the country, included 
an evaluation procedure by wh ich such work might be jus tified. He 
sugges ted that the difference between savings in transportation costs 
and the cos ts of proyiding the new facilities could be considered an 
addition to the national income. This was a type of economic effi­
ciency measurement although it might be noted that, as discussed in 
Chapter II, the proposal of Gallatin was based on· objectives that were 
far broader than economic efficiency. 
Similarly, in 1844, Jules Dupuit, a French engineer, evolved a· 
number of concepts concerning the utility of public works . A concept 
particularly useful in evaluation was that the utility (benefit ) of a 
public work was the ·decrease in costs of produc tion which th e public 
work permitted . See Jules Dupuit ,  "On the Meas urement of Utility of 
Public Works, " published originally in Annales de Ponts et Chaussees 
( 1844) and more recently in International Economic Papers #2 (New 
York : The Macmillan Company, 1956 . 
would result in a more efficient allocation of resources. Implicit 
was the idea that thereby man ' s  welfare could be increased. From this 
over time has grown the custom of j ustifying economic investments, 
including r.esource allocations called water r esources proj ects, in 
terms of benefits and costs. Econom ists have refined the methodology 
over the years until benefit-cost analysis provides, in certain 
respects, a good approximation of welfare. 13 
To rational economic man, any exchange mu st result in his 
being at lea st as well off as he was before making the exchange. 
The benefits he obtains from an exchange (a r eadjustment of the 
economic system) must be at least equal to what he foregoes. Where  
there are several opportunities to gain from an  exchange or readjust­
ment, ceteris parabus, he would select that from which he would gain 
the most . This would be an efficient adjustment. 
The contribution of welfare economics to benefit-cost analysis 
evolved from dialogue on one of the central difficulties of welfare 
theory. Whereas Pigou and others had attempted to broaden classical 
economics with value judgments concerning welfare, Kaldor took a step 
14 toward classical theory. Krutilla described the "production-
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distribution"- or the " efficiency- ethics" dichotomy of the Kaldor-Hicks-
13see, for example, Allen V. Kneese, "What We are Learning from 
Economic Studies of Water Quality" (Colloquium on Environmental Health, 
Syracuse University, 'April 18, 1966), p. 2. 
14 Nicholas Kaldor, "Welfare Proposition s of Economics and Inter-
personal Compar isons of Utility," Economic Journa l, Vol. XLIX (September 
1939), pp. 549-52 . 
Scitovsky line of development  in these terms. 
We say that if those  ��o benefit by virtue of the increase 
in production can overcompensate those ��o suffer losses 
(but do not actually make the compensating payments ) ,  the 
' aggregate real income ' has been increased irrespective of 
its dis�ribution and accordingly of its welfare implica­
tions . 1 
The Kaldor line side-stepped the interpersonal comparison of 
utility controversy of welfare economics by placing the analysis on 
an efficiency basis . In effec t, Kaldor said that if a new economic 
configuration is shown to be more efficient, it should be adopted. 
The question of compensation is internalized at a higher level- ­
that of society. Society then decides whether and to what degree 
compensation will be made ; this is done through the political process 
utilizing law and property rights. 
Economic efficiency evaluation in water resources is based on 
the efficiency-ethics dichotomy. Benefit-cost analysis has come to be 
rationalized on this basis. Krutilla and Eckstein saw the economic 
· changes -wrought by a water resources  project vi s-a-vis the general 
economy as small and �he income redistributional effects, for purposes 
f t · - · · f ·  t 
16 
0 th · b . 1 E k t . o mea suremen , as insigni ican . n is asis a so, c s ein 
stated the derivatio; of benefit-cost analysis from welfare theory. 17 
To the extent that the welf�re aspects other than the efficiency 
15 John V. Krutilla , "Welfare Aspects of Benefit-Cost Analys is, 1 1  
The Journal of Political Economy, Vol. LXIX, No . 3 ( J une 1961 ) , p. 228 . 
16John V. Krutilla and Otto Eckstein, Multiple Purpose River 
Development (Baltimore : Johns Hopkins Pres s  for RFF, 1958) , p. 50 . 
17Eckstein, op. cit . ,  pp . 70-78 . 
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relationship are explained or assumed away, benefit-cost analysis 
may be a complete approximation of welfare. In its derivation and 
use, however, benefit-cost analysis has th e limitation of being 
largely efficiency-oriented . It gives a wide but single dimension 
view of value or welfare. 
Welfare economis -ts, however, have taken a broad view of man. 
37 
Jeremy Bentham was concerned with man ' s  happiness and though t that 
economics could explain and promote that happiness. 18 The versatility 
of economics as a science was not sufficient in Bentham ' s  time to 
handle - such a proposition. Welfare economics languished for about one 
hundred fifty years. Its modern progenitor, Pigou , produced the basic 
work upon which most modern welfare theory is based. 19 Princ iples of 
welfare theory are more broadly accepted than any single definition of 
economic welfare or any answer to questions asking how economic welfare 
can be quantified. Pigou saw problems of definition and quantification 
20 
and they remain to this day. Conventional evaluation procedures have 
tended to assume away all but the efficiency aspect. This is not 
because man ' s  welfare iri the broad sense has not been a concern . 
Rather, plans with efficiency objectives may be all that can be done 
18For a discussion of the early development of welfare concepts, 
see I. M. D. Little, A Critique of Welfare Economics ( London : Oxford 
University Press, 1950), pp. 7-10. 
19For a summary of modern welfare theory, see E .  J .  Mishan, 
"A Survey of Welfare Economics 1939-59, " The Economic Journal ( June 
196o ),  p. 203. 
20p · � t 8 igou, op. ci • , p. • · 
satisfactorily at this time. 
Income Redistribution 
Maass, Hufschmidt ,  Krutilla, McKean, Weisbrod and others have 
discussed the problem of income redistribution as a real aspect of 
water resources planning and evaluation. 21 Redistribution.al effects 
appear to be a dimension in the approximation of welfare. 
Haveman suggested that 
Although both the size of the national income ( economic 
efficiency) and its distribution have been recognized in 
the literature as the primary determinants of economic 
welfare, economists have generally proceeded on the 
assumption tha t  welfare is but a single valued function 
of only the size of the national income. 22 
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The questions that arise are whether the redistributional 
effects are significant enough to be concerned with, and secondly, if 
they are, can they be included in the conventional economic efficiency 
calculus. 23 There is also the subsidiary question of whether water 
resources projects are eithe� appropriate or effective means for 
accomplishing income redistribution. One answer to the latter question 
is that there may be better programs for carrying out a national 
objective of income :r:-edistribution. On the other hand, if there were · 
2 1  
See discussion or ·regional development as a planning objectiye 
in the next chapter. 
22 Robert H. Haveman, Water Resources Investment and the Public 
Interest (Nashville :· Vanderbilt University Press, 1965) , p. 9 .  
23The second question regarding the manner in which distribu­
tional effects, if included as a planning objective , might be handled 
in evaluation will be treated in Chapter IV.  
significant redistributional effects of water resources projects, 
analysis_ would be incomplete were it not to determine these effects 
and evaluate them. 
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The question concerning the significance of the redistributional 
effects raised above is moot. Krutilla has sa id that the "redistri­
butive consequences of small changes of the sort encountered in 
benefit-cost analysis in the United States are negligible .
24 He is 
speaking of consequences in a dynamic, non-cumulative context as for 
measurement purposes. Consideration of the redistributional effects 
from water resources projects in relation to national income as a 
whole would lead to such a conclusion. However, Krutilla discussed 
the normative status of existing national income distribution. He 
at least implied that on a project-by-project basis the redistri­
butional effects are not negligible . A study by McKean of the Santa 
Maria project of the Corps of Engineers and a more extensive study by 
Haveman of a number of Corps of Engineers projects defend a contention 
that the distributional effects of projects in  their particular areas 
are not negligible. �5 
Other Dimensions of Welfare 
Welfare theory is not limited solely to the efficiency of the 
resource readj ustment and the effects of the accompanying income 
24Krutilla, op. cit . ,  p. 229. 
25Roland N. Mc�ean, Efficiency in Government Through Systems 
Analysis (New York : John Wiley and Sons, Inc. , 1958) ,  pp. 214-45'"a°nd 
Haveman, op . cit. 
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redistribution . Bentham held a broad view of welfar� . Pigou confined 
economic welfare to those effects "which could be brough t directly or 
indirectly into relation with the measuring-rod of money. "  Pigou 
explained that th e objective was to achieve a quantita tive analysis 
and that this had to be accomplished with the instruments of measure­
ment used by society--ntoney. Pigou contended that the " economic" in 
economic welfare did not refer to a particular kind of welfare but 
related to causes or changes in welfare broadly economic in origin. 26 
Gaffney expressed a similar but broader view. 
Economics contrary to common usage begins with the postu­
late that man is the measure of all things. Direct damage 
to h uman health and happiness is more directly ' economic ' 
therefore than damage to property wh ich is  simply an inter­
mediate mea ns to health and happiness. Neith er do econo­
mists regard ' economic '  as a synonym for ' pecuniary. ' 
Rather money is but one of many means to ends as well as 
a useful measure of va lue. ' Economic damage ' therefore 
includes damages to human function and pleasure . The econ­
omist tries to weigh these direct effects on people in the 
same balance with other costs and benefits to the end of 
making decisions to maximize net social benefits. 2 7 
Such a view is not uncommon in welfare theory. Although accepted for 
purposes of this discussion, economists do not universally share such 
· a broad view of the ·realm of economics. 
Welfare as a concept in welfare economics, or for guidance of 
planning federa l water res.ources development, is complex and multi­
dimensional . However , the quantitative effects- of an economic 
A tomic 
26p · · t  11 igou, op. ci . ,  p. • 
27  
Mason Gaffney, "Applying Economic Controls , "  Bulletin of the 
Scientists  ( June 1965 ) ,  p. 20 . 
adj ustmen t are measured more accurately by terms and concepts relating 
to economic efficiency . It is mo re feasible {and convenien t )  to 
formulate an d evaluate  plans through analysis handled with compara­
tively less difficulty. Presen t  con cep ts and me thods of benefit- cost 
analysis were adopted to aid achievement of economic efficien cy as an 
obj ective . The relative simplicity of benefit-cos t analysis as an 
efficiency measuremen t tool has tended to favor the choice of e conomic 
efficien cy as an obj e ctive . 
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In welfare theo ry bo th the analys is and the efficiency obj ec­
tive have been necessary, though no t s uffi cien t t o . reveal all dimen­
sions of economic welfare. Theory does not appear to have as ye t 
provided in usable form a working definition of e conomi c effici en cy 
that in cludes welfare considerations . The prob lems of  defining viab le · 
conditions for op timizing welfare are those of translation into real 
life terms and of measurement . There have been limitations on e co-
nomic efficiency as a p lanning obje ctive. As the ability t_o de fine 
and measure has been imp roved, more aspects of welfare h ave b een 
brought into the efficien cy calculus . 28 Welfare theory has en com­
pas$ed a more general con cept of welfare than can be a ccommodated by 
the current working definition of economic efficiency. Maximization 
of welfare . has required the achievemen t of objectives and cri teria 
in addition to  those of economic efficien cy . These additional 
2 8.rhis was the case of re creation as a proje ct purpose in 
planning .  The evolution of re creation analysis and what  this might 
mean to environmen tal q uality planning will be dis cussed in Chapter IV . 
objectives, to_ the exten t  tha t they more fully describe welfare , are 
necessary to improve the analysis of the welfare effects of economic 
adjustments. Resources  allocation in this context has been accepted 
for. discussion of water resources deveropment . 
Social Preference Function 
A concept from welfare economics helpful in viewlng planning 
procedures is that of the social welfare function or , as it has been  
termed, the soc ial preference function. For the purposes of the 
present discussion, the concept is useful because i t"' explains how · 
society chooses opportunities from alternatives offered. the concept 
becomes important  -wh en obs tac les exist to attaining a defined welfare 
optimum through more rigorously quantified analysis . The concept 
complements the procedures to achieve a welfare optimum discussed in 
the previous section. 
Welfare economics has had a primary concern  for the welfare 
of the community. This has been the generally accepted . view although 
in its early days we} ..fa�e theory was diverted by discussions about 
the validity and treatment  of interpersonal comparisons of utility. 29 
The problem of how to derive community preference from individual 
welfare, or even if it could be done in a manner· to with stand the 
test  of rigorous economic logic , is moot and nQt examined in this 
study. The community is assumed to order its wants . This ordering 
is represented by a social preference function and the community, 
29see, for example, Mishan, op. cit . , p .  199. 
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\ ,  
thereby, exhibits a social preference .  
The  s ocial  preference  function is usua lly represent ed graph­
ically in two dimensions (as for society ' s  preference between two 
goods ) as · an  indif_ference map--a family of indifference curves . 
Bergson formulated the  concept of social preference function . 30 
Oth ers investigated welfare problems subsequent ly in  the  manner of 
Bergson's exposition. The important concept was that society, faced 
with an  array of goods and services, would rank th e possible combina­
tions in s uch a way as to be indifferent among c ertai n combinations 
that would yie ld society the same total satisfact ion_ of welfare .  
The family of curves indicates combinations of increasing or 
· decreasing worth to society, however the  preferenc es of society may · 
be  determined. 
Socia l  welfare, theoretically, is sub j ect to  math ematical  
description and maximization s ub ject to constraints . For any com­
bination of goods and services desired by society there, presumab ly, 
also exists a most efficient arrangement for the production of the  
goods . For fixed resources this can be repres ented graphically by 
Jl 
a possibility curve - or surface . There would a lso  be a correspond-
ing series 6f indifference curves . indicating soc iety ' s  preferences 
regarding various combinations of quantities of the  goods and 
30A .  Bergson, "A Reformulation of Certain Aspects of Welfare 
Economics," Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol . .52 (February 1938), 
pp . 310-34 . 
3�urther exp lanation may be found in McKean, op . cit . , p p .  
127-33 . 
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servi ces in ques t ion . If , in spite of cons traints  placed on the two 
functions, the curves meet,  a unique s ummit pos ition is  pos sible . 
This  is a des i rable opt imum given the poss ibilities open to society . 
Assuming that communities order bundles of goods and servi ces 
in accordan ce with a social preference function , one could expect 
communities to have express ible preferences regarding the goods and 
servi ces produced utiliz ing water resources , 32  at any part icular 
place and at any parti cular t ime . The various communities would be 
the locality, the region and the nation . The social preference 
function would be operative in express ing community response to a 
proffered array of goods and services . Community decis ion making 
regarding specifi c  proposals is usually termed the decis ion-making 
process .  Though operat ive when confronted wi th the requirement to 
make decis ions on actions or policy , the generalized preferen ce 
system of society i s  cont inuous, though at  t imes laten t . (An 
analogy is to the individual • ·s social preference or per sonal 
cons cien ce. ) General though poss ibly vague express ions of social 
preference are federal � s tate and local_ legislation concerning water 
res ources poli cy and use . Enabling legislation, s u ch as for federal 
inves tmen t in flood cont rol, reclamation, pollution abatement,  
regional development and s ceni c  rivers , as  well a� legislative and 
social response to previous decis ion ins tances , operate whenever 
the social preference function is  applied in a problem s i tuation 
32water goods and servi ces are some part of the commodi ty 
bundle . 
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requiring a decision of choice. The proc edure by wh ich society 
determines whether or not an investment will be made has been more 
clearly prescribed, however, than the procedures by which society 
chooses among alternative courses of ac tion, as between a scenic 
river and hydropower development.  
Society or the nation can be considered to have taken an 
action to increase its welfare �menever the social preference is 
operative . The fewer the constraints on the preference function 
and the more complete the knowledge is about the choices available 
to the community, the closer to a welfare optimum an action may 
be assumed to be . Similarly, an efficie nt or optimum solution for 
society is made more likely if society ' s  preference curve is con­
fronted by an efficient possibility curve. In the case of water 
resources this would be a complete portrayal of the available 
choices  and opportunity costs. 
The concept to be operable envisions action by society to 
increase  its satisfaction and welfare . The concept is in contrast 
from the static appr'oach to welfare maximization also common in 
welfare theory. 
The Concept of Obj ectives in Planning 
The purpose of water resources planning pas been the deter­
mination of best uses of ��ter to provide for the needs and well­
being of the people . This has been assumed to be the same as 
planning for water use and development to promote economic welfare. 
Economic welfare is difficult to describe, not only in terms of water 
45 
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resources p lanning , but in genera l economic terms . Aspects of welfare 
and the economic problem can be seen c learly, however . Mishan saw 
we lfare enhanced by "an expansion of th e area of choice . rr 3 3  The 
planner lays out th e choices available to society in the uses of 
the water resource . The role of the economis t qua pla nner , Robbins 
has sugges ted , is  to show the relationships that exist "between ends 
and scarce means that have a lternative uses. " 34 
In water resources planning , emphasis has b een p laced  on the 
determination  of the "means" by which water serves the purposes of 
man . Learning about th e resource and how to control it  is a tech ­
nological p roblem. The " ends " appear a s  important as the "means , "  
however . McKean has said , "whatever th e particular problem it is 
fa irly obvious that  in choosing among alternative means we need to 
scan the ends th emselves with a critical eye . 1 1 35 Evidence suggests 
that ends have not been given the same attention given to means . 
The planner is  expected to answer questions about what is 
possib le and about costs . Only if he knows what is wanted , can he  
do this effectively... Ga llati n proposed a plan in support of several 
broad and timely objectives . The problem posed by oth er proposals 
has been s�milar. Ga llatin sugges ted a test for his cana l and road 
3�ishan , op . cit . , p. 255 . 
34Lionel  Robpins , Essay on th e Na ture a nd Significance of 
Economic Science ( 2d ed . , Toronto : Macmi llan and Company, 1935) , 
p. 16. 
35 McKean ,  op. cit. ,  p .  25 . 
proposal in terms of a contribution to national income. 36 The test 
was not unreasonable, but the gap between the test and the objec­
tives was large, and not much was said regarding how to move from 
the efficiency evaluation to the higher level objectives . 
The United States early acquired a predeliction for effi­
ciency. An efficient allocation of funds and resources was and is 
desired . Difficulty was experienced in bridging the gaps between 
evaluation and objectives and na tional goals. This difficulty has 
persisted. A third observation is that there was a lack of consen­
sus on what the nation ' s  objectives were with regard to the use of 
water resources in promoting the nation ' s  welfare. These observa­
tions as they relate to planning today will be examined in reverse 
order. 
Water is  only one natural resource. It is important but · 
unlikely to be the major determinant of well-being except in the 
extreme cases of overabundQnce and absolute scarcity. Once these 
cases have been provided for, there is flexibility in how the 
resource is used. 
Water is not independent of other resources. The planning 
and production of other goods and services is concurrent with water 
planning and in some cases more dynamic. Often water goods and 
services are intermediate goods--provide factor inputs in the pro­
duction of other goods and services; sometimes water provides 
36see discussion in first section of Chapter II. 
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consumer goods and services as drinking water and recreational 
boating opportunities . Water transpor tation is but one mode of an 
interrelated transportation complex. Hydropower is but one source 
of _ even more c losely related means of 'generating electric power . 
Water -based recreation is but one form of outdoor recreation and 
_ that but one outlet for leisure hours and vaca.tions . Water 
resources planning and development is only a part of a large , 
decentralized but dynamic resource  allocation system. 
Water planning objectives are interrelated with objec tives 
of other social programs in support of national  _ goals . Na_tional 
goals such as promoting the general welfare , enunciated in the 
preamble to the United States Constitution , are c lear . National 
goals as they r elate to water resources and other program s are less 
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· clear . · Water planning objectives , expressed or implied , can conflict 
with , be indifferent to, or support the · objectives of other programs . 
It is important to " scan the ends themselves  with a cr itical eye" as 
suggested by McKean. 37 Objectives would appear to need careful 
selection in r elation to national goals and other r elated programs . 
An objective also is related to the means available to further 
the objective .  Objectives to be useful are gui?es to specific 
action . Criteria relate ·the objectives to the means . Through the 
use of cri teria , r esource  combinations can be evaluated and preferred 
]?McKean , op . cit. 
38 combinat ions d ist inguished from less desirable ones . Criteria 
are typically not a full set of speci fications, but they do prov ide 
guidance, as McKean suggested, concerning "selected effects which 
are relevant · to the comparison of alternative actions. "39 
The third observation concerns the eff iciency of a proposal. 
Eff iciency is a many-faceted concept . The view has been taken that 
a perfect market gives the best possible or most eff ic ient alloca tion 
of  goods or resources. In that case it is proper to s imula te closely 
the assumptions and workings of the market to guide factor 
and resource allocation in water resources planning. 
One assumpt ion is that in a perfect market efficiency and 
welfare are congruent--what is more efficient, enlarges welfare. 
Welfare and eff ic iency � be described as being synonymous, but 
they can also be described as being only related . In the latter, 
an increase in ef f iciency would no t necessar ily increase welfare . 
A second assumption is tha t the market is eff ic ient in the 
manner in which i t  evalua tes social benefits as well as how it allo-
ca tes resources in response to signals. Much of .the l iterature 
concerning benef it evaluation is based on this approach and in 
general it  is useful. It is not withou t  flaws, however. Galbra ith 
38For example, one might take promoting of the general welfare 
as a national goal . Policy makers might decide tha t th is goal should 
be pursued through water programs by an objec tive of env ironmental 
quality . Criteria would be established to identify, evalua te and 
· rank possible quality features for recommendation and selection. 
39 Mc�ean, op. c it ., pp. 27-28. 
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saw the market as unbalanced by the dollars of the more affluent 
through the law of diminishing marginal utility. 4
0 Davidson 
counseled that market results must be counterbalanced with value 
judgments. 41 The market may not be completely satisfactory for 
the allocation of resources. 
Reliance on the market raises the issue of why the govern­
ment has intervened in market allocation in the first place. One 
explanation was because of the existence of market imperfec tions 
such as externalities. Externalities may be the general answer, 
but McKean suggested that the specific reasons for public inter-
42 vention be examined before the market is  asked for answers. 
Adam Smith envisioned the " invisible hand" of the market 
working for welfare improvement and allocative efficiency. And 
· yet the failures of the lais sez-faire market led to Pigou ' s 
treatise on externalities and welfare. 43 This effort of Pi.gou ' s  
led to a rehabilitation of . welfare theory. It also provided a 
basis for rationalizing the benefit�cost efficiency eval uation 
methodology for water resources projects . Welfare theory is 
viewed as normative economics  in that there is an ethical 
40John Kenneth Galbraith, The Affluent Society (New York : 
Houghton Mifflin , 196o ), pp. 139-51. 
41Paul Davidson , "The Valuation of Public Goods "  ( Paper pre­
sented at a conference on the Social Sciences ahd the Quality of 
the Environment, Boulder , Colorado, January 31 - February 2, 1967 ) ,  
p. 12. 
42 McKean , op. · cit. ,  pp. 104-07. 
43Pigou, op. c it . 
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implication regarding implementation of any a nalysis undertaken . 
Benefit-cos t analysis  by this reasoning gives a normative sig nal .  
But  in  i ts conventiona l form , benefit-cost  ana lysis is a measure of 
economic efficiency, a nd is based in turn on the use of the market 
for resource alloca tion .  Adam Smith ' s  invisible hand of the market 
is thereby cast in  a normative role in resource  a l locati on . In this 
role economic efficiency may be an  objec tive for water resources 
planning in  its own right .  
Economic efficiency was viewed as  necessary, but not suffi ­
cient for th e approximation of welfare by Ka ldor. 44 Because  of the 
compara tiv e facility with wh ich efficiency benefits may be quan­
tified , p lanning and project evalua tion -0ave tended to rely on the 
economic efficiency criteria and economic efficiency as a p lanning 
objec tive. 45 
There  is one oth er view of efficiency. This is th e manner in 
which any a ctivi ty may be considered efficient in i ts own right . 
This is the view of efficiency tha t . says for a ny outpu� there is a 
minimum combination of inputs and similarly for a ny given input 
there is a maximum of outputs . In this sense there can be an  
44Kaldor , op. cit .  
45To the degree tha t  other objectives may be explic itly or 
implicitly recog nized, they are genera lly given less rigorous 
treatment.  Such report text as is devoted to d iscussion of oth er 
objec tives is usua lly limited to paragraphs . Planner va lue judgments 
are necessary where definitive guidance is lacking. Where guidance 
is adequate, considera tion for other objectives can take the form 
of constraints as in the provision of a particular level  of f lood 
protection. 
efficient solution to an objective given appropriate cri teria to 
qualify the alternatives examined . Both views of efficiency, first 
that of an objective of planning to assure market efficiency in 
the allocation of resources, and second that of the efficient 
allocation of resources in support of other specified objectives 
through the selection of appropriate criteria, are of consequence 
in water resources planning. 
A number of concepts regarding objectives in planning have 
been examined. These concepts will be discussed as�they relate to 
planning practice. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE USE  OF MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES IN PLANNING 
Best use of wa ter and well-being of  the people appears to be 
achieved in water resources planning thr ough the employment o f  objec­
tives and criteria that best approxima te welfare .  
The Use of Mul t iple Obj ectives as a Planning Concept 
Choice throughou t the po litical process is usually limit ed by 
the planning proposals proffered by the planning entity. The choices 
mad e in the po litical process d e termine significant r esource and factor 
alloca tion. The d ecisions , when implemented , cause social and ecolog­
ical changes t ha t  can be irreversible for life spans. I t  is impor tant,  
therefore, that  the options and oppor tunity costs be known when deci­
sions are made.  A broad base for d ecisio� making requires that an array 
of possibilities proffered should be as broad as feasible. Narrowness 
in the consideration of alt ernatives in the formu la tion of p lans can 
bring abou t the implementation of a plan that  inad equately mee ts needs 
or is consider ed unacceptable or just not implement ed .  Expensive 
planning effor ts concerning the Po tomac River, the Colorado River in 
Arizona and o ther river basins have been criticized in t his vein. 1 
1 Two analyses _of water resources planning efforts  which raise 
questions concerning possible al ternative solutions are : Robert K .  
Davis, The Range of Choice in Water Resource Management : A S tudy of 
the Po tomac EstuaU:_ (Washington : Resources for t he Future , Inc. , 1968 ) ,  
Colorado  Choices (Washing ton : Connnit tee on Water, National 
Academy of Sciences, for thcoming 1968 ) . 
Hufschmidt, after reviewing water resources planning processes 
as part of the Harvard Water Program, identified one problem as 
follows : 
Examination of recent U. S .  planning experience reveals 
that . plans prepared for a single objective • • • often 
fail to win approval because policy makers evalua te the 
plans in a broader context involving multiple objectives. 
Hufschmidt recommended that "planning to maximi ze national welfare 
must deal with multiple objectives and the United States water 
2 
resources planning process must be revised to this end. " 
A board convened by the Secretary of the Army-,in 1964 to 
review the Civil Works Program of the Corps of Engineers made the 
following recom.�endation : 
The Board believes • that much more effort is needed 
to improve • • •  policies and practices in plan formulation 
to obtain : 
(a ) Optimum solutions to problems rather than mere deter­
mination that a project is justified. 
(b)  Consideration of alternatives other than reservoirs, 
levees, channels, etc. , to achieve objectives. 
{ c )  Consideration of those alternatives that will achieve 
objectives other than economic efficiency when such other 
objectives have ·been recognized or prescribed. 
( d )  Consideration of alternatives that will meet objec­
tives under possible variations in projected . future condi­
tions including major technological, economic and social 
changes . 
( e )  Presentation of sufficient data on alternatives in 
2Maynard Hufschmidt, "The Water Resources Planning Process : 
Relation to Corps of Engineers Planning" (Harvard University Graduate 
School of Pub lic Administration, June 1965 ), p. I- 11. (Mimeo-
graphed. ) . 
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reports to offer a choice to decision makers at � 1 1  
echelons of review and action . 3 
The Board in reco�mendation ( c )  above made explicit that 
planning should be responsive to various specified objectives. 
Senate Document 97 identified as planning objectives, development, 
preservation, and well-being of people. 4 
Other objectives than those discussed in Senate Document 97 
have been noted as having been identified historically with water 
resources development in this country. Explicit recognition of these 
objectives in planning has been urged by Kneese and Nobe, Maass, Fox 
and others. ' 
Woodbury has suggested tha t the lack of c learly defined 
nationa l goals for water resources development has not fac ilitated 
the definition of objectives to guide water resources planning. 6 
3u. s . , Department of the Army, A Report to the Secretary of the 
Army by the Civil Works Study Board (Washington : Government Printing 
Office, 1966), p. 8. 
4u.s . , Presid��t ' s  Water Resources Council, Policies , Standards 
and Procedures in the . Formulation , Evaluation and Review of Plans for 
Use and Develo ment of Water and Re lated La nd Resources , printed as 
Senate Document 97 Washington : Government Printing O fice, 1962 ) .  
p. 1 .  
5see Allen V. Knees� and Kenneth C .  Nobe, "The Role of Economic 
Evaluation in P lanning for Water . Resource  Development, " Natura l Resources Journal ,  Vol. 2, No . 3 ( December 1962 ) �  p. 462 ; Arthur Maass, 
"Benefit Cost Ana lysis : Its Relevance to Public Investment Decisions, " 
Quarterly Journal of Economics (May 1966) ,  p. 2 ; and Irving K. Fox in 
an address to a joint meeting of the Columbia and· Missouri Basin Inter­
�gency Committees, June 1963. Resources No. 16 (May 1964 ) ,  p. 2. 
6Private communication from Brigadier General H. G. Woodbury, 
Jr. , Director of Civil Works, United States Army, Corps of Engineers, 
April 18, 1968. 
Early concern with "winning th e West" and unifying and developing 
the country have given way to concerns for equitable sharing of 
national growth by all  regions and that the "quality of th� environ­
ment be protected and enhanced as the nation grows . "  The Nationa l 
Academy of Science publi�ation quoted , views the number of socially 
desirable objectives in planning as growing. 7 Desires and willing­
ness a nd ability to pay are valid areas to be examined in the process 
of allocating resources and investment funds. 
Stephen Marglin viewed maximization of the national we lfare as 
the prime goal of public water resources development . 8 Welfare 
maximization, th ough pos sibly desirable, is  difficult to  translate 
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into operational criteria. National welfare can be defined as national 
income. Economic theory ha s provided fairly effective tools and a 
rationaliza tion for such a substitution. Economic theory has been less 
successful in providing commensurable quantitative descriptions for 
other dimensions of welfare • . 
Concentration on the efficiency objective fosters a tendency 
to consider it the ultimate objective . Castle among oth ers has sug­
gested that it is not. 9 Part of the concern expressed by Hufschmidt 
7Alternatives in Water Ma�agement ( Publication 1408. Washing- . 
ton : National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, 1966 ), 
p. 6. 
8Arthur Maass · et a l. ,  Design of Water Resource Systems 
(Cambridge : Harvard University Press ,  1962) ,  p. 17 . 
Emery N. Castle, Economic and Administrative Problems of 
Water Pollution, Technical Report 7784 (Corvallis : Oregon Agricul­
tural Experiment Station , undated) ,  p. 255 . 
stems from a preoccupation with efficiency per se as an objective 
and the ability to quantify efficiency benefits and articulate an 
objective function. Despite the genera l breadth of view of Senate 
Document  _97, plans are required to be formulated i nitially using 
conventional (economic efficiency)  criteria. 10 Gus Norwood, in 
presenting a paper for the Water for Peace Conference, considered 
it  a serious impediment  that the objectives in the early portion of 
Senate Document 97 were not adequately implemented in the latter 
sections on detai led mechanics. 11 
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Concentration on the efficiency objective excludes from consid­
eration not only noneconomic dimensions of welfare but also economic 
dimensions. The efficiency criteria implies that society is indif­
ferent as to the recipient or the distributional effects of the 
development proposal. Marglin infers that social indifference to 
the distributional effects "suggests that the marginal social signif­
icance of income is the same regardless of who receives it. 11 12 This 
has been the case in many of the nation ' s  water resources development 
proposals. Marglin went  on to urge adoption of a dual  objective 
approach to planning . to approximate welfare in terms of the economic 
efficiency contribution and the pattern in which income is redistrib­
uted . The dual objective approach is constructive but requires 
10sena te Document 97, op. cit. , p. 7. 
11ous Nor�ood, "Public Objectives in  Water Resources Develop­
ment" ( Paper presented . at the Interna tional Conference on Water for 
Peace , Washington, May 1967 ), p. 2. 
12 Maass et al. , op. cit. , p. 17. 
agreement on income redistribution goals. 
A limited number of proposals have been advanced that would 
take into account more than one objective in designing water resource 
development· proposals . Among them have been studies undertaken by 
the Harvard Water Program. The Harvard approach , to term it that, 
contemplated a multiple · objective function by which, in Marglin ' s  
words, 1 1 a design criterion [ may ] choose the system design that 
performs best in terms of one objective, subject to a specified level 
of performance in terms of another, which we shall call a constraint. " 
One ranking system selects from among alternatives - satisfying the 
constraint ,  while a second selects from these the one that performs 
best in terms of the primary objective . 13 
SB -
Marglin suggested three methods to introduce a second objective 
of income redistribution into the analysis. 14 - The first method would 
contain in the objective function the stipulation or constraint that 
in maximizing net benefits, a prescribed net income increase be pro­
vided to a particular group . The second method would prescribe 
weighted values to the two effects desired and would formulate designs 
to maximize the weighted sum of redistribution and efficiency. The 
third method would be the reverse of the first. Here a redistribution 
objective function is maximized subject to an efficiency constraint. 
A number of objectives could be handled in this manner although most 
13Maass et al. , op. cit. , p. 18. 
l4Ibid . ,  pp . 62-87 . 
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illustra tions employ one or another tech nique of income redistribution . 
Marglin suggested tha t  nationa l income can be redistributed to a par­
ticular group of people, as to an Indian tribe or toward a region by 
that procedure . 15 
A panel of consultants to the Bureau of the Budget proposed a 
procedure similar to the Harvard approach. In addition, the panel 
suggested a means by wh ich a selected combination of objectives migh t 
be weighted " in accordance with th e relative importance that public 
policy attaches to each objective for the river basin . 11 16 Each of 
these methods would be subject to quantitative maximiza tion and to 
systems analyses employing the digital computer. Weigh ts and the 
level of th e constraints, however, have not been established, and 
possibly are not es tablishable in advance of planning. 17 One m( ans 
of overcoming th e difficulty would be an iterative process involving 
th e planners and policy makers and employed until a result--a plan 
reflecting proper weighting-".'"is produced tha t  is " acceptable. " Such 
a procedure has been suggested by Hufschmidt . 18 
15st�phen  A .  Marglin, Public Investment Criteria ( Cambridge :  
M. I.T. Press, 1967 ) ,  p. 2 1. 
16u. s .· , Bureau of the Budget, Standards and Criteria for Formu­
lating and Evaluating Federal Water Resource Development, Report of 
Panel of Consultants to the Bureau of the Budget _ (Washington , 1961 ) , 
p.  62 . 
17 Maass proposes that the weigh ts be established through the 
legislative process and provided to the planner . See Arthur Maass, 
"Benefit Cost Analysis : Its Relevance to Public Investment Decis ions, " 
Quarterly Journal of Economics (May 1966 ) ,  pp. 9-10. 
18z.Jaynard Hufschmidt, "Environmental Planning" ( Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina, July 1966 ),  pp. 20 -22 . (Mimeograph ed . ) . 
f:IJ 
Difficulties are evident in attempting to establish an arbitrary 
or empirica lly derived weight or s tandard. The methods , except that 
proposed by H ufschmidt, also fix the opportunity cos ts or �rade-offs 
that are possible among objectives at preselected ra tios .
19 
Planning Objectives 
Objectives explicitly or implicitly operable h i s torically have 
been identified or suggested for current use . Some of the most  
commonly used deserve exposition. 
Economic Efficiency 
Economic efficiency can be considered as an objective in and of 
itself or it can be considered a test for plans in pursuit of other 
objectives . In the la tter sense, any proposal or plan is desired to 
be "efficient , "  whatever its objective . This would construe the idea 
that there was no other means of accomplishing the same result with 
less factor input. The "efficiency" in this case is largely a produc­
tion efficiency. 
As an objective , economic efficiency is usually offered as an 
approximation of one (major) dimension of welfare. This, of course, 
is the efficiency dimension. Improvement in the efficiency of the 
allocation of resources makes an .economic contribution to the nation . 
Economic efficiency varies from the concept of national income in that, 
19The difficulties involved in employing these methods will be 
discussed further in the last section of this chapter. Another method 
for handling more than one objective in planning will be examined in 
the case of the Susquehanna Study in Chapter V. 
in  Marglin r s  terms ,, the intent is to increase  the size of the economic 
. 20 
pi e .  
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Economic efficiency has been measured in terms of "willingness 
to  pay, " another way of describing the demand schedule for the pro­
posed outputs in question. The total value is equal to the area under 
the demand curve or the sum of the cost (market price) times the 
2 1  quantity plus the "consumers '  surplus. " I t  i s  generally considered 
as the amount a beneficiary would ( or should) be willing to pay to 
obtain a given benefit. 
Economic efficiency is the traditional objective represented 
by market demands for water-related goods and services. Major con­
sidered economic efficiency to represent " the bes t allocation of 
economic resources in market terms. " The demands may be in actual 
m·arket terms or in terms of markets constructed s tatistically. 
22  
In practice, during the implementa.tion of planning, economic 
efficiency is constrained by the statutory auth orities of the federal 
20 .. Maass et  al. , op. cit. , p .  20. Marglin also  suggested that 
intuitively it is preferable to produce more electricity, for example, 
at less cost  (larger pie ) than a smaller amount · at a higher cost  which, 
under conditions of inelastic demand, would result in a larger incre­
ment to national income. 
2 1  
The concept of "consumers ' surplus " was introduced by Jules 
Dupuit, one of the firs t to explore the efficiency concept with regard 
to  public works . See Jules Dupuit, "On the Measurement of Utility of 
Public Works, "  Annales des Ponts et Chaussees ( 1844 ) , more recently 
published in International Economic Papers #2 (New York : The Macmillan 
Co. , 1952 ). 
22 
David Maj or, "The :proposed Rationale for Plan Formulation" 
(North Atlantic Regional Study Group, working paper, U . S. Army Engineer 
Division, North A tlantic, New York, August 1967 ) ,  p .  2 .  
action agencies .  Economic efficiency approximates the national inter­
es ts in water resources development. A s  an objective, economic 
efficiency could be viewed as planning from the national viewpoint 
with each .statutory authority an element of national interes t .  
Economic efficiency, not so constrained, is  not limited by 
the federal viewpoint. Planning participants can make clear to the 
decision makers the extent to which any evaluation deviates from the 
current federal norm or in conforming to the current norm, the extent 
to which the evaluation deviates from economic efficiency. 
Environmental Quality 
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Man ' s  first duty to himself is to insure his s urvival. Survival 
chances for a young nation were measured in terms of economic strength. 
Ciriacy-Wantrup saw adequate justification for exploitation of 
resources for the benefit of man . 23  Moreover, Lowenthal felt that 
" to the settlers that vision [ manifes t destiny] was a challenge 
requiring action--appreciation of the landscape itself apart from its 
2li practical uses was disdained as pointless and effete . "  Man saw his 
welfare in the land and the uses he could make of it • 
. . 
The country, its needs and its outlook have changed during its 
brief his tory. Economic survival no longer is  contingent on resource 
exploitation.  Krutilla concluded that most  of our natural resources 
23 
S.  V .  C iriacy-Wantrup, Resource Conservation, Economics and 
Policies (Berkeley and Los Angeles : University of California Press, 
1952) , pp. 15-16 . 
24n�vid Lowenth.al, "The American Scene, " The Geographical 
Review, Vol .  58 , No. 1 ( January 1968 ) ,  p. 72 . 
\. 
a ppear adequate i n  supply to meet the needs of the country projected 
indefinitely into the future . 25 
There is concern that material well-being has been pursued too 
efficiently. E . _ J. Mishan concluded a detailed survey of welfare 
econom5cs on an apprehensive note . Mishan was impressed with effi­
ciency and progress and felt that welfare concepts were heavily 
biased toward increasing efficiency through preoccupation with the 
production of material goods and services . He was concerned whether 
the increa sed material returns were in fact bringing a better life. 26 
He was referring to the quality of man ' s  environment. Reder, another 
welfare economist, concluded his work with similar reservations .  He 
wondered _ if this country were not prosperous enough to afford a 
relaxation from its preoccupation with efficiency for the benefit 
of the general welfare even if the value could not be quantifiea.
2 7 
The implication is that man has needs that cannot be met solely 
through improvements in effi_ciency that increase his income . Reder 
seemed to feel that man ' s  welfare is broader than the economic realm 
in which welfare econ'omics is conventionally quantified . 
Environmental . quality even limited to the water resources 
planning process is complex . The question is not one of a resource 
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2.5John V. Krutilla, "Environmental Effect-s of Economic Develop­
ment, " Daedalus (Fall 1967 ) , p. 1063 . 
2fi - . -'E. J. Mi shan, "A Survey of Welfare Economics 1939-59 , 1 1  The 
Economic Journal (June 196o ) , pp. 255-56. 
2 7Melvin Warren · Reder, Studie·s in the Theory o.f Welfare Econom­
ics (New York : Columbia University Press, 1947) . p. 205. 
shortage ,  but, as identified by Herfindahl and Kneese , of a hard-to­
define los s in qua lity of the environment. 28 Hans Landsberg stated 
that " the relationsh ip of people to resources which usually has been 
expr_essed in terms of quantity needs to 'be restated for modern times 
to emphasize wh at is happening to the quality of resources. 11 2 9 The 
quality of man ' s environment has come to be a dimension of man ' s  well­
being or welfare to be considered and planned. President Johnson 
threaded this notion throughout his addres s  to the nation on natural 
resources. 30 President Johnson spoke about efforts that should be 
made to preserve areas of natural beauty in all parts of the country 
and in reach of all of the population in addition to the designation 
and preservation of areas of unique natural value. He also advocated 
rever�ing the trend th at degradates quality whether of the air, water 
or countryside. 
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The wa ter-related portion of the quality problem is  large . The 
recent legis lative concern is testimony to this . Legislation has been 
introduced and passed in  response to concerns for environmental quality 
in terms of quality of water , clean rivers and lake s ,  and the preserv­
ing of wild, scenic and pastoral river reaches . 31 Professor Phillip 
28orris Herfindahl and Al_len V. Kneese , Quality of the Environ.­
ment {Baltimore : The Johns Hopkins Press , 1965 ) � pp. v-vi. 
. 29Hans H. Landsberg, Natural Resources for U . S .  Growth 
(Baltimore : The Johns Hopkins Press for RFF, 1964) , p .  13. 
30u. s . , President ' s  Message to the Congress  on Natural Beauty, 
"To Renew a Nation, " March 8, 1968. 
31r,or example , in May 1968 there were eight bills before the 
House of Representatives relating to the designation of scenic rivers. 
Lewis of the University of Wisconsin, in a pres entat_ion before the 
Upper Mis sissippi River Basin Coordinating Committee, indica ted that 
in area s he had studied over 90 per cent of the important natural and 
. 32 cultural features lie in or c lose by the water and wet land system. 
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Water resources planning that overlooked significant natura l resources  
values or proposed work tha t could not be implemented because of 
conflicts with oth er important resource uses i s  likely ineffic ient. 
The question of maintaining environmental quality is  intricate 
because of the nature of the continuum. Man has been gradual ly occu­
pying -the countryside, making it difficult to find areas where evi­
dences of civilization, including the les s  attractive, have not 
encroached. The population of the nation bas  increased as have man ' s  
needs for living and recreational space. Man, acting a s  an economic 
being, has also maximized his personal returns to take advantage of 
the opportunities to increa se his satisfactions and economic well­
being. His actions are not intrinsica lly improper. The growth in 
population and behavior of man do explain, however, another aspect of 
the problem. Man, in taking advantage of the opportunities --externa l 
advantages--legally offered to him, has treated the air, the land and 
the water as  free goods. Man now :is confronted with not only the 
cumulative physical effects of past actions, but an in.stitutionalized­
economic behavior . In many areas, as  Lave has suggested , man ' s  acts 
have pa ssed the thr�shold 6f obtrusiveness and the deleterious effects 
32upper Mississippi River Comprehensive Basin Study Coordinating 
Committee, Minutes , 8th Meeting, Des Moines , Iowa, Oc tober 1967 ( U. S. 
Army Engineer Division, North Central, Chicago ) ,  p. 93 . 
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bl f bl . 1 . 33 are pro ems or pu ic so ution . 
Flood control was not a matter for federal action until increas ­
ing damages attracted national attention. The 1927 floods on the. 
Missis sippi are often credited with providing the impetus for nation­
wide federal involvement in flood control measures tha t  came with the · 
34 1936 Flood Control Act .  Pollution is often not thought to be 
critical until the capacity of a river to handle the pollution load 
is exceeded. Quality problems for the land are similar. 
River basin planning has been concerned not only 'With th e 
present water-related needs of th e basin, but also projected future 
needs . In the quality continuum, the problem is to provide r·or the 
needs or the goals of the future. Environmental quality has become 
a dimension of the welfare concept. Major expres sed environmental 
quality as a planning objective having the intention " to insure that 
the effects of water resources development on ' human ecology, '  the 
relation between man and his natural and manufactured environment, 
are carefully defined and evaluated . " 3.5 As an objective , environmen­
tal quality contemplates the preservation and enhancement of natural 
33 For further discussion of the concept of the threshold, see 
Lester B. Lave, "Problems Relating to the Management of Pollution" 
( Paper presented at the American Economics Association Meeting, 
Washington, December 8 ,  1967 ) .  
34u. s . , Report of the President ' s  Water Resources Policy 
Commission, Vo 1. 3 ,  Water Resources Law (Washington : Government 
Printing Office,  1950), pp . 129-31. 
JSM . . t 3 aJor , op. ci . ,  p • • 
values and , in addition, the correction of "misfits . ,, 36 
Preservation of natural values--natural areas of sceni c ,  cul­
tural or ecological interes t--is not a new concept in resources 
conservation. Preservation , except as a proposal for development in 
conflict with natural value , has not been regularly taken as a water 
resources  planning consideration, however. 
Enhancement, as a newer concept , accepts the idea that man 
through his efforts can improve on natural areas. Regions with few 
lakes have been enhanced by the visual contrast and recreational 
opportunities of reservoirs. Roads have been routed to provide vistas 
of natural beauty. 
"Misfits " may be of two kinds , where either the scale or the 
form configuration of a feature does not fit the surroundings. Imme­
diate concern of planners is directed toward the removal of eyesores 
that encroach on and decrease environmental quality. Dilapidated 
_ buildings and waterfront structures might be included. Culm piles 
and strip mine scars in mined areas are considered misfits. Acid 
mine drainage causes a number of problems in this c ategory. Of equal 
long -term importance , however , are the anticipated observable impac ts 
of future completed works. This category might include dams and 
36 
These three aspects of environmental quality were identified 
in an environmental . s tudy of the North Atlantic Region prepared for 
the North A tlantic Study Group : Study of Visual and Cultural Environ­
ment (Research Planning and Design Associates , Inc . , Amh ers t, 
Massachusetts , November 1967 ) .  
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impoundments , roads and powerltnes.37 
According to a National Academy of Science s tudy, the national 
or regional interest should be in preserving a heritage rather than 
increasing real income.38 Hufschmidt brough t  out this point in 
discussing planning and policy-setting environmental quality standards 
that advance the " true interest of th e public. n39 The "merit want" 
line of reasoning of Musgrave argued that certain wants should be 
satisfied to correct individua l choice . 4° The emphasis is appropriate 
although conceptually distinct from the efficiency approach to environ­
mental · quality. The environmental objective, together with intangible 
benefits, could be developed as a project purpose with a benefit 
function to approximate the marginal willingness-to-pay schedule--
the efficiency criteria. 
Recreation bas been raised from an intangible to an evaluated 
project purpose. Benefit analysis is still being improved , but as a 
41 
purpose for evaluation purposes, recreation is established .  
Views on the utility of quantifying quality or  other benefits 
371n a private communication , Burton Litton , Resources for the 
Future, suggested th is view of the term misfit. 
38colorado Choices , op. cit. 
39Hufschmidt,  "Environmental Planning, " op. cit�  
40Richard Musgrave, The Theory of Public Finance (New York : 
McGraw Hill Book Company, 1959), p. 9. 
41see, for example, Jack L. Knetsch , "Economics of Including 
Recreation as a P urpose of Water Resources Projects, "  Journal of Farm 
Economics ( December 1964 ). 
long considered intangible are mixed. The theme of a paper given by 
Davidson was that the market fails in the case of public goods and 
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that these goods are not reasonably susceptible of evaluation, benefit­
cost-wlse ·or otherwise. Davidson said that in the last analysis the 
evaluation of public goods is a matter of a value judgment on the part 
of the decision maker. h2 Fox and Herfindahl tended to agree when they 
stated that 
• • •  it  would seem desirable not to mislead ourselves by 
assigning monetary values to benefits when no better values 
can be developed than are now available for some purposes 
such as recreation. Instead it would be preferab-le to 
develop alternative plans with and ·without th.e services in 
question. The cost of providing the service could then be 
compared with estimates of the service to be derived 
expressed in physical terms and a judgment made as to 
whether the benefits are jus tified by the cos t . 43 
This recommendation favored the economic efficiency objective and 
evaluation with analyses employing various constraints. Knetsch, on 
the other hand, claimed it is necessary that recreation resources be 
considered as producing econqmic produc ts . That is, recreation 
resources produce something for which people are willing to pay and 
an accounting can be made to determine benefits of resource allocation. 
Knetsch did not consider the quantitative evaluation as the sole 
42Paul Davidson, "The Valuation of Public Goods " ( Paper pre­
sented at a conference on the Social Sciences and the Quality of the 
Environment sponsored by the Environmental Science Service Administra­
tion of the U. S. Department of Commerce and the University of Colorado 
at Boulder, Colorado", January 3 1 - February 2, 1967 ),  .p. 39. 
43rrving K. Fox and Orris C. Herfindahl, 1 1A ttainment of 
Efficiency in Satisfying Demands for Water, " American Economic Review 
(May 1964 ) ,  p. 206. 
41+ determinant of use as it seldom is �nth any resource. Ciriacy-
Wantrup acknowledged that decisions by the government concerning 
resource development are essentially political rather than economic. 
He continued with another view of the question, 
The mere necessity of quantifying makes benefit-cost  
analysis worth while because of its s timulation effects 
in  expanding scientific understanding of the physical 
as well as the social problems involved in public resource 
development. 
And again, when speaking of recreational-environmental type benefits, 
he made the point that even c�ude and partial measurement is more 
useful than a disregard for these va lue·s.  4
5 
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Much of environmental quality is amenable to partial measure­
ment. There is an element of value in the user-benefiter category that 
can be evaluated in the willingness-to-pay manner employed on recrea­
tion proposals. There may be another element based on the proposition 
that people would be willing to pay something for the option to avail 
themselves of the features some time in the future. It is worth 
something to people to have a particular option--opportunity--kept 
open to them whether or not they use it. Weisbrod termed this value 
46 "option demand. " 
44Jack L. Knetsch, .. "Outdoor Recreation Demands and Benefits , 11 • 
Land Economics, Vol . XXXIX , No � 4 ( November 196J ) , p. 396. 
45s .  V. Ciri.acy-Wantrup, "Benefit Cost Analysis and Public 
Resource Development , " Journal of Farm Economics (November 1955 ) ,  
pp. 676-8 1. 
46:surton Weisbrod, "Collective Consumption, " Quarterly Journal 
of Economics (August  1964 ) , p. 472. 
A third element of value was suggested by Krutilla. 
An option demand may exist th erefore not only among persons 
currently and prospectively active in the market for the 
obj ect of the demand, but among oth ers who place a value 
on the mere existence of biological and/pr. geomorphological 
yariety and its widespread distribu£ion. 4 7 
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Expansion of the element to include imputed values bequeaths a her­
it�ge  to future generations. Lowenthal made the point that "Americans 
build for tomorrow, not for today, " and he quoted Francis J. Gravel, 
0They [ Americans J do not love the land of their fathers but they are 
sincerely attached to that which their children are destined to 
inherit. rr4
8 
Krutilla pursued projecting tbe value of natural environ-· 
ments into the future. He explained that in contras t  to the means of 
providing fabricated goods and commercial services, the supply of 
natural environment is virtually inelastic. Supplie s currently avail­
able may ' be pres erved, but there are significant limitations on repro­
ducing a natural environment in the future should one fail to preserve 
it. His contention was that "natural environments will represent 
irreplaceable a s sets of appreciating value v-iith the passage of time. u 49 
Opportunities exist for action proposals relating to environ­
mental quality. Moreover, ba ses do exist on which to attempt quantita­
tive evaluations of quality benefits. 
47John V. Krutilla, "Conservation · Reconsidered, " American 
Economic Review (September 1967 ) ,  p. 781. 
48Lowenthal, op. cit. 
49 Kruti l la, "Conservation Reconsidered, " op. cit. 
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. Regional Development 
Economic effic iency as a planning objective has reflected the 
national interest in resource development applied generally to all 
regions of the country and for all project purposes permitted by 
statute. Regional development as a planning objective has provided 
opportunity for additional dimensions to be added to the planning 
perspective in two ways. One has been to permit the introduction of 
regional viewpoints and regional ambitions regarding allocation and 
enjoyment of the region ' s  water resources. Th e second has permitted 
focus of federal resource-use goa ls on a particular region or regions. 
Senate Doc ument 97 encouraged the i nfusion of all viewpoints 
in planning. The people of the basin , the municipalities , the states 
and private interests have views to be expressed , heard, considered 
and , to the extent deemed appropriate by the planning group, incor­
porated in the formulation of plans. 
The regional view might consist solely of views concerning pro­
posed federal development .  On the oth er hand ,  states with active water 
resource development programs of their own have firm ideas of the state 
development goals as they relate to a bas1n or portion of the state in  
a basin. 
State and regional economic viewpoints in planning have had 
the intent to influence the allocation of resources and factors to 
accomplish a regional goal. · The people of California became convinced 
that it was essential for state economic  well-being and continued 
growth that water , abundant in the northern portion of the state , be 
made available in the ma jor metropolitan complex in Southern Cali­
fornia south of the Tehachapee Mountains . So The federal planning and 
construc tion contribution has  been in accordance with auth.ori ties and 
cost-sharing provisions applicable nation-wide. Federal planning 
and construction complements the guiding state plan .  Non-federal 
leadership and financing have been internali zed a t  the state level 
to redistribute s tate resource wea lth. Texas has developed a water 
plan by a similar method. Vermont, participating in the Connec ticut 
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River Basin Study, has introduced the view that the water resources in 
Vermont should be developed to support and promote the state ' s  recrea­
tion industry. 51 
The Pacific Southwest has been a fast  growing area. Economic 
growth and activity have been aided by the mining of ground water and 
the use of federally subsidized irrigation water . 52 With the advantage 
of these externalities, irrigated agriculture has flourished. The 
region envisioned its future dependent on continuing expansion of its 
agricultural base and additional water s upplies from outside th e region 
53 .. have been sought. A comprehensive regiona l water resources study, 
50Chapin D .  Clark, "Northwest--Southwest Water Diversion, " 
Willamette Law Journal, Vol. 3 ,  No. 4 (Fall 1965 ) , p.  2 37. 
5 1u. s . , Corps of Engineers, Plan of Study, Connecticut River 
Comprehensive Basin Stu.dy (U . S .  Army Engineer Division, New England, 
Waltham, Mass. , 1965) . 
52 ,'Mining" of ground water supplies is a term used to indicate 
that more of the resource is being used than is being replenished by 
nature. 
53 Clark, op. cit. , p. 238. 
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initiated in 1966, may provide additional information concerning 
relationships between water supply and demand and the growth prospects 
of the region. 54 The regional view ha s come to occupy a growing part 
of comprehensive planning efforts. 
The Missouri River Basin s tudy has represented a nother compre­
hensive regional water resources investigation. A regional view in 
the Missouri Basin has been that efforts must  be taken to counter 
trends showing rural population losses that would appear to j eopardize 
the rural economic and amenity bases. This regional view has favored 
exploitation of the region ' s  water and land resources  through irri­
gated agriculture and other programs to counter some of the population 
trends and h opefully insure future economic viability.55 
Other instances where regional interest has been identified 
include the Pacific Northwest, the Tennessee Valley, river basins such 
as the Wabash and the Potomac and intrastate basin distric ts, such as 
the Miami Conservancy District in Ohio and the Pat Harrison Waterways 
District in Mississippi. In each instance the people in the region 
have definite views regarding resources. To varying degrees  the 
regions are willing - and able to undertake the financial support of 
plans for resource allocation.  Their views have become an integral _ 
54For an explanation of the Compreh ensive River Basin Program ,  
see League of Women Voters, A n  Introduction to Comprehensive River 
Basin Planning : S tructure and Strategy (Washington, 1967), p .  4. 
55see Paul Holm , "Economic Base Study in Relation to Compre­
h ensive Water Resources Planning" ( Paper presented before the Mis souri 
Bas in Interagency Committee, Bismark, North Dakota, April 14, 1966), 
pp. 9-12. 
part of planning efforts and have provided useful d imensions t o  the 
perspectives of welfare relating to the people of the respect ive 
regions. 
The complementary view of regional development is the federal 
v iew. Here, federal programs responsive to nat ional interest  and 
concerned with regional problems are brought to bear. Included in 
this category have been those programs not authori zed or implemented 
nationally. Resource allocat ion programs a imed at  particular regions 
have . stimulated nat ional development through the establishment of the 
transcontinental railroad systems, the Homestead Act, and the Recla-
56 mation Act among others. In addition to the Reclamation Act,  which 
has continued to be actively implemented, other federal programs have 
been initiated where emphasis has been placed on regional resource 
alloca tion. These include the Regional Development Commissions, most 
prominent  of which is the Appalachian Regional Connnission. 57  The 
Reclamation Ac t was aimed at st imulating settlement,  economic activ ity 
and regional growth in sparsely settled or underdeveloped regions of 
the country. 58 The �egional commissions were a imed at some redistri­
bution of nat ional wealth into reg ions wher� economic act iv ity has not 
56The Pacific Railway Ac t of May 20, 1862, 12 S tat. 392; The 
Homes tead Act of July 2, 1864, Sec 3, 13 Stat . 365; The Reclamat ion 
Act of June 17, 1902, 52 Stat. 388, 389, 430 SC 421. 
57Appalachian Regional Development Act of March 9, 1965, 79  
Stat. 5. 
58ror a d iscussion of the Reclamation Act, see Raymond M ol ey, 
What Price Federal Reclamation? (New York : Amer ican Enterprise  
Association, Inc. , 1955 ) , p. 6. 
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kept pace with that of the rest of the country. 
Regional development is not synonymous with water resources 
_development. Howe stated that "water resources developments are 
likely to be poor tools for accelerating regional economic growth if  
market factor availabilities and other amenities of  l iving are 
59  
lacking." What Howe recognized and what was recognized in Section 
206 (a) of the Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965 is that 
water development in proper relationship to other factors can be 
useful in the efficient economic st imulation of a region. Section 
2 of the Appalachian Act referred to the national . interest in regional 
development : 
• • •  the Appalachian region • • •  while abundant in 
natural resources  and rich in potentia l, lags behind 
the rest of the nation in its economic growth and . 
its people have not shared properly in the Nation' s 
prosperity, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • •  the public investments made in the region under 
this Act shall be concentrated in areas where there is 
significant potential for future growth, and where the 60 expected return op public dollars will be the greatest. 
The Appalachian Act was at variance with the views of  Eckstein 
and ·McKean who have indicated that to compensate for all  injury 
would be undesirable because to do so would remove 
59charles w. · Howe, "Water Resources and Regional Economic 
Growth in the United· Sta tes 1950-1960 , Southern Economic Journal ,  
Vol .  XXXIV, No. 4 (April 1968 ) ,  p. 28. 
60Appalachian Regional Development Act, op. cit. 
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motivations for desirable readjustment. 61 The Act acknow ledged imped­
iments to factor mobility and social values involved in maintaining 
some degree of i nterregional economic parity. 62 
R�gional development differs froi economic efficiency as an 
obj ective in river basin  planning in several respects . The firs t of 
these is tha t  economic efficiency planning contemplates meeting pro­
j ected economic demand .  This demand, or tbe "needs of the basin" as 
they are commonly expressed, are calculated on the basis of growth , 
demographic and economic , based on assumptions for the region in 
rela tion to the nation as a whole . One assumption of th e projection 
model is that water will not be a factor to accelerate or re tard 
growth. Another assumption is tha t regional trends observed in the 
past will continue to influence regional development and growth. 
Development goals may differ from the normalized demographic and 
economic activity proj ections. If goals . are s et to achieve higher 
population targets or economic activity levels , different quantities, 
qualities , or uses of the water resource may be indicated . 
Regional development analysis also seeks to determine favorable 
factors for growth - and the role water development could have to facil­
itate the growth. The availability of labor , educa tional and other 
61 
In this case outmigration to regions where labor presu.mably 
could be more gain.ful ly and economically employed . 
62otto Eckstein, Water Resources Development :  The Economics of 
Project Evalua tion ( Cambridge : Harvard University Pres s, 1961), p .  33 ; 
and Roland N. McKean, Efficiency in Government Through Systems Analysis 
(New York : J oh n  Wiley and Sons , Inc., 1958) , p. 138 .  
amenity resources, communication systems , raw materials and markets 
are properly brought into the analysis. If factors other than water 
development are essential for growth, plans indica te how they will 
be provided. 
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An example is  the case of the Salyersville project, the first  
Appalachian Report project proposed by the Corps of Engineers . The 
town of Salyersville appeared upon study to have potential for growth. 
Salyersville had considerable unemployed labor J little industry; it 
was a center of a depressed rural area ; rail and road transportation 
networks were adequate ; and the land was eith er flood prone or too 
steep for economical development. Analysis indicated that the prime 
impediment to growth was lack of land developable by industry. A 
projec t  sys tem wa s evised that primarily would protect the flood 
plain although other project purposes would be s erved. On bases of 
present values and conventional economic efficiency project justi­
fication, the project would not have been acceptable. Th e investment 
package tha t was proposed, h owever, was estimated to fos ter subsequent 
private investment estimated in a ratio of about six private dollars 
to one public dollar for the initial projec t proposal. Additional 
benefits would be gained from the wages paid by new indus try. The 
water development proposal could not claim all the benefits, but the · 
water factor was considered key to future growth . 63 
63u. s . , Corps of Engineers, Interim Survey Report on Upper 
Licking Basin , Kentucky, for Water Resource and Rela ted Economic 
Development (U. S .  Army Engineer District, Louisvi l le ,  July 1967 
with revision January 1968 ) .  
The Salyersville plan is one type of regional development  
proposal. Common to all is an approach to project economics somewhat 
different from that  used for other objectives. Wages and property 
values may not reflect true opportunity costs;  secondary expansion 
effects ,  not usually counted as of na tional significa nce, . ca n loom 
large in  project jus tification . 
The Salyersville plan is an illustration of one approach to 
considering regional development in  water resources planning. Implic­
itly or explicitly, regional development proposals are income redis­
tributional in purpose. 64 The Salyersville proposal is part of the 
water resources developme nt proposed for Appalachia ,  a na tional 
program diverting income to a region. By design, the proposal is 
aimed, within the region , to divert income to a particular class of 
people--the un- and underemployed people of the Salyersville area. 
This was an  a ttempt to maximize returns in a n  efficient manner to a 
locality in accordance with _criteria established in response to a 
na tional goal for a region. The Salyersville proposal is  responsive 
in much the same way tha t  individua l water resources project pro­
posals optimize response to point demands in accordance with na tion­
wide water programs. For the locality, it was a n  a ttempt to expand 
the efficiency considerations to a larger view of welfare. To do 
this generally in a planning effort, it  has appeared necessary to 
64 A t  least to the degree that those that bene£it do not pay the 
costs of a project ,  any project has _income redistributiona 1 effects . 
Haveman, op. cit. , has examined a number of aspects of this problem. 
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make explicit the obj ective by describing th e cri teria to be used . 
Wealth or income ( na tional or regional ) redi stributional effects 
could be an important dimension to th e overall general welfare 
objective in water resources developmen't . 
Oth er Pertinent Objectives 
Objectives, other than those above, are suggested and incor­
porated in wa ter resources development plans. The s e  obj ectives have 
been les s  broadly applicable, but merit interpretation . 
Acceptability.
65 Presumably the inauguration of a planning 
effort presupposes needs served by water resources development may 
exis t. In that the planning effort has a cost  in planner time and 
effort--time and effort that could be expended elsewhere--it is 
desirable that the work be useful and find a degree of acceptability 
with the people affected locally, and, through the higher review 
levels , nationally. The obj ective of acceptability is implicit in 
th e planning proces s, but not as an end in itself. Concern for 
acceptability exp la.ins, in part, public hearings and pub lie infor­
mation efforts throughout the planning process. Concern for accept­
ability als_o explains recognition by the planners of the policles, 
procedures and authorities under which they work .  
National Defense. National defense is  not likely to be  an 
objective of a regtonal planning effort. Defense considerations, 
65Acceptability was discussed as an objec tive in U. S. , Depart­
men t  of the Army, Susquehanna River Basin Study Plan, A Review of . 
Alternatives (Washington, November JO, 1966) , p. 7 .  
80 
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however, may enter into formulation, decision and design procedures. 
Defense considerations could take the form of discouraging the furth er 
concentration of industry, encouraging industry dis persal, concern 
over the proximity of projects to defense installations, the develop­
ment of alternative modes or routes of communication and the develop­
ment of alternate sources of various natural resources. 
National Self-Sufficiency.66 Such an objective could be con­
trolling for a developing nation, but is unlikely to be critical in 
a highly developed country. National prestige is probably in the 
same category. The objective might be a factor in a manner similar 
to national defense in the planning-decision process. 
Equity. While not likely to be an objective at the basin level 
of planning as such, consideration is likely given to the distribution 
of projects, benefits and costs. Nationally, at least implicit con­
sideration is given to project distribution in relation to population , 
geographical spread, per capita income and, from the national perspec­
tive, needs. 
Neutralizing 'the Urbanization Trend . Congressmen and President 
Johnson have expressed concern about the increasing migration and 
concentration of the population in urban areas. 67 Should national 
interest in this problem increase and programs be developed in support 
66see discussion in Marglin, op. cit. , pp. 2 3- 24. 
67see account of speech given by President Lyndon B.  Johnson 
at Dallastown , Pennsylvania in the New York Times , September 4 ,  1966, 
p .  so . 
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of an  objective of  making non-urban life relatively more attractive, 
it is likely that such programs would appear as factors in the regional 
development objective. 
Alternative Means of Attaining Obj ec tives 
Between knowledge of the physical availability of the resources 
and the uses to which th e resources may be put lies the technological 
and economic informa tion tha t ties these two groups of information 
together. Technological and economic informati on establish the rela­
tionships between input and output and constitutes a second group of 
alternatives--alternative means of fulfilling a 
.
given objective. 68 
There are engineering alternatives. Water quality in a reach 
of river ca n be maintained at  a particular standard using dilution 
from an . upstream impoundment, or a higher degree of treatment of 
sewage effluents or in-stream aeration, or diversion of the sewage 
outfall to a point where the river can better digest th e pollution 
load, or the sewage might be lagooned until flows became sufficient 
to handle the load ,locally. There are additional alternatives. 
The National Academy of Sciences has identified management  
and institutional alternatives. An example of management is the 
employment of reservoirs . for flood control a s  opposed to flood plain 
regulation . An example of institutions is the use of alternative 
political institutions for irrigation development, as the Bureau of 
68 See, for example , U .S. , Depar tment of the Army, Susquehanna 
Alternatives , op. cit. , p. A-2.  
Reclamat ion or a Conservancy District . The Na tional Academy of 
Sc iences also has invest igated alternative s in t iming , size and 
location. 69 
There are many ways of working toward any object ive. The 
greater the amount of knowledge concerning var ious means of attaining 
an end, the more likely an efficient solution w ill be found. 
Parameters as They Rela te to Object ive s 
In water resources dev.elopment certain assumptions are made 
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and value s of der ived da ta arbitrarily selec ted to facilitate the 
planning process. The se constants or parame ters are usually a ssigned 
values at  the outset  or early in the planning effort. They are 
typically based on standards imposed from outside the context of the 
s tudy problem or based on experience or on the judgment of the par tici­
pants. The parameters are important because they � a ssumptions or 
have arbitrarily assigned values and sometimes their impact on the 
planning process is overlooked. At some stage of a study it is 
advisable to examine . .  the parame ters to determine whe ther proper values 
have been assigned and what the consequence� m ight be if difference 
values were  used. Sensitivity analysis can de termine the effec t on 
overall ou tcome of an arbi.trarily assigned value. Some parame ters  
are e s tablished by derived da ta . An appropriate que s tion is  what 
would happen if the . da ta were not correct, or correct so far a s  deter­
minable, bu t with some probability of error. 
69Alterna tive s in Wa ter Management, op. c it. 
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Parameters sugges ted for further examination in water resources 
planning include the following : 
Economic Projec tions 
Projections used in river basin planning extend planning 
horizons fifty years into the future . Figures on population and 
economic activity are used to project water use, industry mix, flood 
plain occupancy, a whole array of benefits, pollution loads and 
intermediate figures that have a large bearing on the qua ntities of 
goods and services provided at points in time. A degree of accuracy 
may be assumed tha t does not exis t. 
Sta ndards a nd Failure Criteria 
Failure criteria for wa ter supply and s tream water quality can 
have significant impact on the nature and magnitude of plan formula ­
tions . The insurance requirement against failure may be fixed by 
regulation or agreement  amo.ng planners . Additional insurance - -tigh ter 
failure criteria--might be sufficiently inexpensive at the margin to 
.. 
show economic advantages . On the other hand, it could be that some 
lower levels of insurance would be accepted because of the differences 
in costs . Standards are mos t  common for water qua lity a nd those 
usually used in current planning are those approved by the sta te under 
th e Federal Water Pollution Control Act. 7O Often failure  criteria 
are either expressed in absolute terms, a s  "dissolved oxygen will a t  
70 Federal Wa ter Pollution Control Act of 1965, 75 Sta t .  204. 
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no time be less than 5 mg/l, 1 1  or are not in a form to be incorporated 
in the basin planning function, as "not less than 75 per cent satura­
tion during at least 16 hours in any 24-hour period. " 7
1 Stipulation 
of a s ta.ndard or a failure criterion eliminates much economic evalua­
-tion . The standard or output is achieved through a least cost solu­
tion. Pertinent economic questions of wha t are the costs and bene­
fits , positive and negative, of lower and high er standards and differ­
ent failure criteria are waived. Without knowledge of the alterna ­
tives , the decision maker is in a difficult position for choosing 
among alternative plans. 
Risk and Uncertainty 
These are often implicit assumptions. Risk has to do with the 
probability of a specified event occurring--the likelihood of a flood 
of a given magnitude occurring at any particular time. The ramifica­
tions of taking or avoiding a particular risk may be analyzed. Uncer­
tainty relates to unanticipated changes that may take place in the 
future. The possi�_ilities of technological advances being made would 
fall in this category. It is often possible to delay certain decisions 
until an improved state of knowledge is attained. The urgency of a 
need may make it necessa�y to take action regardless of possible 
future changes. Analyses can be useful in cla.rifying the effects of 
various alternative actions. 
7�or example, see Commonwea lth of Massachusetts , Wa ter 
Resource Commission, Water Quality Standards (March 6 ,  1967 ) , p. 58. 
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Difficulties in Employing Multiple Objectives in Planning 
"Best use, " "well-being" or "welfare" as goals or overall objec­
tives of a plan for water resources development face severe tests as 
the planning process moves into its final stages. Implicit in quan­
titative approaches to welfare theory is that a welfare optimum 
should be sought .  In water resources project or systems design, the 
desideratum is maximization of net benefits. To the extent that 
benefit functions and criteria support an objective, maximization is 
theoretically possible. 
Multiple-Objective Planning in Current Literature 
In the case of the multiple-objective function suggested by 
Marglin and extended by Maass, constraints to the efficiency maximum 
might be established to provide some specified satisfaction of other 
b .  . . 72 o Jectives • If each objective were complemented adequately by its 
. own benefit functions, quantitative optimization would be possible. 
The difficulty is in the establishment of appropriate and agreeable 
weigh ts that set th�. constraint diverting some "efficiency" to other 
objectives. The Maass extension suggested that the federal government 
could establish, in advance of planning, the weights relating to 
objectives. While such a� approach may be feasible, the political 
decision-making process in water resources development · has given 
little indication · of movement in that direction. 
Contemplating this problem, Hufschmidt observed that finding 
72Marglin, op. cit. , and Maass, op. cit. 
the right wei ghts was the major limitation of the multiple-objective 
system-maximization approach. As an alternative, Hu.fschmidt suggested 
an iterative approach changing weights and starting over when the 
outcome was not acceptable to the decision makers. 73 It would be a 
- cumbersome approach to quantitative maximization of a system moving 
from the planner to the decision makers and back again, but it may be 
a fair approximation of what actually takes place in any event. 
Hu.fschmidt ' s  solution appears to be somewhere between that of 
Marglin, mentioned above, and that of the National Academy of Sciences 
(NAS ) for the Colorado River . In the NAS method ,' a broad array of 
possibilities would be presented to the decision makers and guidance 
or a course of action sought. An obvious problem in the case of 
providing decision makers with a very broad array of alternatives is 
that of the breadth of knowledge required to understand and properly 
evaluate the many alternatives. Even ass.urning such knowledge existed 
or could be imparted, there is also the problem of reaching consensus 
or voting for one among a number of alternatives. In a second phase, 
the NAS method would have the planners then concentrate on courses of 
action based on public and policy-maker response . 74 The NAS report 
employs a non-quantified approximation of social welfare optimization 
through political determination of the social preference function. 
The welfare value of providing the expanded area of choice was noted 
7�ufschmidt, "Environmental Planning, "  op. cit. , pp. 2 1-23. 
74colorado Choices, op. cit. 
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by Mishan and discussed earlier .  
The difficulties of reaching a unique welfare optimum, partic­
ularly arrived at quantitatively through a single mathematical obj ec­
t ive _function, are apparent. As discussed earlier , evidence of social 
preference does exist, however . In each of the approaches discussed 
above , the intent is to bring the available possibilities into a con­
frontation �ith the wishes of society as expressed by a social 
preference function_ for the purposes of an implementable solution. 
Th�re are other factors which �end to work against precision . 
in the planning process. Whereas these impediments to arriving at a 
�elfare maximum may be accentuated when multiple objectives are 
employed in planning, they are present in more conventional planning 
approaches . 
Benefit-Cost Analysis and Multiple Objectives 
Benefit-cost analysis, despite the attention to which it has 
been subject and from which it has benefited in recent decades, still 
lacks precision .
75 
.. Direct costs of construction can be estim ated with 
reasonable accuracy and yet the construction agencies are often crit-
76 
icized for underestimation in project costs. The detail into which 
an agency can go for cost . estimates in the planning stage is one part" 
75 An extensive critique of benefit-cost analysis as it evolved 
and is practiced is contained in R. J. Hammond, Benefit-Cost Analysis 
and Water Pollution Control (Stanford University , 1960). 
76see for example "Cost Estimates" (Paper prepared by Jacques 
Ger in as part of study being undertaken at the University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1968). (Mimeographed.) 
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of the problem . A larger part of the problem is that from plan formu­
lation to construction there is an elapsed period of from six to 
fifteen years . Not only do prices tend to rise, but sites are occupied 
for other · purposes and real estate acquisition costs rise particularly 
fast as a result. And cost estimating is the area where the greatest 
precision in evaluation may be expected . · 
Estimation of economic costs or opportunity costs in terms of 
alternative planned as well as unplanned development, though not new 
in concept,  is not in common practice . For example, the financial 
cost of acquiring a reservoir site may not fairly approximate the value 
of the s ite in terms of environmental quality . In the same sense , 
acquisition costs of a site for environmental purposes may not consider 
the impact on the region for future development . 
Benefits and benefit functions are similarly imprecise . Primary 
benefits can be rough approximations and, in cases, arbitrary in selec­
tion . The value, pattern, and utility of future flood plain develop­
ment are conjectural. The damages tha t might be anticipated by varying 
levels of flood waters in the dynamic future would be estimated with 
less certainty.  The· social value of some assurance of freedom from 
risk of flood and the availability to a region of · developable  flood 
plain land are more d ifficult to. estimate. Benefits for meeting water 
quality standards are based on least cost alternatives . Benefit 
methodology f or navigation improvements is guided by Congressional 
statue . Benefit definition for other project purposes is comparably 
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imprecise . 77 All of the benefit purposes cited are considered in 
t. f . • h  . ff . · b · t · 
78 quan 1 ying v e economic e iciency o Jee ive. 
Th e economics of environmental quality is in its infancy 
although . from the work of Kneese and others the theoretical rudiments 
. · 1  bl f t ·  1 1 ·  t ·  7
9 
B r · t  1 t · . th are avai a e or prac ica app ica ion. ene i eva ua ion in e 
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area of regional development has been researched and is being pioneered 
in practice by the Office of Appalachian Studies for water resources 
development in Appalachia under the Appalachian Regional Development 
Act of 1965. 80 The Salyersville project was discussed earlier. 
Though regional benefits have been  quantified in this case, they are 
not connnensurable at this time with economic efficiency benefits. 
The lack of benefit cornmensurability among planning objectives presents 
another type of problem for quantifying welfare optima in systems. 
These problems appear ame nable to economic research and analysis and 
continued upgrading of technique and methodology can be anticipated. 
Cost Shari ng 
Another economic problem is institutional in origin. In market 
77Ham.mond , op. cit. , pp. 17 -38. 
78For a good discussion of the benefit calculation problem as 
it relates to basin planning , see Davis, op. cit. 
79A llen V. Kneese , "Economics and the Quality of the Environ­
ment--Some Empirica 1 Experiences 11 (Reprint No . 7 1 .  Washington : Resources 
for the Future , Inc·. ,  1968 ) , reprinted with permission from Maurice E. 
Garnsey and James N. Hibbs ( eds. ) ,  Social Science and th e Environment 
(Colorado : University of Colorado Press, 1967). 
BOAppalachian Regional Development Act, op . cit. 
terms, resources are efficiently allocated when their values are accu­
rately reflected in the market .  No more of a resource is used than 
i ts opportuni ty cost in another use can justify . If the value to a 
user . is other than that reflec ted by the' market, an externality exists 
and either more or less of the resource is used than would be econom­
ically efficient . The user of the resource will  use as much of the 
resource as will bring it into balance with resources for vmich he 
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. mus t pay market prices. In one form , this is the problem of subsidized 
water for irrigation leading to inefficient use of the water resource.  
Efficiency on the part of the irrigator--maximizing his return from 
water in relation to its cost to him--calls for inefficient resource 
allocation in market terms. This is a divergence between private and 
social costs and gains. The advantage given the irrigator could ,  of 
course, be the intended consequence of a government policy of supplying 
water at a particular les s-than-market price . 
A similar situation pertains when a user or benefiter attempts 
to maximize his returns when confronted with federal, and probably 
. .  
s tate, cost-sharing policies . 
Federal involvement in water resources planning has expanded 
over the years as federal interes ·t in water use ·an.d federal funds for 
planning and development have expanded. Each legislative enactment · 
formalizing an additional or modified line of federal interest has 
been the produc t o� its time and the political climate . Federal support 
--the federal share of an investment--for deveJopment may vary from 
essentially one hundred per cent for some types of flood protection . to 
fifty per cent of separable project costs for recreation to none of the 
allocated costs of water supply. There is no federal financial support 
of a single purpose recreation reservoir or for a program to presefve 
si tes for future reservoir development. · The costs of a dam for flood 
control are essentially wholly borne by the federal government. Local 
flood protection requires the recipients to provide land , easements , 
rights of way and maintenance. Flood plain zoning , flood insurance , 
and flood proofing shift the financial burden further. A similar 
spread exists in water quality improvement through dilution as opposed 
t a d t t t t . t t · 81 o a vance was e rea men or in-s ream aera ion. 
Completely objective planning directed toward the most efficient 
allocation of resources, natural , and capital , by interested parties· 
could hardly be hoped for. Interested parties can be expected to 
attempt to maximize their returns. In this case , local and state par­
ticipation might be expected to prefer project proposals or plans that 
would return the greatest benefit with the least amount of local or 
state funds invested. Implementation by interested parties of a plan 
developed by disin terested planners seems hardly more likely. A goal 
. of internalizing tb e problem at some appropriate level appears but a 
future possibility. For the present, it appears a clear presentation 
of the relevant alternatives and costs to those responsible for 
81 Current literature offers few comments on the cost-sharing 
problem. For an analysis of the problem in the Potomac Basin see 
Davis, op. cit . 
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decisions and policy may be an in terim answer. 
The Discount Rate 
93 
A similar institutional problem obtains with regard to the inter ­
temporal aspects of resource allocation. Too many contributions  are 
found in the literature to attempt more than casual observation in this 
paper. Resorting to th e market for efficient resource allocation 
would indicate some approach toward selection of an appropriate private 
discount rate--means of relating the trade-off between present and 
future consumption. Government intervention in water resources allo­
cation is rationalized on  the divergenc_e between social or public and 
private values. In this case, social purposes  may be considered to be 
served by the diversion of resources from the private to the public 
sector. How this might be accomplished using objectives and benefit 
functions has been discus sed. This may also be accomplished for 
desired objectives by using a social rate of time preference that 
would be arrived at differently than _ the market or private discount 
rate. Arrow has ob�erved that selection of the discount rate involves 
83 value judgments and that the argument is neither clear not closed. 
Th e Role of the Planner vis -a-vis th e Policy Makers and the Public 
One final complexity to be mentioned is that of the emphasis to 
8 2The problem of cost sharing is currently being studied by the 
Water Resources Council. 
83Kenneth J. Arrow, "Criteria for Social Investment , "  Water 
Resources Research, Vol .  1, No. 1 (First Quarter 1965 ) ,  p. 8.  
by placed on values in the objective function. The selection of the 
objectives themselves, the supporting criteria, and ultimately what 
constitutes a benefit are significant in determining the nature of the 
r esulting plan .  The question might be posed in terms of who should 
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· s 4 provide the leadership, the policy makers, the planners, or the people? 
Planners can attempt to be responsive to the r evealed preferences of 
the people. Planners can also confine themselves to the _guidance 
provided by the policy makers as in statutes and authorizations. 
Planners on the other hand could attempt an independent role of their 
own in planning. As discussed earlier, the · social preference function 
is operative when choices are made . The policy makers, the planners and 
the public all have important roles to play in the function when it 
becomes operative in the planning-development situation . It is the 
role of the policy makers to provide a continuously evolving view of 
national social interest in water resourc�s allocation . It is the 
r ole of the planner to transl:,.ate general guida·nce into particular 
obj ectives for the study region . In the objectives, the planner 
synthesizes the preferences of the people and the guidance of the 
policy makers. In - this way the social preference function develops 
with elements of what �he people . feel they want · for the region, what 
. .  
the policy makers or planners feel would be good for the r egion--merit 
wants, perhaps, that the peop1e would want were they better educated 
84Maynard Hufschmidt discusses some aspects of this question in 
terms of the objective function in his mimeograph_, "Environmental 
Planning, " op. cit . ,  pp . 29-30 . 
to their needs85--and what the policy makers bave indicated they would 
be wi lling to provide for the region . 
Hufschmidt considered the essence of the planning problem _ to 
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be in working out the significant relationships among _variables  having 
political, ins titutional, economic and technological dimensions . 86 Too 
strong a role played by ·any party may result in an imbalance and an 
unacceptable so lution- -an infeasible approximation of th e socia l 
welfare function . 
The concept of employing multiple objectives has been discussed 
in t·erms of how water resources  planning practice might be expanded to 
facilitate approximation of a welfare optimum through the planning 
process .  There are factors that work against precision in planning, 
however, and these  may be accentuated when multiple objectives are 
employed in p lanning. 
85Musgrave, op. cit. , p. 9 .  
86Hufschmidt, op. cit. , p .  II-1. 
CHAPTER V 
THE SUSQUEHANNA CASE 
The Susquehanna River Bas in study was initiated as a comprehensive · 
water resources study of a major river basin employing the planning model 
described in Chapter II . Subsequently, explicit consideration was given 
to multiple planning objectives. The study provides an opportunity to 
review certain of the concepts discussed in Chapters III and IV as they 
my be applied in practical experience . 
The Susquehanna Study 
A major federal program of water studies was initiated in 1962. 
The program had its origin in a recommendation of the President ' s  Water 
Resources Policy Commission of 1950 urging comprehensive multiple-purpose 
1 and coordinated plans for each of the major river basins of the country. 
The program was in direct response to the recommendation of the 1961 
report of the Senate Select Committee which called for preparation of 
· 11plans for compreheRsive water development and management £or all nnjor 
2 
river basins in the United States . "  The Susquehanna was one of the 
sixteen river basins selected for detailed comprehensive study. 3 
·1 U.S. ,  Report of the President ' s  Water Resources Policy Commission 
of 1950, Vol. 1, A Water Policy for the American People {Washington: 
Government Printing Office , 1950),  pp. 10-17. 
2u.s . , Report of the Senate Select Corrrrnittee on National Water 
Resources, No:·29 (Washington : Government Printing Office, 1961), p. 17. 
3u.s . , Water Resources Council, Background Materials Regarding 
Comprehensive Planning Program for Use by the WRC Member A gencies in Pre­
paring Testimony for Appropriations Hearings (Washington, March I, 1967) . 
Funding and organizational effort s  for the Susquehanna River 
study were be gun in July of 1962 and the initial meeting of the study 
coordination group was held in June 1963 in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania . 
The purpose of the study was to "provide an appraisal of the basin ' s  
economic future and of present and future water and related land 
resources development needs and potentials. " This information would 
provide the basis for development of a general guide to future action 
programs meeting needs to the year 2020 and, in particular, recommen­
dations for init ial implementation of economically feasible projects 
needed in the ensuing ten to fifteen years . 4 The total estimated 
federal cost of the study was close to five million dollar s. All on­
going and completed studies of the states, federal agencies and 
others were to be considered . The study was scheduled to be completed 
in June of 1970 . 
The Basin and Its Water Problems 
9 7 -
The basin is the largest on the Atlantic Seaboard of the United 
States with a drainage area of 27, 500 square miles . The r iver has its 
origin in New York State and flows some 450 miles to the Chesapeake Bay � 
About ei ghty per cent of the basin drainage is in Pennsylvania and com­
prises forty-s ix per cent . of the state. Most of the .remainder of the 
5 basin is in New York with but a small portion in the state of Maryland . 
4 U . S . ,  Corps of Engineers, Plan of Study, Susquehanna River Basin 
Study (U.S. Army Engineer District, Baltimore, September 1965), p. 4 .  
5 Ibid. , pp. 2-3 . 
Maryland, however, cotmts on water from the Susquehanr.a as a major 
source of the water supply of its largest city, Baltimore. The river 
also has a �ajor but not too well understood effect on Mary�and ' s  most 
important natw.,.al resource, the Chesapeake Bay. 
A study of the economic base of the Susquehanna and Chesapeake 
Ba.sins revealed that the Susquehanna Basin as a whole, and to a more 
pronounced degree the upper basin, could be expected to increase per 
capita income from below the national average to about equal to the 
projected level by the year 2020. (See Table 1 )  The economic base 
study provided a major input to the projection of water needs for the 
future. In preparing the study, in addition to the usual assumptions 
of no wajor nuclear conflict or prolonged periods of high level unem­
ployment or inflation, it was also assumed that the "quantity and 
quality of available water will not be a factor in limiting economic 
and population grm·rth in the basin areas . n6 The projections showed 
the changes that could occur with an adequate supply of water provided; 
they did not _ indicate the nature of the changes were water in one or 
another of its uses to be available, but either in short supply or in 
greater abundance. 
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The basin included developed areas exhibiting vigorous economic 
growth and other areas where various combinations of conditions resulted 
6The study was ma.de by the National Planning Association of Wash­
ington. It was published and ma.de available for public use in February, 
1968. The study will appear as an appendix, 11Sununa.ry, Economic Base 
Study, Chesapeake Bay Drainage Basins, n to the Susquehanna River Basin 
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SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN STUDY 
SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PLANNING PARAMETERS FROM THE 
ECONOMIC BASE STUDY 
C ivilian Employmenta Per Capita Income b 
2020 12§0 2020 1960 2020 
460 66. 7 174. 1 2, 217 10 , 539  
9 . 5 1. 2 3 . 8  1, 952 10 , 398 
4 . 3  � 5  1. 8 1, 820 10, 290 
'O "° 
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in a depressed economy. About eighty per cent of the basin was in 
Appalachia as defined in the Appalachian Regional Development Act. 
Waters of the region varied in quality from Lake Otsego -where Coopers­
town, New York drew its water supply untreated ., to streams such as the 
I.ackawanna where acid mine drainage made the water unfit for use in 
municipal or industrial water supply without special treatment or by 
fish or wildlife. Some reaches of the stream had the more connnon 
quality problems caused by inadequately treated municipal and indus­
trial wastes . Some coal mining areas exhibited the visual blight of 
large smoking culm piles adjacent to towns and s cars of strip mining 
operations. There were natural values in the basin of considerable 
regiona.l importance and two major stretches of the river had been 
recommended for consideration as designation as national scenic rivers . 
There did not appear to be any use to which the water resource might 
be put that would not be considered in developing a plan for the basin .  
Organization for Planning 
The study, although organized under federal initiative, was 
intended to be a partnership effort with the states concerned . To 
that end a coordination group was formed as the Susquehanna River 
Ba.sin Study Coordinating .Committee W1der the chairmanship of the 
District Engineer, Baltimore. The Secretaries - of the Departments of 
Agriculture, Comme�ce, Health Education and Welfare and Interior and 
the heads of the independent federal agencies of Housing and Home 
Finance (now the Department of Housing and Urban Development ) and the 
Federal Power Commission named representatives to the connnittee . The 
Department of the Army was represented by the Corps of Engineers 
through the permanent committee chairman. The governors of each of 
the states of New York, Pennsylvania and Maryland also named repre­
sentatives to the committee. The purposes of the conmtlttee were to 
provide the broad guidance and general direction of the study effort, 
provide the means of introducing and considering the views and needs 
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of the participants , and coordina te the portions of work carried out 
by the individual states and federal agencies. The committee was 
assisted by various subcommittees and work groups staffed by the states 
and agencies participating in the study. 7 
The general approach to planning adhered to the river basin 
planning model (described earlier  in this paper) with a major excep­
tion in regard to the trea��ent of alternatives in planning . The 
Susqueha nna River Basin Stu.dy has been singled out for review because 
it is a major study in which explicit attention was given multiple 
objectives in planning. 
Evolution of Multiple-Objective Planning for the Susquehanna Study 
In S�ptember 1966, the Secretary of the Army directed the Chief 
of Engineers to form a �sk force to review the Susquehanna River Basin 
Study to determine if the standards recommended by the Civil Works 
Study Board were �e:i.ng met '"?-th respect to the treatment of planning 
7u.s . , Corps of Engineers, Plan of Study, Susquehanna • • •  , 
op. cit. , p. 4 .  
alternatives. These recommendations were dis cussed earlier in this 
paper. 9 The task force after much discussion concluded that the then 
current plan of study of the Susquehanna Study would not ad�quately 
treat planning alternatives as envisioned by the Civil Works Study 
Board. The Susquehanna plan of study ass ured nmainly the formulation 
of an economic efficiency plan modified by consideration of the 
objectives of the three states involved, including some consideration 
of equity and acceptability.u The task force also concluded that 
study objectives, identified in the plan of study, of regional devel­
opment, economic efficiency and preservation appeared "to be suffi­
ciently varied ·and fundamentally different to offer an adequate basis 
for discussion and choice n provided plans were developed in pursuit 
of each objective that were in equal detail . 
Another conclusion of the task force was that a listing of 
second level alternatives--alternative means of meeting various water­
related problems--should be developed, expanded upon and considered 
when the means for solving the various water problems ident�ied in 
10  the study were treated in formulating the plan. 
8u.s . , Department of the Army, Memorandum- from the Special 
Assistant to the Secretary of the Army for Civil Functions to the 
Chief of Engineers, September 28, 1966. 
9u.s . , Department of the Army, A Report to the Secretary of the 
Army by the Civil Works Study Board (Washington : Government Printing 
Office, 1966), p. 8". 
- iou.s . , Department of the Army, Susquehanna River Ba.sin Study 
Plan, A Review of Alternatives (Washington, November JO, 1966), p. 8. 
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The task force report was completed in November 1966 and revised 
. in April 1967 .  The findings of the task force were first presented to 
11 
the Susquehanna Study Coordinating Committee on April 17, 1967 .  By 
letter in July of 1967 the chairIJnn of the coordinating committee 
proposed to each of the study participants that the task force finding 
with regard to the treatment of alternatives be adopted by the committee 
for the Susquehanna study. The letter proposed formulation of a demon­
stration or base plan for the basin--this would be a least-cost, but 
conventionally formulated pla� to meet the study-developed needs of 
the basin. FtL.-ther, it was proposed that the base plan would be 
modified to meet each of the three objectives of economic efficiency, 
regional development and what was then termed environmental control; 
A s eparate plan would be developed in support of each of the three 
defined objectives. The concluding step in plan formulation would be 
selection by the coordinating committee or · a plan formulated from 
· features of the three single objective plans and presented in the 
12 final study report in its relationship to the other three plans. 
The letter of the District Engineer also proposed schedule and work 
11
susquehanna River Basin Study Coordinating Committee, Minutes, 
meeting, Williamsport, Pa .. , April 17, 1967. The Of'fice of Record for · 
papers relating to the Susquehanna River B:tsin Study is the office of 
the chairrran of the coordinating committee ,  U.S. Army Engineer District, 
Baltimore ;  hereinafter papers cited as ·11susquehanna River Basin Study. " 
12 
No mention was made of criteria by which the features for the 
coordinating committee plan would be selected from the three single 
objective plans. 
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13 plan modifications that would accorrnnodate the proposal . Response to 
the letter was inconclusive . 
At the next coordinating committee meeting, the chairman pressed 
for adoption of the study approach proposed in the letter of July ?. 
There was considerable discussion and differences of opinion among the 
comrni ttee members. One question raised was whether it was worth while 
spending time developing three plans when only one, that of regional 
development, was likely to be acceptable in the basin . Another point 
nade was that a broad array of alternatives could be con.fusing to _the 
public and disruptive rmen it came time to s eek · support of a recormnended 
course of action. Consensus was finally reached that the three-plan 
approach would be applied to three sub-basins . It was agreed that when 
the plans had been formulated the coordinating committee would review 
the work of the plan formulation work group and consider, - at that time, 
the extension of the ap�roach to the entir� basin.14 
Baltimore District of the Corps of Engineers , and later the 
other study participants ,  working during the winter and spring of 1968 
· developed tentative criteria in s upport of the objectives and separate 
plans for each of three sub-basins. The plans were presented to the 
coordinating conrrnittee on May 16, 1968 in general terms , stressing the 
criteria and objectives rather - than the details of the plans that were 
supported in rather sketchy detail. Considerable discussion ensued and 
13Letter dated July 7, 1967, from the District Engineer, U.S. 
Army Engineer District, Baltimore , to each study participant. 
14susquehan.11a River Basin Goordinating Gommittee , memorandum, 
meeting, Baltimore , September 21, 1967. 
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the points raised earlier brought up again. Objection was made to 
identifying the proposals in support of each of the planning objectives 
when it was contended they were not plans that could be implemented . 
Response · to t.l-iis point was mixed. Feeling had generally shifted toward 
accepting the three-objective approach as a planning tool. There -was 
still objection to the presentation of the three plans in the final 
study report . It vras accepted as consensus , h01vever, that the plan 
formulation group could contin�e the three-plan approach and in addition 
develop, for presentation to the coordinating committee, a proposal for 
a combined plan incorporating some preferred features of each . No 
method or criteria for formulating the combined plan was s pecified . 
Dec is ion on the manner of presentation of the combined plan was 
15 
deferred. It vras clear that the novel approach was acceptable at 
least for plan formulation purposes. It was also clear that the 
dialogue would continue as the study progressed. 
Susquehanna Multiple-Objective Planning Model 
Objectives and Criteria for the Susquehanna Study 
The Susquehanna Study Group at Baltimore District with some 
outside assistance defined the objectives for the multiple-objective 
approach to planning proposed for use in the Susquehanna River Basin 
study. The definitions of the objectives were working definitions and 
asswned to be subj.ect to modification in the course of the study. 
15
Notes ma.de by author, Susquehanna River Basin C oordinating 
Committee meeting, Baltimore, May 16, 1968. 
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Criteria in support of the objectives, as defined, were also pre pared. 
The material was developed for the information of the coordinating 
committee and use at the committee meeting of May 1 7, 1968. The 
coordinating committee did not take definitive action on the multiple­
objective approach to planning at the meeting. The material developed 
was accepted for use as guidance for the plan formulation w ork group 
that was assigned the responsibility for completing the three 
objective-three plan planning approach . 
Economic Efficiency Planning 
The economic efficiency objective was defined for the coor-_ 
d inating committee : "Return the maximum in social and econom ic satis­
faction through investment in water resource re st oration and devel-
16 
opment fr:om the viewpoint of the nation as a whole. " Other documents 
amplified the definition . The plan was to  attempt to maximize net 
17 
national benefits . "The plan will constitute a benchmark against 
18 
which other  plans • • •  can be evaluated. " The plan might include 
some feature s of plans in support of other objective s to  the extent 
that such features were considered to be a national objective or in the 
16 1 1 Planning Objectives, " Susquehanna River Basin Study ·, working 
paper, May 16, 1968. 
17u . s . , Corps of Engineers, memorandum , meet ing to  discuss Plan 
Formulations and Data , NANEN-B, March 26, 1968, _ U.S. Army Engineer 
District, Baltimore. 
18u . s . , Department of the Army, Susquehanna • • •  Alternative s, 
Op • C i t . , p • 6 • 
national interest . In deciding what should be included or excluded, 
value judgments would have to be made by the planners. 
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The quantitative economic criteria set forth in Sen�te Document 
97 would apply as they do to all comprehensive plans : 
(a) Tangible benefits exceed project economic costs. 
(b) Each separable unit or purpose provides benefits at 
least equal to its costs . 
(c) The scope of development is such as to provide the 
maximum net benefits . 
(d) There is no more economical means evaluated on a com­
parable basis of accomplishing the same purpose or purposes 
which would be precluded from development if the plan were 
undertaken . The limitation refers only to those alternative 
possibilities that would be physically displaced or econom­
ically precluded from development if the project is under­
taken. 19 
Although the provisions of all portions of Senate Document 97 
were expected to apply to all comprehensive studies, the Susquehanna 
approach to planning reflected the viewpoint that the objectives of 
Senate Document 97 could bes t be met by separating the specific objec­
tives for working purposes . The final plan, to which the economic 
efficiency plan would contribute, would comply generally with Senate 
Doc�ment 97 objectives. 
General criteria for economic efficiency plan formulation by 
purposes were as follows : 
General - Provide for the year 2020 water-based require­
ments with net· national benefits at a maximum. 
19u . s . , President ' s  Water Resources Council, Policies , Standards 
and Procedures in the Formulation , Evaluation and Review of Plans for 
Use and Development of Water and Related Land Resources , printed as 
Senate Document 9 7  (Washington : Government Printing Office, 1962 ) , p. 7 .  
Water Supply - Select the most econowical mean_s within a 
system to reduce failure of supply to one 7-day period in 25 
years. 
Water Quality - Select the most economical means within a 
system to maintain a quality standard of S mg/1 of dissolved 
oxygen with one 30-day period of failure in 20 years. 
Mine drainage disturbances - Select the most economical 
corrective measures to the limit of economic justification 
within a disturbed watershed. 
Outdoor recreation - Select the most economical means 
within a sub-basin system, without specific regard to 
location. 
· Flood control - Select the opt��um means  within a system 
to reduce recurring flood damage. 
The water-based "requirements" referred to in the "General" paragraph 
of the criteria refer to commonly termed planning uneeds. " The 
failure criterion for wa_ter supply and the failure criterion and 
standard for water quality were stated to largely remove them from 
economic consideration. Davis in his work on the Potomac River 
investigated several water quality standards for costs and concluded 
that such analysis provided a useful basis for making decisions. 21 
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Terms such as tr lj_.m�.t of economic justification"  and "optimum means" were 
indicative of intent but were inadequate for quantitative evaluation 
without further definition or the application of judgment by the planner. 
20uGeneral Criteria for· Plan Formulation, " Susquehanna River 
Basin Study, worldng paper, May 17, 1968. 
2�obert K .· Davis, The Range of c°hoice in Water Resource Manage­
ment : A Study of the Potomac Estuary (Washington : Resources for the 
Future , Inc. , 1968) .  
· Only the criterion for meeting outdoor recreation needs was, in fact, 
· expressed in definitive economic terms � 
Regional Development Planning 
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Regional development as a planning objective was defined : 
''Return the maximum in s ocial and economic satisfaction through invest­
ment in irater resource restoration and development from the viewpoint 
of the Susquehanna River Basin . n2 2  
The general criteria for plan formulati.on are similar to those 
for the economic efficiency objective but with significant modifica­
tions : -
General - Provide for the year 2020 water-·based require­
ments with net total benefits at a maximum. 
Water Supply - Select the most economical means in a 
system to reduce failure of supply to one 7-day period in 
25 years, but with greater flexibility and reliability at 
the growth centers. 
�later Quality - Select the most economical means in a 
system to maintain a quality standard of 5 mg/1 of dissolved 
oxygen. One 30-day period of failure in 20 years , but with 
greater flexibility and reliability at the growth centers . 
Mine drainage disturbances - Select the most economical 
and effective measures to restore adequate water quality at 
growth centers and potential recreation complexes within a 
watershed • . 
Outdoor recreation - Select the most economical means 
within a sub-basin sys tem with particular attention to loca­
tion of growth centers an� recreation complexes .  
Flood control - Select the optimum means within a system 
22"Planning Objectives,"  op. cit . 
to  reduce recurring ;100d damages with par t icular _ at tention 
to growth complexes. 
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Regional development as an objective was in tend ed to be defined 
by the r egional study participants to be responsive to what were 
believed to be  regional needs and aspirations. 24 At coord inating 
connnittee meet ings, New York State representat ives promoted 
development of the southern tier of the s tate . and, in any par ticular 
project, maximum phys ical u t ilizat ion made of any storage si te 
selected . Pennsylvania representatives promoted r ecreat ional devel­
opment of the state ' s nor thern t ier . The s tate object ive appeared 
to be to make this re gion an attract ive recreation area that would 
be u t il ized by persons from other parts of the state and adjacent 
states and by so doing  st imulate econom ic grow th in the reg ion. 
In nei ther case was there discussion of the degree to which projects 
would be supported by state funds beyond the po int that was found 
to be economically eff icien t. Maryland was known to have concern 
for the Chesapeake Bay and a desire for development of the Susquehanna 
River that would preserve and enhance the resources--sport and 
commerc ial f ishing, scenic at tract iveness, and the like--of the bay . 
These views had never been formalized, and at the May 17· meeting of the 
coordinat ing committee , the chairman requested formal statements of 
state r eg ional interest be prepared. It was ev ident , however , from the 
2311General Criter ia," op. cit. 
24 U. S . ,  Department of the Army, Susquehanna • • •  Alternatives, 
op. ci t. , p .  4. 
discussion that interest was strong in applying whatever criteria were 
developed for use elsewhere in Appalachia to water resources proj ects 
in the Susquehanna Basin .
25 
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The criteria for regional development planning did reflect the 
Appalachian influence . There was evident concern with what were 
considered grovrth centers and the desirability of facilitating growth 
at those points by water development. The term "total benefits " 
included both regior..al and national benefits . No method of assessing 
benefits had been adopted by the coordinating committee. The Salyers­
ville project which was considered a prototype for the . use of expansion 
benefits had not yet been acted upon by the Congress . 26 An approach 
similar to that employed in evaluating the potential benefits for the 
Salyersville area was be ing developed by Baltimore District and would 
apparently form the basis for the approach to the regional objective . 
Earlier discussions of the obj ectives differentiated between 
regional development, which was considered to focus on long-term 
improvements in regional economics , and income redistribution . Income 
redistribution was considered to be a more equitable distribution of 
national incorre through the evaluation of regional benefits as national, 
2'Notes made by author , Susquehanna River Basin Coordination 
Committee Meeting , Baltimore , July 16, 1968 . 
26u .s . , Corps of Engineers , Interim Survey Heport on Upper Licking 
Basin, Kentucky for Water Resources and Related Economic Development 
{U. S . Army Engineer District , Louisville, July 1967 and revised January 
· 1968). Hereinafter cited as "Salyersville . "  
or favorable cost-sharing polic ies, but w ith more immediate or short-
ff d . 27 h f range e ects pre om1nant . T e  cr iter ia again were indicat ive o _ 
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intent, but gave vague economic directions and required fur.ther defini­
tion for r igorous applicat ion . The use of terms such as " greater 
flexibility and reliab ility" and "part icular attent ion to growth 
centers"  was desirable guidance but difficult to quantify. 
Environmental Quality Planning  
Env ironmental qual ity was defined : "return the maximum in 
social and economic sat isfact ion through investment in water r esources 
restorat ion and development, w ith emphasis on minimum disturbance of 
the natural env ironment and on restoration and enhancement of env iron­
mental and aesthet ic values . "28 
The general cr iteria again were based on those for economic ­
efficiency, but with emphasis on not encroaching on what m ight be 
considered natural values : 
G eneral - Provide for the year 2020 water-based require­
ments w ithout loss of important �ultural scenic values, and 
with net improvement to the existing env ironment . 
Water Supply - Select the most compat ible means in a 
system to reduce fa ilure of supply to one 7-day p er iod in 
·25  years . Emphasis on groundwater _ and pipel ines . 
Water. Qual ity - Select the most compat ible means in a 
system to mainta in a quality standard of 5 mg/1  of dissolved 
oxygen with one 30-day period of failure in 20 years . 
27 U. S . ,  Department of the Army, Susquehanna • • •  Alternatives, 
Op. Cit. , p • 7 • 
2811Planning Obj ect ives, " op . cit .  
Emphasis on advanced waste treatment together with flm·T 
augmentation . 
Mine drainage disturbances - Select the most economical 
and effective means of restoring all waters of the basin, 
as well as disturbed surface areas, to an acceptable 
quality standard. 
Outdoor recreation - Select only those measures that 
are compatible rri.th the objective statement with parti­
cular emphasis on use of existing recreation resources 
within their capability. 
Flood control - Select the optimum means compatible 
with the objective statement, with particular emphasis29 on local programs and improved flood plain management . 
Additional criteria were used in actually formula ting draft 
quality plans for the first three sub-basins . 
a )  Water Supply - needs will be met by use of ground 
water or pipeline ; streamflow will be augmented only if 
storage is compatible.  
b )  Water Quality - needs w.i.11 be met by advanced "r-.raste 
treatment ; interceptor sewers only if distance is short 
and discharge is into much larger stream; flow augmenta­
tion only if storage is compatible. 
c )  Recreation - emphasis on use of existing streams 
for water-oriented recreation facilities through improved 
access, fibre darns and flow augmentation; provide storage 
only where compatible. 
d)  Mine drainage - treat drainage sources adequately 
to restore streams to state quality standards . 
e )  Flood control - storage only as part of a compatible 
reservoir; local flood protection if compatible ; no high 
levees or flood walls that · reduce scenic values; no paved 
channels; reliance on headwater efforts and flood plain 
. management measures primarily. 
29 "General Criteria, " op . cit . 
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f)  Reservoir compatibility criteria - no conflict with 
wild or s cenic rivers ; no trout or other M.sh natural value 
streams lost ; minimize agricultural impact and loss of other 
cultural values ; location of storage should augment flow for 
recreation, fishing, scenic uses , pollution abatement. JO 
The criteria were primarily concerned with how certain stipu­
lated needs were to be met . The notion of saying just what were the 
natural values not to be encroached upon or identifying specific 
areas of notable value had not yet entered the criteria. Nor had 
the idea of ranking projects according to merit been introduced . 
In an effort to obtain a better · grasp of the environmental 
question in the basin, the National Park Service of the Department 
of the Interior had initiated studies covering historical values of 
the bas in.  A member of  the Susquehanna Planning Group was working 
to synthesize the findings of the various studies ma.de for the Park 
Service and develop better understanding of the basin 1 s environmental 
values. 31 
Multiple-Objective Plan Formulation 
Plan Formulation Rationale 
In the formulation of each of the objective-related plans for 
the Susquehanna River sub-basin, the same study..;.developed basin "needs 11 
for water-related goods and services were taken as "give:i.'1. " Using the 
30Notes made by author , Plan Formulation Workshop Meeting, 
March 14, 1968, Baltimore District Office, Gorps of Engineers . 
31Paul Danis , U.S. Army Engineer District ,  Baltimore , produced 
a working paper, nEnvironmental Quality, " and was in the process of 
developing an inventory of environmental quality features. 
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criteria associated with the three selected objectives, each plan was 
· developed to meet,  to some degree , this single set of basin needs. One 
advantage was that a common basis for comparison was available among 
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the three plans. A common basis for comparison could become quite 
important as plan formulation rapidly became c omplicated, particularly 
as the basin or s ub-basin was operated as a system. A simple sub-basin 
with nnny potential storage sites , each with a non-linear storage-cost 
function being evaluated for perhaps five purposes, rapidly would become 
too difficult for nan or machine to manage without simplifying assump­
tions . Another advantage of having each plan treat a certain set of 
basin needs ,  was that the plans also met a concern expressed by the 
coordinating committee regarding implementability.  Each plan proposed, 
if implemented, could be said to have met the ( given ) needs of the basin 
with regard to water use to some greater or lesser degree. 
There were disadvantages to this procedure also . One was the 
assumption of validity of the particular standard or need. Basin needs 
were developed from a series of studies, and calculations and each 
successive study usually had its own explicit or implicit assumptions. 
The disadvantage of having all plans on a common base was that the basic 
structural derivation of needs was not questioned . _ This was not to 
imply that the structure was necessarily invalid, but it was � approach, 
!: model , and not the only approach or model that might be used. A 
second disadvantage was that within each plan a number of compromises 
or trade-offs would have already been ma.de before the single objective 
plan was brought before the coordinating committee. For instance, in 
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formulating the environmental quality plan, decisions would necessarily 
have been made regarding preservation versus development. At the 
planning staff level, decisions would have been made with regard to 
preservi,ng a valley or proposing a reservoir or the selection of ground 
water as a water supply source. The rational ization of these trade­
offs--the valley versus the reservoir--could h ave been explicit and in 
compliance with agreed-upon criteria, or in response to subjective 
judgments made at the working staff level. The value judgments and 
opportunity costs in formulating each plan could thus have been hidden. 
"Needs" were developed in the same manner as in conventional 
planning. The needs at particular planning horizons- -say the years 
1980, 2000 and 2020 for the usual comprehensive study--indicated 
projected da�age or water requirements. The need projectionsj conven­
tionally, have been exclusive of economic justification . The needs 
have indicated solely projected quantitie·s, such as water use. Eco­
nomic justification for provision of quantities of water or levels of 
protection must ultimately be analyzed on a project-by-project basis. 
Need figures for f'lood control could be average annual damage figures 
by river reach. For water supply, the need could be a requirement 
based on current water use and extrapolated in  some manner to reflect 
projected population. While the price of water affects demand, water 
pricing policies vary widely and possible changes are not usually 
taken into consideration in the calculation of_ needs. In the case of 
water qualtty, the need might be the storage required to provide flows 
that would insure sufficient dilution of water-horne wastes--assuming 
secondary treatment by municipal_ities and industry--to meet certain 
in-stream water quality standards . The need figures are not taken 
from a denand schedule , but could be assumed to provide one or more 
points for construction of such a schedule. 
Some assumptions are then ma.de with regard to fulfillment of 
the needs. In the case of water supply and water quality, a failure 
criteria is established, perhaps arbitrarily. A plan will attempt to 
meet 100 per cent of the need as qualified by the failure criterion. 
In the case of flood control _ or recreation--say flat water boating 
acres--the need would be met to some degree initially determined by 
an estimated economic justification. The foregoing is a s implified 
explanation of "needs , "  but partially clarifies the intended approach 
to plan formulation.32 
Analysis and Evaluation of Plans 
Demonstration plans were formulated for each of the three upper 
s ub-basins of the Susquehanna River, each approaching the same needs 
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as discussed above .. . The plans were prepared by the interagency working 
staff--the plan formulation work group. Fa(?h plan was developed in 
response to its objective function and criteria and reflected the 
judgment, technical background and knowledge of the planners about 
the basin. The plans discussed were tentative working plans for the 
32The general approach to various development "needs" can be 
fotmd in U.S. , Department of the Army, Seminar on River Basin Planning 
(Washington, May 1963). For a more sophisticated statement of the 
problem see Maass et al. , op. cit. 
Susquehanna Study; figures were subject  to change and, as planning 
continued, features could be expected to be added or deletea. 33 
Economic Efficiency Plans . These plans were formulated to 
provide the most economic solutions to the identified needs of the 
basin to the year 2020 . 34 Solutions were also screened for probable 
economic justification. The su.rrnnarized plans are shown in Table 2.  
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The flood plain zoning was that which might be expected with current 
emphasis on flood plain regulation. Some continuation of development 
of the flood plain  could be _expected with consequent increases in flood 
damages incurred . The inclusion of ground-water well fields, water 
supply pipe lines and advanced waste treatment facilities gave evldence 
of a broader approach to economic efficiency than could be supported 
by existing authorizations of tbe participating federal construction 
agencies. Features were included that federal agencies were not 
authorized to construct. The plans, as presented, _ were not devoid of 
consideration for what might have been politically unacceptable or 
undesirable from the standpoint of ·quality. In this sense possible 
33All figures and other data used are from Susquehanna River 
Basin Study Plan Formulation Work Group working papers or meeting 
notes dated May 15, 1968 or earlier, and previously cited unless 
otherwise identified. 
34rt is usual in planning efforts whe re several planning horizons 
are employed--the years 1980, 2000 and 2020 in this case--to plan for 
meeting the needs. of the most distant horizon first. Once the longest 
range needs and ultimate development are known, the shorter-range needs 
can be phased  in at times that  appear appropriate from both need and 
construction and budgetary capability considerations . 
TABLE 2 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN STUDY a 
SUMMARY FOR PLANS FOR SUB-BASINS I, II  AND III 
Economic Efficiency Plan Regional Development Plan Environmental Quality 
Plan 
Numb er of b 
Number of b Number of Costb Project TiEe Projects . Cost Proj ects Cos t  Projects 
Reservoirs (Maj or) c 9 7 , 805 14 16 , 820 5 8 , 040 
Reservoirs (Minor) 49 3 , 900 94 5 , 180 57 2 , 635 
Ground-water well fields 5 1 , 465 3 565  7 2 , 340 
Diversion Pipelines 1 2 , 420 . 1  2 , 420 1 2 , 420 
Diversion Sewer lines 
Advanced waste treatment 4 540 3 290 6 7 7 0  
Mine Drainage Watersheds 2 610 3 5 , 3 10 3 7 , 260 
Land Treatment (acres )d 
Agricultural 995 2 , 370 995 2 , 370  995 2 � 370  
Forest 735 775  735  775  735 7 7 5  
Pastureland 630 2 , 210 630 2 , 210 630 2 , 210 
Reclamation 21 1 , 055 21 1 , 055  21  1 , 055  
Bank Stabilization 
Local Flood Protec tion -- 4 125 1 100 
Flood Plain Management moderate low to moderate moderate to intense 
Low (channel)  dam use -- moderate in one sub-basin moderate to sub stantial 
Small Urban Recreation -- --
Total Cost 22 , 7 50 
aAll figures are tentative . 
bcosts  are in thousands of dollars yearly . 
cMaj or and minor refer to the size of watershed served . 
dAcreage figure in thousands . 
30 (+) 
37 , 120 29 , 9 7 5  
... 
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dams ites in areas where opposition had already been indicated were 
considered, but not necessarily included .  Two major main stem reser­
voirs which appeared to have poss ible justification were also not 
included because  they would flood out scenic areas in stretches of 
river already designated for consideration as national scenic rivers 
in
.
bills before Congress . 35 In one case a poss ible water de�and for 
out-of-bas in use was not considered, nor was pos sible out-of-sub-basin 
use for acid mine waste dilution . A summary of bas in needs met by 
each set of plans is shmm in Table 3 . 
A possible "plann that was dis cussed but which did not materi­
alize was the zero plan--the situation where no water resource devel­
opment was undertaken . The development of such a plan or , more 
accurately ,  the appraisal of regional effects in the absence of any 
development plan , would have provided an interesting bas is for dis­
cussing alternative s chemes of development . In the absence of such an 
approach , the economic efficiency plan appeared as the neutral plan-­
the plan that would provide the wate·r and water controls assumed in 
the economic base s tudy projections . 
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The e conomic efficiency plan would then provide the basic plan 
for the development of the river basin. There was · some deviation from 
strict economic efficiency, willingness-to-pay benefit evaluation, but 
the willmgness-to-pay concept is the basis for current federal benefit 
35rn May 1968, at least eight scenic river bills were being 
considered by the House of Hepresentatives. 
Water Quality
a 
· Water Supply 
Flood Damage Reduction 
Mine Drainage Problems 
TABLE 3 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN STUDY 
ESTIMATE OF PER CENT OF CERTAIN NEEDS ME'T BY 
PLANS FOR SUB-BASINS I ,  II & III 




20 . 30 
(Reduction to Arbitrary Standard) 
Sub-basin II 40 100 
Sub-basin III 5 65 









¾ater Quality and Water Supply needs are met 100 per cent subject · to stipulated 





estimation practice . The des ignation of pipelines , ground-water devel­
opment and advanced waste treatment facilities reflected . analy�is 
:indicating that these facilities could be provided at a cost less than 
that of an impoundment. Benefits in these cases would adhere closely 
to the willingness-to-pay concept as the municipalities face the needs 
as they arise. The meeting of water quality standards was currently 
more of a quality than economic efficiency feature. An economic 
justification for meeting quality standards was not required by current 
procedures . 
The economic efficiency plan was aimed at allocating resources 
in s uch a rranner as to provide the necessar-y- wat�r for the needs of 
the future by the most efficient means possible. This was the plan 
that would provide the adequate supplies and quality of 1-rater that 
were ass umed in ma.king the demographic and economic projection for 
the region. 
The means shown in the plans at this stage were comparatively 
conventional and none of the more esoteric proposals of meeting needs 
, .  36 
had yet come into play . This failure to employ less conventional 
means to meet needs might be explained at least in part by the paucity 
of :in.formation developed by the planners on costs and effectiveness 
of these means. More information and possibly more use of other means 
3C\1ater qua:ii ty problems may be approached,  for instance , by 
withholding sewage effluent from the stream during low flows by lagoon­
ing, and improving dissolved oxygen levels by mechanical aeration or 
the introduction of gaseous oxygen among other measures .  ( See section 
on Alternative Means of Attaining Obj ectives in Chapter IV. ) 
might  be forthcoming before plans are finalized . 
Mine drainage trea tment economical ly justifiable was included 
in the efficiency plan . Mine drainage treatment includ ed such work 
as dilu tion of acid mine drainage , treatment of the mines themselve s 
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to seal off effluent or prevent wat er intrusion, reclaiming strip 
mined areas , and culm pile removal . Each of these inves tments tended 
to improve environmental quality , but also could provide stream flows 
more acceptable in quality for industry , municipalities and recreation . 
Treatment of the mine drainage problem was expe·rimental and costly . 
Regional Development Plans . These  plans were formula ted with 
the intent to s timu la te and facilitate increas ed re gional economic 
activity. Projects were selec t ed with the intention of providing 
addit ional saf e  reaches in the flood plains for indus trial u s e  where 
additional flood protec tion appeared potential ly he lpful in facili­
tating more rapid economic growth . ( In some cases , what was assumed 
to be normal intens if ication of flood plain regula tion was proposed 
to be relaxed . ) Regional  b enefit s were count ed in these plans . As a 
res� lt, proj ects b ecame feasible that had been submarginal with only 
conventional na tiona l primary b enefits counted. More effor t was placed 
in acid mine d rainage rehabilita tion to promote economic redevelopment 
of communities in coal mining areas . Facilities for r ecreational 
b oating wer e considered a stimulus to regional economic growth and 
additional reservoirs were added to provide the ability to meet one 
hundred per cent of the projected re6reation needs of the region (see 
Table 3 ) . 
The regional developrr€nt plan concentrated on two approaches 
to facilitate development. Better protection of the flood plain and 
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a relaxation in flood plain zoning were seen to create external effects 
that would provide more jobs, more income to the region, and higher 
per capita regional income . In the Salyersville report , good public 
nnnagement of the external effects created was cited as being important 
to insure the benefits are captured by the region and not appropriated 
by speculators or as a windfall by industry . 37 For maximum usefulness 
to the region, the flood plain area provided must both be needed for 
developable land and complemented by unutilized capital or labor factors 
or by other programs deemed to provide the necessary components for 
more rapid development e The studies supporting estimates of expansion 
benefits should attempt to provide this inforrration. 
Should the combination of available labor , the transportation 
system, amenity resources, and available land prove attractive to 
industry considering the relative (interregional ) marginal productivity 
of capital , the local gainers would include the underemployed labor . 
The increased earnings and broader employment base would benefit the 
entire community and the region generally. · Al though an approach such 
as this has been fostered under the Appalachian Regional Development 
Act , some critics questioned whether this was the most efficient means 
of stimulating regional economic growth . However, with federal and 
state interest in proceeding on this course, ·a water program for 
3? 11Salyersville, " op . cit., p .  67 .  
regional assistance was likely to continue until there was legislative 
indication to the contrary. 
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The s econd important approach in the regional development plan 
was to provide a basis for a recreation industry in Northern Pennsyl­
vania . The area -was attractive with many hills but few lakes. The 
addition of flat ·water might enhance landscape quality, but would also 
provide increased recreational opportunities in the region . The plan 
assumed complementary activity on the part of other programs to improve 
road transportation and provtde amenities to make the area attractive 
and competitive with other major recreation regions in the East . 
As a single plan, the regional development plan appeared to be 
most carefully formulated in response to the interests of the people in 
the region . The region (almost all of the three sub-basms were in 
Appalachia ) was considered to be depressed and in need of outside 
assistance to stimulate economic activity ·to bring it on a par with 
other parts of the country.  The representatives of the States of New 
York and Pennsylvania reaffirmed the desirability of stimulat:ing 
regional economic growth at plannmg meetings. The states have been 
aware that the rationale existed for more intensive development-­
increased divers ion of federal funds to the region . The states appeared 
desirous of capitaliz:ing on the opportunity afforded . Ba.sic cost 
sharing policies. might not be changed, but more liberal repayment 
terms could enhance the attractiveness of the increased federal 
ti . 38 ac vity. 
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The regional development plan supplied some income redistribu� 
tional perspective to the basin plan . The plans and criteria reflected 
the absence of general income redistributional goals for water resources 
programs except a s  might be imputed to the federal interest in the 
various water resources development purposes themselves. To the extent 
of implicit federal interest in income redistribution through the 
authorization of various project purposes , it was reflected in the 
economic ef ficiency planning. Evaluation of the redistributional 
effects of the projects had not been attempted. 
The regional development plans did reflect_, however, the partic­
ular income redistributional obje'ctives of the federal government with 
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regard to the specific region of Appalachia . While planning for 
thi s objective did not add a dimension perspective to each project 
considered, it did add a dimension to the basin planning as  a whole. 
No planning criteria or evaluation standard s  had been agreed to a s  yet 
at  the national level and benefit counting and evaluation were tentative .  · \. 
Nevertheless, the higher level o f  investment in water resources devel-
opment provided some ba sis for conj ecture . Assuming some validity to 
the d ependency relationship between wa ter resources  investment and 
regional growth a s  d e fined · for regional development formulation, 
381n the Salyersville Report , it was recommended that the non­
federal contribution be deferred up to ten years interest free and 
then repaid over a fifty-year period . 
39over eighty per cent of the Susquehanna Basin is  in the 
Appalachian Region. 
conditions assumed for the economic projections would be changed. 
Economic activity would be greater in the growth and recreation 
centers. Gross income would be greater than projected. The popu­
lation increase would probably be greater also. The value of these 
problematic results would,  of course, have to be weighed against the 
costs of the financial investment a nd the environmental quality 
opportunity costs. 
Specific state objectives �Qth regard to the region were hazy 
as noted earlier .  Better defined state objectives a nd criteria would 
have permitted the planners to be more responsive to this  concern in 
plan  formulation. 
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Environmental Quality Plans. These plans attempted the least 
disturbance of the countryside--permitted the greatest preservation of 
natural values. Although all water supply and quality requirements 
were met, greater reliance was placed on ground water and advanced 
waste treatment . The flood damage problem was approached through more 
intensive flood plain regulation, more local ·flood protection in lieu 
of impoundment and less  damage reduction. With fewer impound�ents, 
less of the recreational boating needs were met although proy:Lsion was 
made for increased use of low mainstem fibre-type dams that in raising 
the water level a few feet would provide additional flat water boating 
opportunity. Visual blight and water stream quality were considera­
tions in the increased treatment of the mine drainage problem. 
. \ 
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The relative benefits of the quality plan were difficult to 
define. The region as a whole was not densely populated and areas of 
some natural value were plentiful. However , only a few natural features 
might .have been considered of national or even regional significance . 
"While preservation of natural values generally is considered desirable , rr 
it ls typically difficult to sell the idea to the inhabitants. The 
benefits would accrue largely to fut u.re inha bi tan ts of the region ( or 
other regions ). If the cost  of the quality plan were to be counted in 
terms of ( foregone opportunities for) regional development , decision-
making at the regional level might be made clearer . This might be 
particularly true if the costs of development in terms of natural values 
were ma.de apparent in comparison with the quantity of natural values 
available. 
No means of objective definition of quality features had yet 
been developed. Quality per se is intangible and susceptible only to 
subjective evaluation. Environmental features associated with quality, 
however,  cou1d probably be identified. Definitive criteria would be 
necessary to rank the quality features and develop benefit functions 
in support of this ·obj ective. A bas ic environmental quality plan might 
be free of any requirement for meeting other than quality needs. Were 
this done , it would be possible to develop a complete quality evaluation 
of the bas in . It is necessary to know what is important in a relative , 
ordinal., s cale of value to lmO'w the opportunity c osts in terms of 
quality of an alternate proposal for resource use .  Until this were 
done , the development of a quality dimension to the general goal of 
best use would be inconiplete . 
The environmental quality criteria cited earlier were largely 
preservation-oriented and would fill part of the general criterion 
needs. The criteria used did not require identification of quality 
features per se . An obvious lack was the failure to identify or 
des ignate stretches of river as scenic rivers in the terms of several 
bills pending before the Congress. This might imply that there were 
no river stretches of even re gional scenic value , in the eyes of the 
planners at least , or that the planners did not feel qualified to nnke 
a judgment . Ne ither seemed likely . F·ew knew the bas in with its 
opportunities and needs as well as the current planners . In absence 
of recommendations on their part, actions and recommendations for 
scenic rivers and other natural value features would have to be made 
by others and decisions rr�de on a fragmentary and piecemeal basis ,  far 
from the comprehensive approach to meeting basin needs intended in 
this study. In addition,  as Lewis observed, perhaps ninety per cent 
or more of the natural values of the basin might be water-related .
40 
Identification of these values that would constitute a possible use or 
alternative use of the resource was lacking .  Should this lack of 
identification of an important use of the water· resource be continued 
into the final plan, an important welfare dimension to the basin water 
resource plan would be slighted .  
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4o "1 . · · · R · C h . Ba . St dv C d .  t . Upper 1 1.ss 1.ss1ppi :i.ver ompre ens:i.ve sin u ., oor in.a :mg 
Committee , Minutes ,  8th Meeting, Des Moines ,  Iowa,  O ctober 1967 (U . S . 
Army Engineer Divis ion, North Central , Chicago ) ,  p .  93 . 
These cited aspects of the quality plan were being studied and 
the absence may have been in process  of correction. The problem of 
evaluation criteria was the more difficult in that no method was 
currently tested and available. The experimental u.se of any procedure 
would have value for other planning efforts. 
With features ident�ified and a method of evaluation, a more 
complete environmental plan could have been developed for the basin. 
The data provided permitted little conjecture beyond the fact that 
there would be fewer reservoirs and that unit water costs would prob­
ably be higher. 
The Plans Summarized 
The three plans were not formulated with the intent one would 
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be selected and recom.mended by the coordinating committee. The plans, 
or trial formulations with a particular objective in mind, were intended 
to provide choice for the formulation of a plan that the coordinating 
committee would recommend for the basin. The three plans were to 
provide the input for that final formulation. 
In Table 4 a compa.rison is made of certain costs and effects of 
the three plans. While the costs of the efficiency plan and the quality 
plan are roughly the same for the features compared, the opportunity 
costs of the quality treatment are lessened f�ood damage reduction and 
fewer acres for recreation .  I n  making choices, the related benefits 
and costs of the alternative actions could be weighed. If the increase 
in environmental quality could be shown to exceed the anticipated 
. \ 
TABLE 4 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN STUDY 
COMPARISON OF CERTAIN ESTI�.ATED COSTS AND PER CENT 
OF CERTAIN NEEDS MET FOR PLANS FOR SUB-BASINS I ,  II AND IIIa 
b Co st s 
Costs net of  Efficiency 
P�n · 
C Per Cent  Needs Met 
Flood Damage Reduction 
Recreational . Boating 
Economic Efficiency 
Plan 
13 , 710 
20 
60 ' 
aAll figures are tentative. 
Environmental Quality 
Plan 




Regional Development  
Plan 




bCosts are in thousands  of dollars annually . Costs do not include · mine drainage 
problems or features common to all plans. 
cAll plans meet one hundred per cent of proj ected water supply and water quality 




benefits  of m ore flood control and more recreation, decisions involving 
·these two alternative plans would be facilitated . 
A similar comparison could be made between the regional d evel­
opment plan and the efficiency plan . At greater annual financial cost ,  
more flood control and more recreation are pos sible . The question to 
be answered i s, would the gains to the region be  worth the cost s in 
dollars (investment opportunity) and in quality? 
Table 4 does not show benefits that r elate  to the co sts and 
that would provide more information for making decisions among the 
alternatives . Benefit data were incomplete for ·the efficiency plan. 
Benefit functions for the development and quality plans were  under 
41 study. 
While each of the three plans met stipulated water supply and 
water quality criteria, other needs were met to varying degrees . 
Together the three plans illustrated some measure  of the choices open 
to the people of the basin and the governmental policy and d ecision 
makers .  
In general , there was most reservoir storage in the r egional 
development plan, less in the efficiency plan and l east in the qua1ity 
plan . Storage costs allocated for each of the project purposes of 
flood control, water quality, water supply and recreation would be  
expected to  decrease from the regional to the efficiency to the 
41 1t is poss ible that when expansion and quality benefit 
functions are developed, ther e  will be no common ba sis for comparing 
the benefits .  A method possibly to be used for plan comparison when 
benefits have been estimated , but are not commensurable, is d iscussed 
later in this chapter . 
quality plans , similarly . However , the proportion of the storage for 
any purpose varies from plan to p1.a.n . In the larger reservoirs , flood 
contr ol storage approached half of the capacity, while in many of the 
srraller reservoirs , flood control was lacking as a proj ect purpose and 
recreational use was paramount . The conservation pool, or pool exclu­
sive of flood control storage ,  would be operated in a system that 
would attempt to maximize benefits accruing to water quality, water 
supply and recreation consider:ing both the value of the water in the 
stream and in the reservoir � t various times of the year . As reser- _ 
voir size  increased, economies of scale generally caused the marginal 
cost of reservoir storage to decreas e . This explained in part the 
increased reliance on ground water and advanced waste treatment in 
the efficiency and quality plans over that in the regional development 
plan. 
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Conventional (economic efficiency ) benefit-cost ratios would 
have been highest , perhaps in the 1 .2  to 1 . 5 range , in the efficiency 
plan; lower in the quality plan where restrictive criteria were imposed; 
and perhaps marginal in the regional plan . �Jhere expansion benefits 
were added, the regional plan would probably show highest  total benefits 
as project s election was based to a large extent on the possible project 
effects on regional economic activity . The quality plan would have the 
least beneficial effects on economic activity. While _the plans contem­
plated the existence of quality benefits , benefit functions for quality 
features had not ma.de their appearance in formulation. 
Methods of Analysis 
For the Susquehanna multiple-object ive plann ing model to be 
most useful , a workable analysis and evaluation methodology is 
necessary. Economic efficiency system planning was provided for 
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through the use of convent ional benef it coun ting practices and the 
use of high flow and low flow system operat ion programs. The high or 
flood flow pool regulation program was in common use by the Army Corps 
of Engineers. The low flow program was developed by Leo R. Beard of 
the Hydrolog ic Engineer ing Center in California, based in part on 
contributions of the Harvard Water Program studies on the Lehigh River 
and planning exper ience in other basin stud ies as the Potomac Basin . 42 
The regional development expansion benef it methodology was 
developmental in nature .  It was based on the Appalachian Program 
a pproach s tudied by the Of f ice of Appalachian Stud ies in C incinnati. 
Following the general guidance of the system developed for the Salyers­
ville proj ect , 43 the Susquehanna Study planning staff developed a 
44 tentative methodology for Susquehanna S tudy use. The unique feature 
was counting the regional expansion benefits . The national primary 
benefits could be counted in the conv entional manner and the proposals 
42u . s . , Corps of Eng ineers, Computer Program 23-J2-L253 , 
Economic Evaluat ion of  Mult i-Reservoir _Operation, Special Proj ects 
Memo. No. 152 (The Hydrologic Engineering Center, Sausali to, Californ ia, 
undated ). 
431 1 salyersv ille , "  op. c it . 
44u . s . , Corps of En gineers, "A Method for Determin ing Expansion 
Benef its and Assoc iated Investment" (draft) (U. S. Army Eng ineer 
Distr ict, Baltimore, April 1968 ) . 
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operated and evaluated as part of a system using the high and low flow 
·models . The problem of comparing national or economic efficiency 
benefits with regional or total benefits , of course , existed. 
Quality benefits presented another problem. In the plan, as 
j_t, was developed,  there was no benefit counting system developed to 
balance the costs of meeting needs beyond what was in conventional 
practice. Awl-cwardness developed when there was no offsetting 
benefit that corresponded to the possibly more costly solution to 
meeting nee ds that  was shown in the efficiency plan. For instance, 
in the quality plan rather than create an impoundment for water supply 
purposes , the criteria might h ave indicated the development of ground 
water at greater cost .  There was no means of evaluating the loss in 
quality that. was prest1med to t.ake place by creating the impoundment . 
What ra tiona le existe d  was subj ective--value judgments not yet  gener­
ally accepted in conventional practice . Several consultants re tained 
for the Susquehanna Study had offered views on desirability or dis­
utility of impoundments at various .potential reservoir sites . The 
. .  
work was a first s tep,  but only that. 
There was also the broader problem of developing and eval­
uating a plan for environmental quality. Environment.al quality 
has been considered intangible by many planners and economists.  
Possible approaches to the economics of environmental  quality were 
discussed in Chapter IV. Kneese has recently ·encouraged general 
hope that a quality benefit evaluation methodology may not be far in 
45 
the future . 
It appeared likely that some effort to evaluate and cotmt 
quality benefits would have to be made prior to the completion of 
the S usquehanna study. 
Decision Making 
Continuing for the moment on the s ubject of analysis, other 
significant problems arise when, as a major step LD decision rraking, 
the coordinating committee plan is formulated. This is the plan to 
be developed after consideration of the s ingle objective plans and 
which is s upposed to represent the best use of the resources  to 
provide for the well-being of the people . The plan would b0 formu­
lated from features identified in the s ingle obj ective plans . No 
objective function was developed for this plan and no criteria had 
yet been established to aid in decision making--selecting features 
from the three s ingle-objective plans . A mathematically exact objec­
tive function, moreover, could not have been specified because of the 
nebulous nature of the input . An objective function even with weak 
ordering criteria would be helpful and likely will be necessary . 
Establishment of some defensible rationale for formulation of the 
single plan to be recommended would appear unavoidable . 
One bit of information useful in decision TTBking at both the 
45Allen V. Knees e ,  1 1Economics and the Quality of the Environ­
ment Some Empirical �"'Cperiences " (Reprint No . 71 , ·washington : 
Resources for the Future , Inc. , 1968 ) ,  reprinted with permiss ion from 
Maurice E. Garnsey and James N . Hibbs (eds . ), Social Science and the 
Environment (Colorado : University of Colorado Press , 1967). 
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planner and review levels , would be the opportunity costs of the 
various proposals. For the purposes of the planning effort,  the 
proje ct opportunity costs in terms of alternative use of capital, 
except as indicated by whatever discount rate might be pres cribed , 
may be overlooked at this level. The opportunity costs in terms of 
other federal non-water-related program benefits nay also be over­
looked at this planning level . These may be considered problems 
for the Bureau of the Budget and the Congress. Water resources 
planners would neces sarily be responsive to guidance from these 
policy rokers. The planners do need  to concern thems elves with the 
opportunity costs of alternative uses of the resom-ces considered 
within the planning effort. The planner-decision makers are expected 
to know the costs of any efficiency proposal and the whole program in 
terms of regional development and environmental quality. To make a 
rational decision concerning an impou.ndment wlth certain known benefits 
and certain construction and real property acquisition cos ts , it is 
important to know what the real or opportunity costs are � Real costs 
can differ from the financial costs . The cost  of the impoundment in 
terms of environmental quality could be greater or less  than the 
financial cos t. The opportunity costs of a dam which would flood the 
Grand Canyon would presumably be quite high. The Lake of the O zarks 
is often considered to have greatly benefited the natural values of 
that area and its opportunity cost in terms of environmental quality 
could have been quite low or negative. 





trade-offs should be rrade between objectives is through the use of the 
46 
production possibil:i.ty curve . If the benefits of the two proposals 
or programs are known, the net benefits may be shown on the major axes 
and a . curve constructed that relates the 'decrease in benefits to one 
purpose to the increase in benefits to another when there is a conflict 
in resource use. Marglin has worked with such curves as they relate 
to the distribution of trade bet.ween a nation as a whole and one of 
its regions . 4
7 
McKean gives a pertinent illustration of a production 
possibility curve in his book on government systems analysis. 48 
With knowledge regarding what will be foregone in terms of 
re gional development and environmental quality by the selection of an 
economic efficiency proposal, the planner is in a better position to 
employ his judgment , particularly in the event he is not guided by 
strong selection criteria . 
Mention has been made of the planner ' s  role as decision maker . 
The planner is an important decision maker although the importance of 
this role rray often be overlooked . The planner makes decisions about 
what he will reconnnend to the higher level decision makers and the 
public. Such is the strength of his recorrrrnendations that what he 
46 
For further explanation of production possibLli ty curves see 
Kenneth E. Boulding,  Economic Analysis, Vol. 1 :.  Micro-Economics (4th 
ed. , New Yo2·k : Harper and 'son, 1966r,pp. 603-8. 
47stephen A.· Marglin, Public Investment Criteria (Cambridge : 
M. I.T. Press , 1967 ) , pp. 26-39 . 
48R oland N .  McKean , Efficiency in Government through Systems 




proposes is , at times , accepted without change by other higher level 
decis ion makers .  Sometimes , what he proposes is rej ected . Possibly 
less often, a material change is made in his proposal by the decision 
makers . It is the weight of the planner ' s  decision making role that 
may have prompted recommendations that the planner only develop the 
technical poss ibilities available for presentation to the decision 
ma.kers .49 As discussed earlier , such a procedure would place a 
difficult burden on the decision nakers and much of the value of the 
experience and expertise of the planner cot d be lost . An alternative 
would be for the planner to present the array of · possibilitieG available 
along with h is recommendations and j ustification . A less  satisfactory 
solution , based on earlier discussion ., would be to have the planner 
rmke a recommendation based on his study even if all the possibilities 
examined were not presented as part of the study . In this latter case , 
and it is mentioned because it is the procedure that has occasioned 
criticism of planners in the past and still remains a possible course 
50 of action for the Susquehanna planners, . it is important, in the · 
welfare sense , that a full range of ( resource allocation ) possibilities 
be developed, and as much s upporting data be ma.de available as possible, 
· to provide a broad base for the development of the planner ' s  recommen� 
dation . 
49see C olorado Choices ., op. cit . 
50No decision had been reached by the Susquehanna Coordinating 
Committee regarding the detail of presentation of study res ults . 
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Cost Sharin� . 
Cost sharing has been mentioned as an impediment to efficient 
resource allocation .  The interests of the public, the state s ,  the 
agencies and the federal government impinge at this point . I t  is 
unlikely that planning can take place in an atmosphere of complete 
altru.istic objectivity--at least not by interested partie s .  The incen­
tive for the indj_vidnal, the locality or the state to consider not only 
project cost, but w--h o pays , cannot be overlooked. Economic man is 
said• to maximize his returns . It may be expected , . therefore , for the 
indi-v-ido.als, the locality or the state to prefer · solutions for which 
their contributions wonld be minimized. ·where this is inst,itutionally 
possible , resource allocation can be distorted. The resource allocation 
distortion is the degree to which any planning participant; attempting 
to minimize his costs is able to influence group decisions avray from 
the most economically efficient solutions . One of the problems of 
those who benefit not paying is that the resource is then not valu.e d  
at its proper market exchange value and more o f  the resource is  used 
than would otherwise have been, with a trail of effects on the economy. 
The importance of the effects, of course, varies with the magnitude of 
the di stortion produced. 
Using cost-sharing policies for the economic efficiency plan as 
a norm, the proportional  contribution in any investment by the federal 
government migh t be expected · to be greater for the regional development 
plan where the national interest migh t be in - redistributing nationa.l 
weal th to favor a. regi�n . The return on the state dollar invested 
(( 
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eould be high . State pressure for a solution in this sector would be 
understandable were the investment return attractive to the state even 
if the return on the federal investment were marginal. Were environ­
mental quality costs largely to be borne by the region, considerable 
political pressure within the region might be necessary to counter 
a development investment that might be foregone. 
lhl 
An intermediate range solution to the problem is revised federal 
policies concerning cost-sharing and this has been under more or less 
51 
continuous study by the federal government since 1962 or before . 
A shorter range solution would be to set forth clearly the basis upon 
which plam1ing decisions and recor.rrr_endations are made. Where the 
mechanics and ramifications of the planner 's decisions are open for 
all to see , objectivity appears most likely to be s erve d .  
The problem of project selection and cost sharing rests not only 
with the planners ., The legislative history surr0tmding federal partic­
ipation in water resources development gives evidence that the federal 
government has instituted many programs to assist regions and encourage 
the . use of resources for certain purposes . It would be self-defeating , 
nationally, to promote market-oriented objectivity that would negate 
legitirrnte program authorizations. Tne political process , the inter­
action between decision makers and public , balances the role of the 
51The problem was highlighted in the Report of the Senate Select 
Committee in 1 961 and treated in part by Senate Document 97 in 1962. 
The subject was studied by the ad hoc Water Resources Council and is 
now under s tudy by the Water Resources Council. 
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planners. 
The evolution of the Susquehanna River · Basin Study approach to 
'multiple-obj ective water resources planning was exarrined in this 
chapter. The usual planning difficulties appeared to be encou..Dtered 
and, in addition,  problems of definition and evaluation were evident 
both for the s ingle objective plans and in the formulation of a final 
plan to be recormnended by the coordinating com.i"Tlittee . Manifestations 
of institutionalism were also evident . 
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CHAPTER V I  
CONCLUS ION 
The inve s t i gation report ed in this s tudy represents  an ef fort  
to  determine the  usefu lness of employing mu l t ip le obj ec t ives in  water 
resources planning . The s tudy involved es tab l ishing a theoret ical 
and conceptual bas is t o  gu ide employment of  more than one obj ect ive 
in planning . To supplement  the theoret ical and conceptual inves ti­
gat ion , an in-process  rev iew was made of work current ly be ing accom­
pl ished in the Sus quehanna River Bas in. Thi s bas in s tudy was selec ted 
because it  represented an attempt to explic itly reco gnize the des ir­
ab ili ty of looking a t  al ternat ive uses f or the wa ter resource through 
mult iple-obj ec t ive planning . 
Summary and Evaluat ion of  Find ings 
The survey of · exper ience with river basin planning gave ev idence 
of a d ivergence between planning pract ice and planning theory . Senate 
Document 9 7  encouraged planning for "best use" and the "well-be ing of  
all people , ' ' gu idance not fully f ollowed in prac t ice. The gap was a 
result  o f  planning _�oo  narrow to  prov ide a s  broad a view o f  welfare as 
was pos sible . Per t inent alternative  uses of  the water resource of ten 
were no t cons idered . The area for cho ice by  d ec is i on maker s  and the 
pub lic was limited.  
The economic founda tions of public inv�s tment in water resources 
development were examined . Pub lic intervent ion in resource allocat ion 
was j us t if ied by another divergence-- that of the pr ivat e  market and 
pub lic inter es t . Welfare theory h ighligh t ed this s ep�ra t ion and also 
prov ided ins i gh t  into ef ficient allocat ion in the welfare sense . A 
welfar e opt imum c onsis ts  not only of ef ficient r esource alloca tion in 
market terms , b u t  a llocation leaving all concerned as well or be t ter 
off in a broad er bu t mor e d iff icult- to-def ine context . 
Welfare inc ludes the red is t r ibution of  wea l th r esult ing from 
an economic adj us tment such as resource al loca t ion . Red is t r ibu t ion 
effec t s  exis t whe ther there  is pol icy regarding on whom the e ffec t s  
should fa ll  o r  there i s  analysis  that mere ly d es c r ibes ef f ec ts for 
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the b enef it  o f  the pol icy makers . Weal th is more than money . Other 
dimens ions to wealth  can be measured in economic t erms . Envir onmental 
quality was ident if ied as one .  Ef f ic iency , d is t r ib u tion , environmental 
and pos s ib ly other economic effec t s  of wa ter resource inves tments can 
be evalua ted in terms of welfare improvement . A . welfare op_t imum throu gh . 
quant i ta t ive analysis a lone was found to  be unlikely. Welfare improve­
ment by a social prefer ence f_unc t ion opera t ive through the . po lit ical 
process  and suppor t ed by measurab le analyses a ppear ed more r ealis tic . 
Current  evaluat ion procedures have concent ra ted on market 
eff iciency and have  accept ed economic ef fic iency as  an objec t ive f or 
planning .  Other aspec t s  of welfare were s lighted . Al though c onven­
tional  economic ef f ic iency planning is capabl e  of expans lon t o  acc om­
modate  more aspects of welf are than is done at present , o ther aspec t s  
o f  welfare are pr esently - more satis factor i ly d escr ibed by  t h e  use of 
add i t ional planning obj ec t ives . 
Theory explained the empir ical prob l em of  optimi zing welfare . 
One answer was f ound in the selec tion of obj ectives . Obj ectives  c ou ld 
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be select ed and d efined tha t would provide a c learer and more complete 
bas i s  upon wh ich to  make judgment s  concerning the b es t use of resources  
for  the well-b eing of the people-- to improve welfare . 
A planning objec t ive wa s  found to be  func t ional if eff ectively 
related to benef i t  ident ification and evalua t ion . This r ela tionship is 
es tab lished through crit er ia and d efinition of the objec tiv e  func tion . 
To be  meaningfu l, an object ive should rela te to higher level objectives 
or goals . When so  s truc tured , an objec t ive  is  relevant of peoples ' 
des ires . 
Bo th  prac t ic e  and theory appeared suffic ient to  d efine obj ec­
tives tha t assis t in welfar e improvement . Welfare was also enhanced by 
broadening the area of cho ice in r esource a lloca t ion . P lanning pract ic e  
cou ld b e  improved by the selec t ion o f  s everal objec t ives tha t c ould 
lead to this broader ar ea of choice . 
Objec tives, beyond tha t of  market efficiency, were found to 
present  prob lems o f  eva lua tio_n procedure . Thes e  objectives , though con­
c ep tually d efinable , were not used in pra ct ice--opera t ional d ef initions 
proved d if ficu l t . To  work  quant ita t ively with several objectives in 
a s ingle planning effort appeared possible but involved . Proposals  
in  curr ent litera ture for  use of a multiple-term objec tive func tion 
were no t obviou s ly prac tical for present use . 
Dif f iculties tha t bese t conventional wa t er r esources  planning 
were acc entuated when multiple objec tives were  employed . Cos t es tima ting 
is les s  prec ise than desirable . Benefit est ima ting is even less  pre­
cis e .  Benefit func t ions for the economic efficiency crit er ion might 
be c onsid erably broadened . Benef i t  estima ting f or non-efficiency 
\ 
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obj ec t ive s is  embryonic . Federal cos t-shar ing polic ies are  suffi­
c ient ly incons is t ent t o  invite aberrations in resource a llocation in 
respec t of economic efficiency . Local and s tate  self-interes t logi­
cal ly t end toward s olut ions that  would maximize regional ga ins for any 
regional c os t . In present prac t ice  and knowledge , ther e  appeared t o  
be  s ignif icant ob s tacles i n  achievement of  a quant if ied welfare 
opt imum . 
A cu rrent river bas in s tudy in which a multiple-obj ective 
approach , . _  ? lanning was be ing attempt ed was examined . At t i tud es of 
s tudy par t ic. ipants  d id not clearly suppor t the novel approach to r iver 
bas in planning .  Response t o_ the mu lt iple-obj ect ive  proposal varied . 
There was c oncern expressed over the addi tional t ime , e f f ort  and funds 
entailed . The assoc iation between rev iew of alt ernative re source  uses  
and a broader area for  choice was recognized , h owever. Bu t certain 
s tudy par t ic ipants had concern over the dev iat ion and d i s s ipation of 
effort  from the pr ime c oncerns of  the s tudy in the  basin . Benefits  
and total  c o s t s , as  well  as  the  share of  cos t s  to  c ome from the  region , 
would vary cons id erably from plan t o  plan . 
The mu l t iple  obj ect ives selec t ed d id provid e  a bet t er approxi­
ma t ion of welfare cons id erations than otherwis e  might have occurred . 
Obj ect ives were neverthe less  d i f ficult to  def ine and diff icult to  
suppor t with benef it  es timat ing funct ions . Obj ec t ives d id provid e  a 
broader v iew of  welfare subj ect to  improvement through r e source al lo­
cat ion . The bas is f or choice was improved--there was some bas is  upon 
which planning decis ions involving best  us e and well-being of all the 
people of the basin could be made . 
Obj ec t ive func t ions and , as a resu l t ,  bene f i t  func t ions lacked 
r igor and prec is ion. This  confirmed an ob serva t ion made when the 
concept was explored . Arb it rar ily selec ted parameter s  were imposed 
on . the var ious plans . Althou gh sensi t iv ity to parame ter s wa s not  
analyzed , bas in needs were no t s a t i s f ied to the same degree in e�ch 
of the demonstra t ion plans . 
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Criteria had not been developed that would provide gu idance for 
the selec tion of  the s ingle plan that would be  recommended for the 
ba sin·. Beyond preference or jud gment , no ba s is for selec t ion had been 
prov ided . This was analogous to  the conceptua l prob l em and guidance 
appeared necessary . In add it ion , the ques t ion had not been res olved 
regard i ng the degree to which the alternative solut ions to  the basin 
pr oblems would be made public or provided to dec is ion maker s .  The 
importanc e attached to pr ov id ing policy makers and public informat ion 
on which recommendat ions are based increases with the vagueness of  the 
formulation cr i ter ion . 
Conclus ions 
Present planning f or fu ture 1.-1a ter resources  programs will have 
maj or impacts  on resource allocat ion f or generations of  users . · Plan- · 
ning under these  programs is  guided by  Sena te Document 97 , bu t subj ect 
to a t  least three weaknesses in pract ice ident if ied in thi s  s tudy . 
Alternative uses for resourc es . are not invar iab ly cons idered . Choices 
submitted by p lanner s  to dec is ion maker s are typically limited . 
Welfare implica t ions of resource allocat ions are not fu lly assessed . 
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This  s tudy in applied e conomics provides a rationale for an 
advance in approach to water res ources planning employing mult iple 
obj e ct ives . The ra tionale is  b ased on a synthes i s  of  views on e conomic 
theory and res ource allo cation . The need fo r additional obj e ctives 
o ther than e conomi c effi cien cy to evaluate welfare impli cations o f  
resource allo cat ion was - demons trated o n  theoreti cal grounds . Planning 
obj ec tives relate go als to p urposes s erved by water us e· and p rovi de 
addi tional dimensions to welfare . In repor ting on the at tempt by the 
Sus q·uehanna River Bas in Study to formulate plans respons ive to several 
obj e c tives , a d ialog ue on the p racti cal value of multiple-obj ective 
planning has been opened . 
Simplifying assump tions have previous ly l imit ed  e conomic effi­
cien cy , as a p lanning obj e ctive , to evaluation o f  changes in net 
national in come . The omit ted dis tributional e ffe cts  o f  e conomi c 
adj us tments can be  provided by employing an obj e ctive of regional 
development .  National and local  views for  p ar ti cular areas can b e  
explicitly considered i n  this manner . The obj e ct ive o f  environmental 
quality can p rovide addi tional dimens ion to welf are while further 
expanding the area of choice . 
Multiple-obj e-ctive planning has the importan t  fun ction o f  making 
explicit b o th the range o f  choice and the value cons iderations that 
dif feren t people have in looking at water reso ur ce s  al lo cation . A 
maj or  ·ob s tacle has b een that . welfare economis t s  h ave not felt s atisfied 
with their ab ility to  deal with human s atisf actions . There i s  no gen­
erally accep table  way of measuring improvements in welfare of individ-
(( 
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uals or  groups � Howev er , paralyz ing per f ec t ionism that requires 
cer ta inty f or dec is ion making is in tolerab le . Planning mus t cont inue. 
Use of a mul t iple-obj ec t ive framework tr ies to make cos ts 
explic it , inc lud ing the oppor t uni ty  cos ts of forec losed al t ernatives . 
Where there is no accepted practice  value j udgment s ar e unavoidab le . 
These value j udgments generate  debate f rom which convent ions on 
rankings and prac t ic es emer ge . An incomplete  ra t iona le is helpful 
where none ex is t ed b efore . This s tudy provides a workab le rationale 
to improve the bas is for d ec i s ion makine in planning where dec is ions 
mus t be  good , but  cannot be  per f ec t . 
Limitat ions of the S tudv 
This inves t igat ion chose for empirical example a r iver bas in 
s tudy currently und er way .  The selec t ion was deemed appropr ia te 
b ecaus e the Sus quehanna Study was a maj or r iver bas in planning ef fort 
in which an  a t t empt wa s being made to formu la te plans in fur therance 
of each of three mean ingful obj ec tives . The demons tration plans were 
to prov ide a b road base  for the formula tion of a f i.nal plan to b e  
recommend ed by the s tudy coord ination group . The plan was intended 
to be r es ponsive  to , ,h igher level obj ec t ives of  b es t  us e of the 
resourc e  and wel l-being of all peopl e . The d i f f iculties of d ealing 
with a novel approach to planning s lowed progress of the s tudy . The 
produc t ion of b enef it  and cos ts da ta on the d emons t ration plans fel l 
b ehind schedule . 
Poss ible  policy implica t ions s t imula ted this inves tiga t ion in 
multip l e-obj e c t ive planning and the in-proces s examinat · on of the 
Susquehanna s tudy . An i nves tigation along s imilar lines af ter com­
pletion of  the s tudy would be of value also. Mor e comple te empir ical 
ev id ence would be  availab le , and evaluat ion , though less timely in 
regard to  prov iding gu idance for other r iver bas in s tud ies  un crway , 
mor e comple t e. Suf f ic ient da ta would be ava i lab le  to ake po� s ib le 
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a mor e com lete  analysis  of  the benef its  and c os t s  of alternative 
res ource  allocations. Ins t itu tional problems of the s truc ture for 
p lanning could be examined ex pa ste  to determine capab ility to  admin­
ister the p lanning approach. Ins t itu tional ob s t ac les  cou ld be evalu­
a ted in their inf luence on the res ource al location f r om the rec ommended 
plan and the  rev iew proc e<lurcs . Each of these  lines of investi gat ion 
was limited in this s tudy r epor t · b ecaus e c omple t e  data were not 
availab le. 
Need f or Further Research 
Obj ec t iv es shou ld be related meaningful ly to higher l evel objec­
tives and goals and func t ionally by evaluation cri t er ia to actual water 
u ses. In the cases of regional d evelopment and env ironmental quality , 
the goals are  not  a t  all  c lear . "Best  use 1 ' and "wel l-being of a l l  
people 1 ! are suf f ic ient gu idance ·to endeavor to lay ou t the pos s ib le 
choices a s  broad l y  as  po ss ib le , bu t the relat ive d e grees t o  which the 
obj ec tives should be emphas ized are not clearly set . 
One area f or fur ther study is  that of providing a bas is f or 
p lanning policy in each of  th ese obj ective areas . Some indication of 
wha t the na t ional i�terest is in income redis tr ibution may be piec�d 
. \ 
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from the  Appalachian Regio nal  Development Ac t and o ther wel fare legis­
la tion . An economic. rela t ionship b etween wha t  might b e  imput ed to b e  
federal policy and wha t i s  f ea s ib le i n  wa ter r esourc es d eve lopment 
might be establ ished . A s imilar prob lem exis t s  with r e gard to  envi­
r onmental qual i ty . Each of  these obj ec tives re qu i.res bet ter d ef ini­
t ion for usefu l employment in ,;.,:,a ter resources planning . 
A s econd area for f ur ther s tudy is an ad junct to  the f irst . 
Once  the obj ec t ive is d ef ined , the crit er ion mus t be es t ab lished . 
Wha t . can b e  done wi th the water re source is much bet t er known than 
how these  wa ter uses  rela te b enef icially to obj ec t ives such as 
r egiona l deve lo pment . I t  shou ld be possible  to  id entify  f ea tures , 
evaluate  them , ass i gn b enef its  and rank t hem wi thin the obj ec t ive . 
The t echniques are ref ined in the cas e of economic ef f ic iency ; they 
ar e in exper imenta l f orm with regard to regional development and 
hardly c onceptua lized in the case of env ironmental quality . 
A th ird area f or study fol lows t he second . Once i t  is pos s ible  
to  rank and eva lua te fea tures in suppor t  of sev eral  obj ec tives , it  
b ecomes d esirable t o  compare the var ious proposals. The  us e of  
oppor tun ity costs  was suggest ed earl ier.  Ab ility  to rela te  the 
various propo sals t o  a common measurement b ase f or pur poses o f  
compar is on wou ld fac ilitate  r a t ional plan f ormu lation . 
Research direc t ed spec ifically toward thes e areas is  d es irab le . 
The employment of multip le obj ec t ives , however ; would be  of  immediate 
usefulness  in r iver basin p lanning if only to broaden choice for planner 
and other dec is ion makers . Weaknesses in guidanc e and analysis ac t as 
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ob stacles to a ttainment of maximum usefulness o f  the multip le-obj ective 
approach , bu t  hot as a bar to its  employment . Hownver , emp ir ical ly 
derived prac t ices  or measurement s are useful where no means of cl osing 
gaps us ing theory have b een found prac t ica l .  The s earching and trying 
that are par t of a real-lif e. planning effort also cons titu t e  research . 
The def ini t ion of obj ec t ives in t erms that are s ignificant  to  a re gion 
and a t t empts  to overcome gu id anc e and analyt ical ob stacles as by­
produc t s of p lanning ef forts , should be encouraged as  a mat ter of 
policy . This f orm of r es earch i s  also  des irable and represent s 
prac t ical s t ep s  t oward improved planning . 
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